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Abstract

The electronic structure of thin films of several members of the metal phthalocya- 

nine (MPc) and metal chelate families of organic molecular semiconductors have been 

studied using resonant soft x-ray emission spectroscopy, x-ray absorption spectroscopy, 

photoemission spectroscopy and x-ray excited optical luminescence spectroscopy. Pro

longed exposure of any organic molecule to ultraviolet or x-ray light induces damage in the 

molecular structure, typically referred to as beam damage. This is the case even for robust 

molecules such as the phthalocyanine family. Due to this, a degradation of the measured 

spectrum occurs with time, a particular problem with the long acquisition times of x-ray 

emission spectra. The influence of beam damage on non-panar (SnPc, PbPc) and planar 

phthalocyanine films (MgPc) was studied by core-level photoemission and x-ray absorp

tion studies and the evolution of the fitted core-level spectra with exposure is discussed. 

Analysis of these spectra revealed two processes of damage: crystalline degradation and 

molecular decay. This helps set limits to allow for aceurate measurements of resonant soft 

x-ray emission spectra by minimizing beam damage through a continuous translation of the 

film during data acquisition.

The comparison of resonant soft x-ray emission spectra with photoemission spectra 

is of general importance for confirming the electronic structure especially for the chemi

cally active valence electrons of these organic semiconductors. A first experimental presen

tation of atomic site partial density of states (PDOS) based on the x-ray emission spectros

copy (XES) is presented here for a selection of examples from the aforementioned organic 

molecular semiconductor families. Atomic angular momentum resolved PDOS based on 

DFT calculations that are presented here show good agreement with the experimental XES 

spectra and help further the understanding of the nature of their electronic structure.

Finally an attempt to reveal luminescence chromophore centres in the atomic sites 

of magnesium phthalocyanine (MgPc) and Zinc(ll) bis(8-hydroxyquinoline) (Znq2) mo

lecular films presented here are based on the synchrotron x-ray excited optical lumines

cence and optically detected x-ray absorption spectroscopy. Results from MgPc indicate 

that a non-bonding nitrogen state is actively involved in the main optical luminescence
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band of this molecule. Furthermore, the intermolecular interference appears to play a large 

role in transitions on such solid films.
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1. Introduction

Organic molecular semiconductor materials are of increasing scientific and techno

logical importance and have attracted interest for applications in optoelectronics and the 

semiconductor industry. The ability to deposit organic films on a variety of low-cost sub

strates such as glass, plastic or metal foils, and their relative ease of processing sets them 

on top priority for the above mentioned applications. Due to the low cost and ease of proc

essing, new innovative fabrication of devices on inexpensive, large-area substrates are cur

rently being engineered by hundreds of chemists/physicists and huge progress on materials 

development, device design, deposition processes, and modelling has been achieved in the 
last decade''^.

They are already the basis of newer generations of electronic and optoelectronic de

vices, most notably the high efficiency, very bright and colourful thin displays of several 

mobile electronic appliances based on organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs)^'^, amplifi

ers and switching devices for these displays and other devices, including organic thin film 

transistors (OTFTs)^'" and thin film organic photovoltaic cells'^''®. Furthermore, thin films 

of epitaxially grown hybrid organic-inorganic devices are being widely studied'^, for ex

ample they have to shown to alter the I-V behaviour of Schottky interfaces’*.

Benzene- 
Ring 4

Benzo- 
Pyrrole ring

Iso-lndolene

b)
Figure 1 Molecular structure of organic material families commonly used in opto-electronic appli
cations: a) Metal Phthalocyanine (Notation Alfredsson et af) Metal chelates: b) Metal-tris (8- 
hydroxy quinoline) and c) Metal- bis (8-hydroxy quinoline) respectively.



1.1 Organic semiconductors as Materials

There are two major classes of organic semiconductors: low molecular weight ma

terials and polymers. Both have in common a conjugated ;r-electron system being formed 

by the pz-orbitals of sp^-hybridized C-atoms in the molecules. As compared to the cr-bonds 

forming the backbone of the molecules, the ;r-bonding is significantly weaker. Therefore, 

the lowest electronic excitations of conjugated molecules are the ;r-;r*-transitions with the 

energy gap typically between 1.5 and 3 eV leading to light absorption or emission in the 

visible spectral range. The energy gap can be controlled by the degree of conjugation in a 

molecule. Thus, chemistry offers a wide range of possibilities to tune the optoelectronic 

properties of organic semiconducting materials.

An important difference between these two classes of materials lies in the way they 

are processed to form thin films. Whereas small molecules are usually deposited from the 

gas phase by sublimation or evaporation, conjugated polymers can only be processed from 

solution e.g by spin-coating or printing techniques. Additionally, a number of low-weight 

molecular materials can be grown as single crystals allowing intrinsic electronic properties 

to be studied on such model systems. The controlled growth of highly ordered thin films 

either by vacuum deposition or solution processing is still subject of ongoing research, but 

will be crucial for many applications.

The nature of bonding in organic semiconductors is fundamentally different from 

their inorganic counterparts. Organic molecular crystals are van der Waals bonded solids 

implying a considerably weaker intermolecular bonding as compared to covalently bonded 

semiconductors like Si or GaAs. The consequences are seen in mechanical and thermody

namic properties like reduced hardness or lower power melting point, but even more im

portantly in a much weaker delocalization of electronic wavefuctions among neighbouring 

molecules, which has direct implications for optical properties and charge carrier transport. 

The bonding in polymers chains can lead to improved mechanical properties, but the elec

tronic interaction between adjacent chains is usually still weak in this class of materials 19



1.2 Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs)

Since the molecular systems that will be studied in this thesis are strongly related to 

OLED applications a brief description of such devices is given here. Emission of electro

magnetic radiation in the UV, visible and infrared (IR) is called luminescenee and it is the 

result of a recombination of excited electrons from lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 

(LUMO) to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). The electron can be excited 

by photon injection (laser, soft x-rays) resulting in photoluminescence (PL) or by applying 

voltage to an organic semiconductor material, as first discovered in anthracence single 

crystals^’’^^, resulting in electroluminescence (EL). Typical OLEDs are double charge in

jection devices, requiring the simultaneous supply of both electrons and holes to the elec

troluminescent material which is sandwiched between two electrodes (Fig. 2a). To achieve

— Emitter

Figure 2 a) Typical structure of single layer OLED. b) Structure of OLED with multi-layer structure 
comprising a p-type emitter and electron transport material (ETM). c) Multi-layer structure compris
ing a n-type emitter as hole transport material (HTM). d) Multi-layer structure comprising emitter 
layer with deferent electron and hole transport material layers^".

an efficient OLED with the single-layer configuration shown in Figure 2a, the organic EL 

material would ideally have a high luminescence quantum yield and be able to faeilitate 

injection and transport of electrons and holes. This demand of multifunctional capabilities 

from a single organic material is rarely met by current materials^*’. Most highly fluorescent 

or phosphorescent organic materials of interest in OLEDs tend to have either p-type (hole- 

transport) or n-type (electron transport) charge transport characteristics and as result poor



efficiency and brightness from the single organic layer configuration have been observed"'*' 

Using two or more layers of different organic materials, efficient light emission, good 

electron and hole injection and effective charge transport can be achieved. Examples of 

these increasingly complex OLEDs architectures are shown in Figure 2b-d. The multilayer 

configurations also give the opportunity of tuning and optimizing the light emission, injec

tion and transport properties of the devices independently. Two of the key parameters for 

the performance of the OLED devices are the electron affinity (EA) and the ionization po

tential (IP); these are the energy of the LUMO and the HOMO relative to the vacuum level, 

respectively. The offset of these levels to the cathode and anode work functions {0c and 

0a) determine the electron and hole injection into the diode. Large mismatches, thus large 

barriers for hole injection at the anode (zlE’h = 0a- IP) and electron injection at the cathode 

{AEe = 0c- EA), lead to poor OLED performance.

Vacuum
Level

4E, i
Anode

‘ea{

IP

Emitter

dE,

dEh

EAi

IP

Cathode dIPi

^dEA EA

IP

dE.

Anode p-type 
Emitter

ETM Cathode

Figure 3 Energy-level diagrams of (a) a single-layer OLED and (b) a two-layer OLED based on a p- 
type emitter and an ETIVI^°.

Thus by choosing the proper cathode electrode with low work function {0c) and anode 

with high work function {0a) and including layers of electron transport materials (ETM) 

(as demonstrated on Fig. 3) or hole transport materials (HTM) the barrier mismatches can 

be minimized.

Furthermore, the difference between the electron and hole mobilities on the device 

can lead to a shifting of their recombination towards the electrodes (away from the emis

sive layer) where recombination take place by a non-radiative decay. By using the multi

layer architecture with extra HTM and ETM layers, with the potential of different thick

nesses, the recombination of the charge carriers could be shifted towards the emissive

layer'.20



OLED display devices typically have low power consumption, broad temperature 

ranges and wide viewing angles. HTM and ETM layers on typical OLED sandwich struc

tures has resulted in the concentration in research and development of organic thin films of 

planar molecules where mobility seems to get enhanced^^’^* . One of the foremost classes 

of planar organic molecular semiconductors is that of the family of metal phthalocyanines 

(MPc). Metal phthalocyanines, MC32H16N8, are symmetric macrocycle molecules com

posed of four units of benzene rings bonded to pyrrole rings (isoindoline groups) connected 

together by four meso-bridging aza nitrogens (as shown in Eigure 1).

The structure has a central cavity that can accommodate various metal ions, bonded 

via the pyrrole nitrogens. There are currently upwards of 70 M-Pcs reported, though many 

have axial ligands of the central metal ion. These exhibit aromatic behaviour due to the de

localised electron density of the 7r-bonds above and below the plane of the molecules. The 

central metal atom is usually in a 2+ oxidation state with the macrocycle backbone existing 

as a di-anion (Pc'^). The central metal atom determines many of the physical properties of 

the material including the luminescence^^. Their structural similarity to the active sites of 

chlorophyll and haemoglobin (porphyrin compounds), makes them also interesting for 

biomimetic applications as catalysts for oxidation reactions in heterogeneous catalysis^®'^^ . 

They have attracted much attention as the important building blocks in molecular electron

ics, e.g organic field effects transistors (OFETs)^'' , OLEDs^^ and resistive chemical sen- 

sors^^'^^ . In OLED devices M-Pcs or metal free-Pcs are mainly used as hole transport ma

terial (HTM) improving substantially the hole charge transfer mobility"’*’'^^.

Another organic family that gained great interest for OLED applications, especially 

after Tang et al.^ reported efficient electroluminescence from thin films of tris (*- 

hydroxyquinoline) Aluminium (Alq3), is that of the metal chelates. Metal chelates are 

based on 8-hydroxyquinoline (C9H6ON) molecule bonded with either trivalent (Al, Ga, In) 

or divalent metals (Be, Zn). They are mainly used as emissive and electron transport mate- 

rials^^’'*^"^^. Alq3 is the most wide studied chelate mainly due to its superior characteristics 

such as good EA and IP values, good thermal stability, good film growth behaviour with 

sublimation in vacuum conditions (pinhole-ffee) and the highest fluorescence efficiency 

among the chelates (Kulkami et al. and references therein^*^). The divalent metal chelate 

Znq2 is also of interest due to similar EA and IP characteristics to Alq3, but it is a yellow



emitter with better brightness and better electron transport mobilities than Alqs^^. This re

sults from the fact that Znq2 appears as a tetramer in solid films and has crystal structure 

with overlapping infra- and inter-molecular atomic states, which make it a better ETM,

which can operate at lower voltages,46

1.3 Growth and Structure of Organic Thin Films

Since the structure has a strong impact on the functional properties, understanding 

the structure formation i.e., the growth process, and finding ways to optimise the structural 

definition is a prerequisite for technological progress.

As discussed at Forrest’s review"*’ organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) 

(also known as OMBE) under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) has been demonstrated as a well- 

suited technique for preparing organic films of high structural quality"**. It has the advan

tage of providing both layer thickness control and an atomically clean environment and 

substrate. Typically, growth occurs by the sublimation in a background vacuum ranging 

from 10’’ to 10'” Torr of a highly purified powder from a temperature-controlled oven or 

Knudsen cell"*^.

While the properties of organic molecular crystals (OMCs) have been studied for 

over 50 years, it has only recently been observed that excellent structural ordering can be 

achieved by deposition on a wide range of substrates, sometimes without regard for the de

gree of strain between the film and the substrate^®'^^. There has been considerable experi

mental and theoretical investigation of OMBD growth resulting in ordered thin films, al

though currently there is no detailed understanding of the range of materials (both film and 

substrate), and conditions under which long-range structural ordering can be achieved. The 

varied nature of the substrate/adsorbed layer interaction in such van der Waals (vdW) 

bonded systems has led researchers to term ordered growth of OMCs variously as “epi

taxy”,^' “quasiepitaxy”,^* and “van der Waals epitaxy”.^"*

Epitaxy, as in the case of inorganic materials, refers to systems where there is a 

one-to-one commensurate relationship between the molecular positions in the deposited 

layer and the substrate. For OMCs, there are two types of epitaxy: conventional epitaxy 

where the molecules are chemisorbed onto the substrate surface^^ and van der Waals epi

taxy (vdWE) where physisorption involving only vdW bonding dominates^^. Slight mis-



(a) (b)

Figure 4 Various inodes of epitaxial growth: (a) layer-by-layer (Frank-van der Merwe), (b) layer-plus- 
island (Stranski-Krastanov), and (c) island (Volmer-Weber). The horizontal lines on the epitaxial lay
ers schematically represent individual atomic or molecular layers'*^'^^.

matches between the substrate and film lattices results in “strained vdWE”, although for 

highly strained growth, epitaxial structures tend to relax at a critical thickness {dc), thereby 

generating defects. Epitaxy tends to occur as a result of equilibrium growth conditions, and 

depending on the relative strengths of the adsorbate-adsorbate, and adsorbate-substrate in
teractions, the layer grows via one of three modes^’ illustrated in Figure 4: layer-by layer 

(Frank-van der Merwe), layer-plus-islands (Stranski-Krastanov), and island growth (Vol

mer-Weber). Due to the requirement for commensurability, it is difficult to find 

OMC/substrate combinations leading to unstrained vdWE, in which case Stranski- 

Krastanov growth tends to be the most frequently observed mode.

In contrast, quasiepitaxial (QE) structures are those in which the substrate and film 

are incommensurate over any meaningful lattice length scale. Nevertheless, there can be a 

well-defined orientational relationship between the film and substrate lattices resulting in 

azimuthal order and in some cases residual stress develops in the film as it conforms to the 

substrate lattice (strained QE). The most interesting feature of strained QE films is that they 

can be distorted from their bulk lattice structure with no significant relaxation of this distor

tion with film thickness (i.e., dc —>oo). Instead, it has been proposed that strain relaxation in 

QE films results from periodic variations in the degrees of freedom internal to the adsor

bate molecules and their unit cells^*. This property of vdW bonded OMCs is a direct result 

of their very small elastic constants. In contrast to vdWE, QE is primarily achieved under 

non-equilibrium growth conditions, and since strain relief can occur without inducing dis-
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polycrystalline or 
amorphous growth

Strain (\a/a)

order, Frank-van der Merwe as well as 

Stranski-Krastonov growth modes 

have been observed^^'^'.

Figure 5 is a diagram placing 

these several growth modes in relative 

context^^.The vertical axis shows the 

logarithm of the bond energy to the 

substrate, where vdW bonds are typi

cally in the range of 1-10 meV/atom^^ 

(although the binding energy per

ecu « <• ™ r • molecule can exceed 1 eV), whereasFigure 5 Schematic diagram of modes of epitaxy. Epi-
taxial growth occurs for commensurate lattices while covalent or ionic bonding, the en- 
QE growth occurs for vdW bonded incommensurate
thin films. The left-hand axis corresponds to unstrained ergies range from 100 meV to 
growth. The curved line represents the boundary be- ^
tween ordered and disordered growth assuming a par- 5eV/atom Unstrained, epitaxial 
ticular value of critical thickness, d^. The lower the bind
ing energy is, the larger the strain allowed to achieve growth corresponds to Aa/a — 0 (Aa/a — 
unrelaxed growth of a given thickness, . , , • u ^ 4. iAa/as where as is the substrate lattice 

constant, Aa=|aras|, and af is the lattice constant of the thin film). The curved line schemati

cally indicates the strain for a constant critical layer thickness:^^ as the bond energy in

creases, strain must decrease if dc is to be maintained at a constant value. At higher strains, 

relaxed polycrystalline or amorphous growth occurs. While different regions of this en- 

ergy/strain plot are occupied by strained vdWE and QE, there are also areas of significant 

overlap. That is, for a particular strain energy, strained vdWE or QE structures can be at

tained, depending on the growth conditions employed'*^.

From Forrest’s review it is clear that the growth of molecular semiconductor is very 

complex.

1.3.1 Crystalline structures of phthalocyanines

The most extensive studies of epitaxial growth of OMC films have concentrated on 

the phthalocyanines (Pc) layered on ionic substrates such as the alkali halides^^'^^, metals’"*, 

and on passivated surfaces’^'” of Si(lll) and GaAs(lll). Typical conditions leading to 

epitaxial growth of planar molecules include low growth rates (<0.001 to O.OlML/s) and



high substrate temperatures (-100-200 °C, depending on the sublimation temperature of the 

organic molecule). These conditions result in the growth of equilibrium thin film structures, 

where the incident molecules have sufficient thermal energy after deposition to arrange 

themselves into their minimum energy configuration.

Epitaxial molecular thin films are typically grown into structures which are deter

mined by the substrate lattice rather than by the bulk structure of the organic molecular 

solid itself Since the substrates used are typically inorganic crystals whose structure is 

considerably different than the OMC, neither the lattice constant nor the lattice symmetry 

of these two contacting layers are matched. This has two consequences: due to the flexible 

nature of the vdW force responsible for the cohesion of the organic layers, the structure of 

the thin film can be substantially distorted from bulk. This severe lattice distortion, how

ever, results in a large stress within the film, thereby creating disorder after the growth of 

only a few monolayers^^’’^. In effect, the mismatched film relaxes to its bulk structure 

within 2-5 ML, resulting in a rough columnar surface morphology (corresponding to Stran- 

ski-Krastanov growth^^). The film relaxation prevents the growth of molecularly flat films 

with thicknesses beyond only a few monolayers'*’.

There is extensive literature describ

ing the various crystal structures of most of 

the molecules in the family M-Pcs which is 

best summarised by the reviews of Kadish’* 

and Engel . Both distinguish the phthalocya- 

nines in two main categories, based on the 

planarity of the molecule, where distinct dif-

Figure 6 A side view of the difference between ferences in the crystal structures have been
planar and non-planar phthalocyanines (M-Pcs). , j m ij V / observed. Planar phthalocyanines are those

that can fully accommodate the metal ion in the central cavity of the molecule. These are

two dimensional and follow the D4h point group symmetry. The non-planar have the metal

ion protruding out of plane because it is too big to be accommodated in the central cavity.

These are three dimensional molecules with Qv point group symmetry (Fig. 6).

Increasing attention is being paid to the phenomenon of polymorphism*”. If a crys

tal may be looked at as a giant supramolecule, polymorphs are the corresponding su-

Planar M-Pc

Non-planar M-Pc



34i

y 3.4 A

4>: 19.41 A. 9:4.79 A Ci 14.03 (not ihawn). 9 >1:0.9*

a) b)
Figure 7 Schematic showing the herringbone columnar packings of a-phase (top) and the y?-phase (bot
tom) of planar MPcs™. a) shows both polymorphic forms contain stacks of the molecule which are ti
tled with respect the A-axis of the crystal (the column axis) with intermolecular average distance of 
rf=;3.4A. b) Three dimensional depiction of the of a-phase (top) and the /?-phase (bottom) of planar 
MPcs*‘.

pramolecular isomers*'. As for chemically bonded isomers, polymorphs differ in properties 

related to the solid state, such as melting point, colour, hardness, conductivity, photocon

ductivity*^'*^ etc. For example during the 76 years since its discovery, 10 polymorphs of the 

planar CuPc have been identified*^. Crystal structure polymorphism depends largely on 

factors such as pressure, temperature, deposition rate and epitaxial/quasi-epitaxial growth 

(matching with substrate )’*.

Of the planar Pcs there are two dominant crystal structures, both are monoclinic and 

are labelled a- and P- forms. The molecular packing in both polymorphs is depicted sche
matically in Figure 7, with data shown for CuPc^*. Both polymorphic forms contain stacks 

of phthalocyanine molecules, which are tilted with respect to the 6-axis of the crystal (the 

column axis). The tilts are reversed from one column to the next column to generate the so- 

called “herringbone” structure. The tilt angle 6, the angle between the normal to the ring 

and the column axis, is smaller in the a-form than the yff-form. Typical angles for the a-form 

and y5-form are 9^25° and O^AT, respectively. An intermolecular distance of c/~3.4 A oc

curs between neighbour molecules on the stacking axis.
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The non-planar phthalocyanines adopt a “shuttlecock” shape that defines two mo

lecular sides: A “phthalocyanine-only” side and a side dominated by the central atom, 

called “concave” and “convex” sides, respectively. They come with two main crystal struc

tures, the monoclinic and the triclinic phase. This is based on X-ray single crystal structure 
determinations of both PbPc*^'** and SnPc*^. The first structural determination of PbPc was 

of the monoclinic form in which the molecules stack linearly to form a column whose axis 

is along the direction of the crystal c-axis (Fig.8a). Intermolecular repeat spacing within a 

column is 3.73 Molecules in the next-nearest neighbour are arranged in the opposite 

sense, i.e. the column is inverted. In the triclinic structure, grown at a higher temperature, 

the molecules stack along the crystal a-axis with an alternating arrangement within a col

umn^*. In this form the Pb atom is further out of the plane of the central nitrogen atoms 

than in the monoclinic form. In this triclinic phase adjacent rows of molecules are almost 

perpendicular to each other (Fig.Sb).

Mason and co-workers have reported a triclinic stmcture in their structure determi-

a)

c)
Figure 8 Crystal structures of non-planar MPcs. a) The crystal structure of the monoclinic PbPc. Mole
cules in the next-nearest neighbour are arranged in the opposite sense, i.e the column is inverted (after 
Ukei et al*^). b)The crystal stracture of triclinic PbPc. Adjacent rows of molecules are almost perpen
dicular to each other c) The crystal structure of the triclinic SnPc. Adjacent rows of molecules are par
allel to each other, d) The projection of concave and convex type arrangement where molecules stack 
along the crystal a-axis with an alternating arrangement within a column.
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nation of SnPc*^, confirmed later by Kubiak^®. Its crystal structure is similar to that of 

PbPc, but differs in that the adjacent rows of molecules are parallel to each other^® (Fig. 

8c). In his extensive review on phthalocyanine crystal structures, Engel also reports that 

SnPc could be crystallized in the monoclinic phase, however, no publication or crystallo

graphic data is presented’^.

1.4 Electronic Structure

The chemical, mechanical, thermal, optical, and electrical properties of a material 

fundamentally are ultimately determined by its electronic structure.

Moreover, the transport of electrons and holes across the interface of layers on 

OLEDs depends sensitively on the electronic structure, and hence on the composition, 

structure and impurity levels of materials on either side of the junction. Because of this, the 

‘energetics’ of an organic-inorganic semiconductor interface are of critical importance. En

ergetics is the term used to describe the important electrical parameters governing charge 

transport across semiconductor interfaces; these parameters include valence band offset, 

interface dipole, bandbending, etc. The energetics of inorganic semiconductor interfaces 

has been principally determined with a great deal of success by photoelectron spectros

copy, and this method has recently been extended to organic semiconductors. However, 

recent RXES work by the Downes et ai, has raised doubts as to the accuracy and general 

application of this method^'. Their argument was that a full interpretation of the near Fermi 

edge electronic structure of CuPc is complicated by the particular energy levels of the tran
sition metal ion (Cu^"^) attached to the phthalocyanine ligand. The overlap of the metal 3d 

eleetronic states (Jxy orbital) with ligand N 2p states produces a combination of both local

ized and delocalized states near the Fermi level as detailed by Liao et However, since 

then it has been suggested that a possibility for an exciton energy breaking could account 

for the difference in the near Fermi level electron states.

Furthermore, the valence band (HOMO) spectra obtained through RXES differ 

from XPS spectra because XPS is an ionizing spectroscopy, while RXES is not. As a con

sequence RXES more closely reflects the ground state molecule as the excited core elec

tron can effectively screen the empty core-hole state in large delocalized molecular sys- 

tems^^. This difference can be clearly seen in CuPc for which the state nearest the Fermi
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level is a half-filled state of big symmetry, 0.5 eV below which lies a filled state of 

symmetry; yet ionization from the big state requires 0.7 eV more than from the aju state as 

indicated in Figure 9^^. The resulting UPS spectrum is that of the final state, i.e. the ionized 

molecule as shown in Figure 10, and highlighted in the inset.

Accurate determination of this electronic structure near the Fermi level is of 

general importance in establishing accurately the energetics of organic semiconductor 

interfaces.

It was proposed that this RXES work be extended to other members of the phthalo- 

cyanine family; copper as the end-of-row transition metal may prove quite different from 

other metal types. This should provide a more accurate description electronic structure and 

precise values of energetics, upon which interface models can be based.

However, as the application of X-ray emission spectroscopy to organic molecules 

requires significant exposure of the material to the synchrotron radiation beam, it is impera

tive that beam damage must be accounted for when making any measurement. Where this
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Figure 9 Left: Resonant x-ray emission spectra at the C Is level of CuPc showing the details of the 
spectra near the HOMO band from Downes et al”. Right: Electronic structure of CuPc as calculated 
by Liao et al’^ with experimentally observed ring and pyrole C Is binding energies. Observation of two 
discrete states near Ep labelled y and 5 (shown for clarity in the inset), which differs from published 
photoemission results, but is in excellent agreement with density functional calculations as shown on 
the right side. Strong final state effects modify the binding energy of the bj^ state, as observed by UPS, 
and photoemission from this state overlaps in energy that from the a]„ state producing a broad asym
metric photoemission feature that is identified in UPS spectra as the HOMO (see also Fig. 10).
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is not specifically accounted for an erroneous picture of the electronic structure may 

emerge^Even though phthalocyanines are known to be robust molecules the effect of 

beam or radiation damage on these has also been noted Recently obtained spectra of 

undamaged CuPc by Downes et al.^' are startling in their clarity compared to previously 

published damaged spectra by Kurmaev et al.^^ (Fig. 11).

These beam damaged measurements similarly took place at a high flux undulator 

beamline but without taking into account the damage that occurs with long exposure. The 

earliest XES measurement of an organic molecular phthalocyanine semiconductor by Tege- 

ler et al. was also likewise beam damaged^*. Even though these measurements were made 

at a low intensity bending magnet beamline, the long spectrum accumulation time resulted 

in beam damage.

Recent results by McGovern and collaborators has also highlighted similar effects 

in photoemission, showing the effect of beam damage on the HOMO, with implications for 

the establishment of the energetics as described above. Moreover, this group has observed 

an additional effect in core-level SXPS of SnPc; the exposure-related growth of a “high 

binding energy” satellite is interpreted as the flux-induced conversion of Sn-ll to Sn-IV

Figure 10 The N Ka RXES and C Ka RXES of CuPc compared to UPS spectrum of CuPc (from Dow
nes et al.”). Detail shows difference between ionizing (UPS) and non-ionizing spectroscopy (RXES) for 
the and states. Peaks appeared above OeV are due to x-ray scattering (Rayleigh scattering) in 
XES process, where the core hole filling occurs from the same excited electron.
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Figure 11 Top; Published spectrum of CuPc (Kurmaev ei ar). Bottom: Contrast of beam damaged 
SXE spectrum and non-damaged SXE spectrum.|Downes et al*'!

1 99charge state .

In this thesis these observations are extended to other members of the metal- 

phthalocyanine family, in particular the equivalent Group IV SnPc and PbPc. The aim is to 

further clarify the nature of beam damage in these materials, particularly as this potentially 

also limits the precision of the determination of interface energetics. Furthermore, accurate 

exposure limits of radiation is needed in order to successfully apply resonant x-ray emis

sion spectroscopy to a wide spectrum of phthalocyanines.

Summarizing up the aims and the purposes of this project are:

• The study of the electronic structure of organic molecular semiconductors, specifi

cally metal phthalocyanines (M-Pc) and metal chelates through means of X-ray 

photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES), with 

straight forward comparison of the accuracy of the first technique and the role of 

the final state effects in the precise determination of the electronic structure of these 

materials. The ultimate purpose is to provide an insight into the role that these spec-
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troscopies can play into a study of the “energetics” on interfaces with these materi

als.

An in depth investigation of the radiation damage that occurs to the robust metal 

phthalocyanines at their exposure to the synchrotron light, which would help in the 

interpretation of damage effects in measurements to many other aromatic organic 

molecules.

An attempt to connect specific core sites to luminescence centres of these materials 

using x-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL). This is a synchrotron based spec

troscopy where exciting at site specific core levels we get the optical luminescence 

response dependent on where the luminescence centres are located within the mole

cule. This could also shed light on how the chemical bonding involved on the lumi- 

nescenee process.

Experiments followed two parallel themes of investigation. These were firstly; 

beam damage in phthalocyanines and seeondly: the spectroscopic characterization of 

ganic semiconductors by XPS, NEXAFS, RXES and XEOL.

or-
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2. Experimental techniques 

2.1 X-ray spectroscopies

Core level spectroscopies are important to obtain information about the chemical 

state, local geometric structure, nature of chemical bonding and dynamics in electron trans

fer processes. The core electrons are localized to one atom. They are characterised by the 

binding energy which describes the coulomb interaction with the nucleus, which is the en

ergy needed for them to be removed from the atom. Different nuclei (elements) have dif

ferent binding energies, e.g the \s (most tightly bound) core level energy for C and N are 

different, this makes the spectroscopies elementally specific. The core levels can be used to 

determine information about valence electrons in two different ways. First, the binding en

ergy of the core level is affected by the valence electrons, in a process called screening, 

principally used to determine the chemical valence of the atom. Secondly, we can have 

transitions between core and valence levels proving a direct probe of valence electronic 

structure. Since the core electrons are loealized to one atom the valence electrons can be 

studied in an atom-specific way. This provides a tool to look into the nature of the surface 

chemical bond by disentangling the contributions from different atoms. Furthermore, the 

valence electrons will be sensitive to the local geometry or bonding environment and we 

can expect that the core levels are chemically shifted depending on absorption sites and 

molecular orientations. The excitation process involving the core electrons will also cause 

some dynamical response to the system involving electron transfer processes and vibra

tional excitations'*^*^.

There are different core level spectroscopies which are based on the same function: 

creation and decay of core holes though absorption of incoming light. If the photon energy 

is sufficient to ionize core level electrons, we are talking about X-ray photoelectron spec

troscopy (XPS) where we measure the distribution of energies of the outgoing photoelec

trons. If the excitation energy is not high enough to reach the ionization continuum, we can 

populate bound states above the Fermi level, where this method is generally denoted X-ray 

Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS). It is divided into two regimes; Near Edge X-ray Absorp

tion Fine Structure or X-ray Absorption Near Edge Spectroscopy (NEXAFS or XANES)
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for bound states and low energy resonances in the continuum (these shape resonances can 

extend to 40eV above threshold), and the Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 

(EXAFS) when the outgoing electron is well into the ionization continuum. In the 

NEXAFS regime the spectroscopy provides information about the empty molecular elec

tronic states.

The core-hole can decay through two different mechanisms involving non-radiant 

and radiant processes. The first process involves an electronic rearrangement and will lead 

to electron emission, denoted Auger decay. The second set of processes will lead to lumi

nescence emission of X-rays or optical light. In the radiant process the core-hole is filled 

with an outer shell electron and the excess energy is emitted in the form of a photon. For all 

core-levels both types of process contribute to the decay. In order to obtain information 

about the bonding of the electrons we are primarily interested in decay processes involving 

the valence states. The analysis of the emitted electrons is the basis for Auger Electron 

Spectroscopy (AES) and on photons Optically Detected X-ray Absorption spectroscopy 

(OD-XAS), X-ray Excited Optical Luminescence (XEOL) and X-ray Emission Spectros

copy (XES). For the XEOL and OD-XAS, the emitted photons may arise from a secondary 

process, where the primary core-hole decays through a non-radiant process, and the subse

quent shallow core hole decays radiatively. However, XES is the direct radiative emission 

process in which the primary core hole created will be filled by dipole-allowed transitions. 

In XES the valence electron states projected on the absorbing atom are observed. This con

trasts with valence band photoemission where the electronic structure of the whole system

is measured 100

2.2 Synchrotron light source radiation.

These spectroscopies require a tunable, high brilliance radiation sources to probe 

the varied binding energies of the elements. Synchrotron radiation provides this. It is gen

erated when a charged particle (electron), moving at relativistic speeds is accelerated in a 

magnetic field as shown schematically in Fig. 12a. This causes emission of electromagnetic 

radiation in a broad spectral range from the infrared region though the visible, ultraviolet, 

and into the x-ray region up to energies of many tens of kilovolts. The acceleration can be 

achieved either by bending magnets (circular motion) or by periodic magnetic structures
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Figure 12 a) Outline of a synchrotron storage ring and typical beamline set up"", b) Spectral bright
ness for several synchrotron radiation sources and conventional x-ray sources"*^

(sinusoidal motion). Synchrotron radiation provides a bright, polarized photon beam as the 

excitation source. In general, synehrotron radiation is several orders of magnitude more 

intense, more site selective (through its tunability) and covers a much broader energy range 

than conventional X-ray sourees, as well as being polarised.

Three types of radiation sources on a “typical” storage ring are common: bending 

magnets, wigglers and undulators, with increasing brightness respectively. Figure 12 b

shows the spectral brightness for several synchro

tron radiation sources and eonventional x-rays 

sources.

2.2.1 Why is Synchrotron Radiation re
quired?

rd

Figure 13 Fluorescence yield emission 
depending on atomic number'®^''“.

High intensity X-ray sources, such as 3 

generation synchrotron sources, are required for 

XES studies in order to compensate for the low 

probability of radiative vs. non-radiative de

excitation of the core hole (Fig. 13) for light ele-
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ments. More importantly, the tunability of synchrotron radiation allows for selectively cre

ating a core hole on an atom in a compound. This is particularly useful in organic com

pounds where the core levels o f inequivalent carbon atoms are usually chemically shifted. 

Thus, different atomic (chemical) sites in a molecule can be easily probed by X-ray absorp

tion near edge spectroscopy (XANES or NEXAFS), which then can drive a resonant exci

tation of the core level of these different chemical sites to unoccupied states, the radiative 

decay of them (XES) may produce significantly different spectra reflecting the site-specific 

local partial density of states (LPDOS).

Synchrotron radiation has also transformed the photoelectron techniques of ultra

violet and x-ray photoemission spectroscopes (UPS/XPS). The availability of tunable pho

tons means that the kinetic energy of the emitted electron can be selected to be at the es

cape depth minimum, i.e. greatly enhancing the surface-sensitivity of these techniques; this 

is usually described as soft x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (SXPS).

Absorption spectroscopy (NEXAFS/XANES) is a tool to probe the empty states be

low the vacuum level, and is traditionally obtained with secondary electron yield from syn

chrotron polarized light also can be probed by photon emission. Thus also the polarization 

geometry of absorption provides state selectivity in the measured x-ray emission spectrum.

2.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS is in principle a simple process. A photon of energy hv penetrates the surface, and is 

absorbed by an electron with a binding energy of Eg. This electron is then emitted into the 

vacuum with a kinetic energy; ^kin = hv - Eg - (Ev„f - Epernid (Fig- 14). Therefore, in the 

simplest approximation, the energy distribution of photoelectrons corresponds directly to 

the energy distribution of eleetron states in the solid surface. With a good approximation, 

this formula gives the binding energy of the emitted electron, and allows the XPS tech

nique to be used as a probe to identify the chemical elements present in the sample, which 

show dramatically different spectral “fingerprints”. Moreover, the binding energy varies 

even for electrons in the same elemental eore level since this is considerably influeneed by 

factors like the valence of the atom, the local chemical and physical environment. These 

variations in energy for a given elemental level are known as chemical shifts, and provide
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the XPS technique the ability to distinguish atoms of the same species in different envi

ronments. This constitutes the basis of the property of site selectivity.

In ultraviolet photoemission spec

troscopy the same principal applies. How

ever, in this case only the shallow (valence) 

level electrons can be excited. The distribu

tion of energies of the photoemitted elec

trons is then recorded with an electron en

ergy analyser. The recorded spectrum of 

energies reflects the valence or HOMO 

band density of states. This is valence band 

XPS or UPS.

2.3.1 The shake-up process

Figure 14 Sketch representing photoemission 
processes (XPS and UPS). This description, although very use

ful for the immediate interpretation of the 

main spectral lines, does not account for the complexity of the XPS satellite lines and spec

tral shapes, which are found in experiments.

The photoemission process involves a transition from an initial state i of wave func

tion vj/, to a final state /of wave function (This brief treatment is similar to any introduc

tory text on photoemission such as Spectrophysics: Principles and Applications by A. 

Thome, U. Litzen,S. JohanssonThis transition is induced by the photon field. The tran

sition probability may be calculated by use of Fermi’s Golden Rule, which in the dipole 

approximation gives;

where r is the dipole operator and E,, Ef the initial and final energy states, respectively. In 

order to discuss the transition matrix element certain assumptions about the wave functions 

have to be made. The simplest approximation is to assume that the initial and final states
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may be described in terms of single electron wave functions. In addition, the final states 

involves a free electron of kinetic energy Ekm- We can then write the initial state wave func

tion as a product of the orbital * from which the electron was excited and which repre

sents the N-l remaining electrons:

iPi(N) = C(pi_^rPl^iN-l) (2)
where R means remaining, with the kth electron excluded, and C is a constant

In a similar fashion the final state wave function may be written as:
= (3)

Therefore the transition matrix element may be written as:
- 1)) (4)

If the N-l remaining electrons are unaltered by the photoemission process the final factor in 
the above expression ~ ” 1)) = the transition matrix element
reduces to the simple expression that contains two one-electron wave functions:

= {<Pf.E^in\^\(Pi,k) (5)

This is often denoted “the frozen orbital approximation”.

However, this approximation fails to accurately describe the spectra in most cases 

since after the excitation of the electron from orbital k, the remaining N-l electrons readjust 

in such a way to minimize its energy. This is called relaxation.

To account for relaxation we now assume that the final state of N-l electrons has m 

excited states with the corresponding wave function: xp^^{N — 1) and energy E„,(N-1). 

The expression for the transition matrix element becomes:

{rpf\r\xlJi) = {(Pf,E^Jr\(Pik)Y.mCm (6)

where Cm is given by:

Here \Cm\^ is the probability that the removal of an electron in orbital of the 7V-electron 

ground state leaves the system in the excited state m of the N-l electron system. For 

strongly correlated systems many of the Cm are non-zero. In the photoemission spectrum 

this means that for m=k one obtains the “main” photoemission peak, and for the other non-
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zero C„ one gets “satellite” peaks. If electron-electron correlations are weak, the Cm are 

zero form^k and |CmP=l, only the “main” photoemission peak remains.

Such satellites play an important role in various areas in solid state physics. Satellite peaks 

which stem from relaxation, shake-up (excitation to a bound state) and shake-off (excita

tion to the continuum) processes are many-electron or many body effects, and are in prin

ciple complicated to describe in a comprehensive way.

The electron correlation and relaxation have considerable effect on the photoelec

tron spectra, for example asymmetry of the shape of the peaks due to post collision interac

tion (PCI) in metalsor extra features close to the spectroscopic main lines (shake-up, 

shake-oft). The shake-up excitations are experimentally observable as satellite lines, lying 

at higher perceived binding energies than the main peak, as shown in the example in Figure 

15.

55c
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290 288 286 284 282
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Figure 15 X-ray photoelectron spectrum of C Is and from CuPc'® . Excitation of secondary electrons 
from n state on HOMO to n LUMO state caused by electrons of high kinetic energy of the main 
peaks appear as the ’’shake up” features at apparently higher binding energy due to a non-ground 
state molecule remaining after photoelectron emission. The energy difference between the shake up 
features and the main peaks in a good approximation measures the optical bad gap of this organic 
semiconductor.
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2.4 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)

PLY
The X-ray absorption process is 

shown schematically in Fig. 16. A photon 

is absorbed by an electron in a core level 

which is excited into an unoccupied state 

above the Fermi level. The final state in 

the absorption process is therefore a neu

tral excited state. The key assumption 

when doing soft X-ray absorption, is that 

the yield of electrons or photons from the 

decay of the excited state is proportional 

to the probability of exciting an electron 

from a core level to a given electron en

ergy level above the Fermi level. Soft X- 

ray absorption requires the photon energy 

to be varied and thus requires the use of

„. . u . .1. j-w . synchrotron radiation. However, the de-Figure 16 Sketch presents three different
ways of probing NEXAFS through total tection system is simple, and the experi- 
electron yield (TEY), partial fluorescent
yield (PFY) and photoluminescence yield ment is in principle relatively simple to 
(PLY). Colour sheme: violet describes ini
tial excitation of e', in compination with: perform. Stdhr provides a complete re
yellow describes TEY, cyan describes PFY 
and orange describes PLY.

108view of NEXAFS spectroscopy 

The acronym NEXAFS (near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure) is used primar

ily in connection with studies of adsorbed molecules on crystal surfaces, where the polar

ized nature of the synchrotron radiation is utilized. This provides a sensitive experimental 

tool in determining molecular orientations on surfaces. The near edge x-ray absorption fine 

structure (NEXAFS) is dedicated to the study of the near edge region of the absorption 

spectra. It is a probe of the unoccupied energy levels, and provides information on the
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CONTINUUM state

Figure 17 Figure shows schematic pictures of the various regions in a NEXAFS spectrum of a molecule 
1 after

chemical bonding, as well as the geometrical orientation of a molecule. For a large class of 

molecules, ranging from di- to poly-atomic sizes, there exists a region around the Is ab

sorption threshold that is dominated by resonance structures of varying energy position and 

intensities. The positions of the most pronounced resonances correspond to excitation ener

gies that are about 5 to 10 eV below the Is ionization energy (IP). Such bound-state reso

nances originate from transitions to partially filled molecular orbitals or to unfilled orbitals 

that are pulled below the vacuum level by the Coulomb interaction with the created core 

hole. Above the ionization threshold (IP) other wider resonances exist. These are called 

shape-resonances and are assigned to relative increases in the amplitude of continuum 

states of (7-symmetry within the molecule near the atomic site.

In Fig. 17. is shown a schematic diagram of the potential wells in a diatomic mole

cule. In molecules with unoccupied n* orbitals the lowest energy molecular resonance oc

curs at an excitation which is less than the Is IP and is a transition to the lowest unoccupied 

molecular orbital (LUMO) in molecular systems. It corresponds to a transition of a Is elec

tron into an empty or partially filled antibonding k* orbital. The a shape resonance (typi

cally observed at 5-20 eV higher energy) corresponds to a transition from Is into a cr* state
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located immediately above the vacuunn lev;l. This resonance may be viewed as the result 

of the photoelectron wave being scatteired resonantly back and forth along the inter-nuclear 

axis between the absorbing atom and iits ne ghbour'®’ or by a quasi bonded electronic state 

due to the potential barrier.

The dipole approximation intrroduces restrictions about which transitions are al

lowed for the atomic/molecular electrrons. The dipole approximation is based on the fact 

that the function describing the special behavior of the electromagnetic field (of x-

rays) is at a first approximation = 1 because X (|/c| = 2n/X) for soft x-rays transitions 

is of order 20-250 A and |r| (electron-niuclear distance) of the order of 0.5-1.0 A. The dipole 

operator that describes the interaction of the x-rays with an electron creating the transition 

is:

{f\r\d) = ^W^rVidr. (8)

Since r changes sign by inversion at the origin, the contributions from all values of 

r to the integral will cancel, unless also changes sign, i.e. the product of the two wave

functions has odd parity. That means t:hat the initial and the final states must have opposite 

parities. As parity depends on ^ I ('where / is the orbital angular momentum quantum 

number), it follows that / of the electnon making the transition must change by ±1, ±3,... . 

A detailed investigation of the angular part of the wave functions shows that only a change 

of ±1 is allowed, and we have the seilection rule d/=±l. Similarly the magnetic quantum 

number (mi) gives the selection rule w// = 0, i 1.

Thus, if the transition invol\ e;s a A'-shell, for example a C 75 electron, then only 

transitions to p character unoccupied states are allowed, and it is in-fact this angular mo

mentum specific partial density of stakes (PDOS) of a material that NEXAFS measures, e.g 

the local 2p PDOS on the specific atonnic site of the excitation.

The excited state or core hole and LUMO electron, generated by the x-ray absorp

tion process can decay via several channels (Fig. 16). Typically, the dominant mechanism 

is via Auger decay, or the related Cos'.ter-Kronig process. Two different decay channels of 

the excited system are possible within the Auiger process: (1) An electron in a lower energy 

level may decay into the deep core hole, while the initially excited electron remains in its 

state (called “spectator” decay) or (2) the electron that was initially excited may decay into
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the core hole. This is called “participator” decay. In both cases a second electron is ejected 

from the system. As an example, after excitation of the C Is core level to the LUMO, the 

core hole is filled by an electron of 2p states and amother electron from the same state emit

ted to conserve energy. This is the KLL Auger transition process, involving only transitions 

from the two first quantum energy levels (K,L). Typically lifetime for this transition is in 

the order of ten femtoseconds (~10 fsec). Both these decay channels ultimately excite large 

numbers of low energy electrons from the surface of the sample. As the number electrons 

that is produced is directly connected to the number of x-rays absorbed, this provides a 

means by which the x-ray absorption transition probability may be measured experimen

tally. This is referred to as the total electron yield (TEY) or sample drain current method. A 

secondary channel involves the radiative decay off a valence electron into the core hole. If 

the flux of x-ray photons emitted by the sample is measured, then this provides another 

means to indirectly observe the underlying x-ray absorption process. This is called the par

tial fluorescent yield (PFY) method’*^*.

A third channel involves radiative decay through optical light, a photoluminescence 

procedure named as Optically Detected XAS. OD-XAS is essentially an energy transfer 

event in which the absorption of the X-ray photoin produces a large number of energetic 

electrons (photoelectron and Auger). These electrons in turn cause further ionization and 

excitation. The energy is transferred to luminescent centres through inelastic processes 

which lead to creation of holes in the valence band and electrons in conduction band in 

semiconductor nanostructures, for example, or hol es and electrons in the occupied and un

occupied molecular orbital (MO) of organic molecules, respectively. The radiative recom

bination of holes and electrons will emit light. In that way this can probe the core electronic 

stmcture which caused this emission of photons. This is the well-known scintillation proc

ess. OD-XAS is also a photon in - photon out technique and is called partial luminescence 

yield (PLY) method"''’"’. Measuring the PFY and the PLY simultaneously is referred to as 

the total fluorescence yield (TFY).

One important property of the NEXAFS technique is the polarization dependence 

which is commonly exploited to determine the orientation of ordered molecules. The angu

lar dependency is contained in the dipole transition matrix element. The molecular and 

atomic electrons are described by wave functions that are characterized by a well defined
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spatial orientation. The orientation of the transition matrix element depends on the relative 

orientations of the electronic wave functions and the electromagnetic field. The intensity of 

a particular resonance depends on the relative orientations of the matrix element with re

spect to the polarization vector of the photon electric field E. The polarization dependence 

can be expressed as a function of the angle (i9) between the direction of maximum ampli

tude of the resulting vector matrix here diseussed, and the polarization vector of the pho

tons. The a* bond lies along the molecular intemuclear axis (defined as z for the following 

discussion). The n* bonds, for a homonuclear diatomic molecule, are aligned perpendicular 

to this axis (defined as x and y for the following discussion). The resonance intensities for 

the transition from the Is to the a* and, respectively, tt* levels are:

If iia) oc * |z|^ oc cos^ t9 (9)

If.iW 1^1 * + 1^1 * lyl^ sin^ i9 (10)

where i9 is the polar angle between E and the intemuclear axis (along z). The polarization 

dependences for a* and tt* have opposite behaviour. If,i(a) is at its maximum when the po

larization vector is aligned with the intemuclear axis, while If,i(n) reaches its maximum 

when the polarization vector is normal to the intemuclear direction. This offers a very use

ful and simple thumb rule for the determination of molecular orientations and also for the 

study of the molecular bonds provided we can distinguish between o* and ;r*absorption fea

tures"^. In general cr and ;r orbitals (and in this ease a* and n) can be distinguished due to 

their energy separation which Hiickel"^ introduced as one of the fundamental concepts of 

quantum chemistry, where a orbitals are symmetric with respect on the reflection in the 

plane of the molecule and n orbitals are antisymmetric. The most tightly bound orbitals are
thus bonding o, bonding n, antibonding ;r*and antibonding a respectively. In general below

* *

a certain energy threshold the n states are probed and above that a are probed. However, 

for some molecules, such as CuPc, there may be an energy overlap between transitions to 
in-plane orbitals and out-of-plane n* orbitals"'’.
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2.5 X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (XES)

Soft X-ray emission (SXE) occurs (soft X-rays generally defined as spanning the 

range -100-1000 eV) when the resultant core-hole is then filled by another electron 

through a radiative transition, where the most probable radiative process is a dipole transi

tion (seleetion rule A/= ±1 applies). The emitted photon has an energy which is equal to the 

difference in binding energies of the two states involved and the final state is also an ion

ized one. When the valence band electrons participate in filling the core hole, then the 

width and shape of the emitted spectrum of photon energies reflects the dipole-selected an

gular-momentum component of the valence band or occupied molecular orbital partial den

sity of states (PDOS). Thus, when probing organic molecular systems the creation of a car

bon Is core hole results in fluorescence yield or x-ray emission involving dipole transitions 

from the carbon 2p states that contribute to the valence band or occupied molecular orbitals 

of the material. The emitted spectrum then corresponds to the carbon 2p occupied PDOS. 

The binding energy of the carbon Is level (285 eV) is in the soft x-ray region of the spec

trum as is the consequent SXE spectrum. Recording the SXE spectrum is more commonly 

referred to as X-ray Emission Spectroscopy.

XES
RXES e- ^ e- ii| 
XAS ^ r

Figure 18 a) schematic of X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (XES) or Soft X-ray Emission (SXE) when x- 
rays <1000 eV as demonstrated along with the Resonant X-ray Emission (RXES) where the first step is 
Soft X-ray Absorption (XAS) and b) Schematic of resonant X-ray Emission Spectroscopy (RXES) from 
a molecule in which the core site of the same element in different chemical environment can be inde
pendently excited. The resultant RXES could be a projection of the local partial density of states 
(LPDOS) of that site on the valence band (site selective).
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Different XES techniques have emerged, depending on the information that can be 

obtained from the experiment and the energy of the incident photons: (i) If the core elec

tron is resonantly excited to the absorption threshold by the incident photon (as in X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy), the resulting emission spectrum depends strongly on the incident 

photon energy; this technique is denoted as Resonant X-ray Emission spectroscopy 

(RXES) as shown in Fig. 18. (ii) If the core electron is excited well above the absorption 

threshold i.e. non-resonant, the XES spectroscopy is called NXES (Normal X-ray Emission 

Spectroscopy) Fig. 18a. In this case, the emission spectrum does not depend on the energy 

of the incident photons. The difference between RXES and NXES is that the intermediate 

state of RXES is the same as the final state of an X-ray absorption spectrum, where an elec

tron is promoted to an empty bound level. WTiereas that of NXES is the same as the final 

state of X-ray photoemission from the core level. Sometimes RXES is denoted as RIXS 

(resonant inelastic X-ray scattering) or RXRS (Resonant X-ray Raman Scattering) because 

it can be described as an inelastic process due to the fact that the energy of the emitted pho

ton is different from the energy of the incident photon. On the other hand, NXES is also 

called “x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy”.

RIXS describes the inelastic scattering of x-rays, with the photon energy tuned to 

the x-ray-absorption resonance of the scatterer, where the resonant inelastic scattering cross 

section is given in perturbational treatment by the modified Kramers-Heisenberg for

mula; 115,116

h<o—(EM-Ep)+ir m/2
X S{hct) — ho)' + Eq — Ep) (11)

The energy of the incoming and outgoing photons is given by /zo) and fico', with the elec

tric-field vectors E and E', respectively, and D is the transition dipole moment. The scatter

ing process consists of x-ray absorption from the ground state |G) to intermediate 

states \M), and x-ray emission to all final states |F) with energies Eg, Em, and Ep, respec

tively. The core-hole intermediate states have a lifetime broadening Em- For different core

hole intermediate states with an energetic separation comparable to their lifetime broaden

ing Em , the multiple-scattering channels interfere, making the x-ray absorption and x-ray 

emission inseparable'The interfering intermediate states are due to closely spaced ab

sorption resonances or vibrational excitations. In the RIXS process the initial and final
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states transform according to the same irreducible representation (final states of same parity 

as the initial state), where the total nuclear and electronic symmetry of the scatterer has to 

be considered, since the nuclear and electronic motion is coupled''^. A full RIXS descrip

tion is necessary for many periodic systems, i.e. crystals. Here the atomie symmetry- 

selection rules transform to ^-selection rules, and the energy dependence of the RIXS spec

tral distribution contains band-structure information on the joint density of states as mo

mentum is conserved in the eoupled absorption and emission steps as is shown in Figure 
19115,117

In the case where different core-hole intermediate states with an energetic separa

tion larger than their lifetime broadening only a single core-hole intermediate state \M) 

is possible to be reached and the RIXS can be deseribed in a two-step approximation, an 

independent =X-ray absorption step and subsequent radiative decay of the core-hole state. 

This case is denoted as resonant x-ray emission (RXES) and the x-ray emission spectrum is 

then given by Fermi’s golden rule'*’:

■ F\Mf x S{E„ - E, - hw') (XII)

This will most likely occur in the case of a narrow band organic molecular solid 

where if the organie molecule eontains several atoms of the same type but with differing 

ehemieal environments, then the energies of their core-level states may be sufficiently 

separated that transitions between these ehemically shifted core levels and unoceupied 

states may be excited independently, as is illustrated in Fig. 18b.

Figure 19 a) The core electron is resonantly excited into an unoccupied band close to the Fermi level. 
Crystal momentum as well as energy and angular momentum are conserved and the emission spec
trum contains information on the band structure of the crystal. This is the non-relaxing, or frozen or
bital, approximation, b) The interaction between the core-hole state and the valence and conduction 
states modifies the band structure, resulting in excitonic bands in the band gap.



In some cases dynamical effects require the scattering process to be considered as a 

three-step process rather than the two-step process described above. In the case where the 

intermediate state may undergo a transition in the time interval between the excitation and 

the emission of the X-ray photon e.g an electron or a phonon could be emitted or absorbed. 

The excited molecular system in the resonant case with an electron populating specific un

occupied states could also create excitonic states due to electrostatic, relaxation and corre

lation contributions"*, which can have significant effect in the energy of the bound elec

trons (screening effect). In these cases the sudden approximation and frozen orbital ap

proximation may be invalid (Fig. 19b).

As has been mentioned, in the soft x-ray region the dipole approximation applies, 

and for systems with inversion symmetry, like homonuclear diatomic molecules, each di

pole transition changes the parity, from even (gerade) to odd (ungerade) or vice versa. As 

such when an electron is excited into an unoccupied molecular orbital state of a given 

symmetry, this places a further restriction on the occupied levels that are allowed to fill the 

core-hole.

Dipole selection rules are important also in systems with lower symmetry where 

this can be seen in the angular dependence of the scattering. Thus, exciting a linear C-C-N 

bond with linearly polarized soft x-rays, at the central C site as demonstrated in Fig. 20, 

parallel to the intemuclear axis it is possible to record emission, at 90“ to the incident beam. 

This can be either normal to the intemuclear axis (and normal to the polarization) or emit

ted along the intemuclear axis ( and parallel to the polarization). In each case light from 

the occupied C 2p states with different spatial orientation due to selection mies will be de

tected. In the first instance, radiative decay or XES from the atomic p states in the plane
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Figure 20 Sketch illustrating the origin of angular dependence in RSXE in the case of excitation to a o 
bond from linear polarized x-rays where the symmetry of the core excited states drives the emission 
anisotropically.



normal to the emission axis, are selected and are from molecular a and n states. In the sec

ond instance, XES from atomic p states in the plane normal to the emission axis are de

tected and are from molecular n states only.

Because radiative decay in the soft x-ray region is orders of magnitude smaller than 

non-radiative decay and because spectra are recorded within a narrow band of energies, 

only third generation synchrotron radiation sources and undulator insertion device beam 

lines provide the flux and brightness needed for these experiments.

2.5.1 Why XES or specifically RXES?

If the photon energy is close to the absorption threshold as in RXES, then the ex

cited electron resides in a conduction band state. Therefore, RXES can be considered as a 

non-ionizing spectroscopy. In this case, features due to both conventional emission proc

esses and due to resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) become visible. In RXES the 

resulting spectrum may differ considerably from that obtained far above threshold. These 

differences can occur due to either site selectivity or state selectivity via RXES. In phthalo- 

cyanine based organic semiconductors there is a chemical shift between the ring carbon Is 

binding energies and the pyrrole carbon Is binding energies (Figs. 4 and 15). This shift 

means that on resonance with the absorption threshold one can only create core holes and 

observe x-ray emission exclusively from those sites with the lowest binding energy (ring 

sites). Hence the emission spectmm is the site specific carbon 2p valence band PDOS or 

local partial density of states (LPDOS) of the ring site. With increasing photon energy 

core-holes are created on all carbon sites, in proportion to the XAS intensity associated 

with each site, and the XES spectra will contain an LPDOS contribution from the pyrrole 

sites.

Using RXES, core hole lifetime effects, specifically broadening, can be side 

stepped. The resolution of the experiment is limited not by the lifetime of the intermediate 

state (final state of XAS with core hole) but by the longer lifetime of the RXES final state 

(HOMO hole)’*^, thus allowing higher resolution determination of the HOMO states than 

with NXES.

Furthermore, in RXES near threshold the molecule is not ionized and the core hole 

on the atomic site will be better screened due to the electron in the LUMO levels and by the
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delocalized states. As a result the RXIES spectrum should give a better representation of the 

PDOS of the neutral molecule than lionizing spectroscopies like photoemission spectros

copy 119

2.6 X-ray Excited Optical ILuminescence (XEOL)

The excitation of electrons inwolves the absorption of an X-ray photon to excited or 

ionized states resulting in emission 0)f photoelectrons, Auger electrons and further secon

dary electrons; typically detected by' total electron yield (TEY) methods. The decay of 

these core-hole excited states may, tthrough interactions of the Auger or secondary elec

trons with the valence states result im energy being transferred to luminescent centres or 

chromophores through inelastic or shiake-up processes. This can result in creation of holes

Figure 21 A schematic diagram of the exccitation-luminescence cycles. Three different excitations are 
shown: From a Is state (absorption coeffictient ft,) to a continuum state, a Is state (ftj to a bound state, 
and » 2s (ftj) to a continuum state, eachi give rise to luminescence with the respective luminescence 
yields if,, ti2, and ij,. The different pathwaays to luminescence of X-ray fluorescence, KLL Auger elec
tron multiscattering, a non-radiative decayy due to electron-phonon scattering, and radiative transitions 
are schematically depicted, (after'^®)
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in valence band and electrons in conduction band for example in semiconductors, or in the 

occupied and unoccupied molecular orbital (MO) of organic molecular semiconductors. In 

OD-XAS the radiative recombination of these holes and electrons is measured as a function 

of photon energy. In XEOL the spectral distributiion of these optical photons is measured 

and both spectroscopies can be a probe of the core electronic structure that is related to lu

minescence. Both of these spectroscopies target thie optical transitions from the ultra violet 

(UV), to visible and infrared (IR) range, though thiis is dependent upon the detector system 

used.

There are three different excitation pathwa'ys that can give rise to a single lumines

cence and these have been described by Emura et lal'^^Fig. 16). Excitations from a Is state 

to a continuum state, a Is state to a bound state, anid a 25 to a continuum state-give rise to a 

single luminescence with different luminescence yields (//). A simple model has been put 

forward to explain the essential processes that resiult in an XEOL spectrum. The proposed 

simple model has a sample with thickness t that is iradiated with incoming photons of inten

sity /„ This leads to the intensity of optical lumine;scence due to the L-shell and X-shell ex

citations as

and

120.

Pl = lldP = (13)

Pk = /o dP' = (14)
respectively: and /2' are the absorption coefficienits for the L-shell and AT-shell excitations 

and are dependent on the excitation energy E\ rji amd are total yields of the optical lumi

nescence due to the L-shell and the X-shell excitations. The total intensity is the sum Pl 

+Pk. As /r' = 0 for E < Ek, where Ek is the X-edg;e excitation energy, the ratio R between 

the total intensity to Pl is defined as:
HI H2

R =
where R = ^>1(R> 1). R<1 means a negativ^e jump in the OD-XAS spectrum and a

quenching of luminescence in the XEOL spectrum when E>Ek- When B > 1, the yield 

spectrum or OD-XAS spectrum will be a normal one for any arbitrary sample thickness. 

Here normal indicates that the observed luminescenice across the optical spectrum increases 

as the photon energy passes the threshold for X-shiell excitation. This is denominated as a

Pl +Pk 
Pl

(15)
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p)sitive jump. By contrast a negative jjump would result in an inverted optically detected x- 

ny absorption spectrum. For a sufficiiently thick (t^oo) and transparent specimen, a nega- 

ti/e Jump OD-XAS speetrum and quemching of the emission (XEOL) spectrum will be ob

served under the condition of B < 1. On the other hand, a thinner specimen (t^O) will also 

exhibit a normal spectrum. When B —>0 (rj/f—>0) means that there is no contribution from 

tie X-shell excitation to the optical liuminescence and an inverted OD-XAS spectrum and 

qienched emission (XEOL) spectrumi results for an arbitrary sample thickness. The factor 

hi in the equation XV eontributes tco a positive jump and significant emission while the 

Ector H2 is associated with the negatdve jump, or quenching of the optical emission under 

tie condition B < 1. A balance betwceen the two terms determines the nature of the spec

trum. The same model can be easily e:xtended to the case of three component parts with the 

absorption coefficients and the yieldss eorresponding to a compound AX consisting of the 

atoms A and X.
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3. Beam damage in organic molecular semiconductors

Methods used to probe the electronic structure and optical properties of organic 

molecules/crystals usually tend to alter the pristine molecule or the crystal structure. This is 

observable in some of the common characterisation techniques such as XPS , 
NEXAFS'^^’'^^, scanning electron microscope (SEM)'^"^”'^^, x-ray diffraction 

(XRD)’^^'^’''^**, optical absorption/ reflection spectroscopies'^^ etc., where observable 

changes on the collected initial spectrum or image occurs after prolonged exposure to elec

tromagnetic, electron and ion irradiation. It is not always clear if the observable changes 

are due to molecular fragmentation, atom displacement or crystal degradation but at this 

point beam damage would be defined as any observable ehange that occurs after exposure 

to any irradiated characterisation teehnique.

In the case of ion or electron irradiation the main interaction occurs through energy 

transfer from these high kinetic energy particles with the organic target. A similar picture 

occurs with electromagnetic radiation where photons with sufficient energy can excite 

many high kinetic energy eleetrons, which interact with the organic molecules. For very 

high flux photon densities, heating of the crystals might also occur. Following the argu

ments given by Helliwell'^", even crystals of low-Z elements absorb a considerable amount 

of the energy of the incident beam. Assuming that a large fraction of the absorbed energy is 

converted to heat, a loeal heating rate of 2.4 K/s has been estimated for low-Z compounds 

for lO''^ photons s'' mm'^ of wavelength 2 = 1.0 A These are conditions comparable 

with high-brilliance focused undulator beamlines at third-generation synchrotron radiation 

sources.

A proportion of an incident electron beam on a specimen undergoes inelastic inter

actions with the specimen, and energy is transferred from the electron to the target atom. 

The amount of energy transferred ean vary between a fraction of an electron volt, sufficient 

to cause fluorescence, and the total energy of the electron, which may be able to displace 
the atom from its lattice position. The process is extremely rapid (10''‘* s) and normally re

sults in a series of chemieal processes by the atom, as it sheds the absorbed energy'^^’'^'. A 

suitable beam damage threshold might be considered to be 1 electron/molecule'^'. In the 

process it can cause bond mpture. For aromatic organic compounds there is a low-energy
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process of activation energy 30-40 kJJ mol'' (approximately 0.4 eV/molecule) correspond

ing to single-bond breakage, and a hiigher-energy process of 820 kJ mof' (approximately 

8.5 eV/molecule) corresponding to imultiple-bond scission'^^. The rates of these chemical 

reactions, and their effect upon the mtolecular and crystal structure of the specimen depend 

on the chemical identity of the specimien'^^.

As stated earlier in chapter 1, one of the themes of investigation is that of beam in

duced damage to phthalocyanines. Tlhis chapter explores the experimental results of these 

investigations.

The following beam damage investigation is based mainly on XPS and NEXAFS 

measurements, taken in MAX-lab, thie Swedish National Electron Accelerator Laboratory 

for Synchrotron Radiation Research ((Lund University, Sweden) at beam line 1511. It con-

Undulator Ml
(horizontal) plane grating
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33 m

Figure 22 Schematic overview of BL 1511 ((not to scale). Shown is a side view with the two branch lines 
offset

sist of two branches: The bulk branch) (1511-3) and the surface branch (1511-1). These both 

use the light of the same undulator with a mirror to switch the light between the two 

branches (Fig. 22). The following w^ork is based at the 1511-1 branch with two different 

high resolution photoelectron spectrormeters; the Scienta SES-200 and Scienta R4000, re

lating to measurements before and aifter July 2006, respectively. Details of this beamline 

and its optimal layout are available im the literature''^"’, as are details of the endstation'’’^.

Even though phthalocyaniness are known to be robust molecules the effect of beam 

or radiation damage on these has beem previously noted^^'^^. This study is a preliminary one 

seeking to quantify and understand Ifurther the beam damage within these materials. The 

purposes of this are threefold; first, tco apply the right thresholds of radiation exposure time 

in studies with x-ray spectroscopies like XES; second, to extract conclusions for a broad
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range of similar organic molecules; and third, to justify possible applications that may arise 

as a result of radiation exposure.

First, the Cls and Nls core level XPS spectra were measured with increasing expo

sure time, at specific excitation energy for SnPc. This gives an idea of the radiation expo

sure time limits with the use of an undulator. Secondly, an extensive investigation and 

analysis of the effects of radiation to thick and thin fdms of non-planar phthalocyanine 

(PbPc) are presented. Thirdly a comparison of the effects of synchrotron radiation on thick 

and thin films of planar phthalocyanine (MgPc) is presented. The principal parameters in

fluencing the radiation beam damage such as temperature and excitation energy are dis

cussed.

3.1 Non-planar phthalocyanine beam damage effects
3.1.1 Tin phthalocyanine (SnPc) thick film beam damage studied by XPS core level 
spectroscopies

The influence of beam damage on tin (11) phthalocyanine (SnPc) is reported here, as 

studied by core-level N Js and C Js photoemission. Beam damage in SnPc thick films has 

previously been observed to result in a conversion of Sn^^ to Sn"^^ oxidation state as meas

ured at the Sn 4d core level’^ *^*’. Furthermore, changes in the valence band (VB) were ob

served, in particular at the critical region of the HOMO levels'^^. These latter observations 

have been confirmed by our studies but will not be presented in this work.

The SnPc used was obtained commercially from Sensient Syntec GMBH and 

evaporated onto a clean Ge (001) substrate in situ. The Ge substrate was cleaned by Ar^ 

500eV energy ions sputtering with 45° incline angle for 2 hours at RT, annealed to 550°C 

for 30min and cooled down slowly (10°C/min) in order to regain the 2x1 surface recon

struction as verified by FEED. The clean substrate was checked with photoemission at C 

1 s, N Is and O 1 s edges for any remaining contamination. SnPc was deposited by organic 

molecular beam deposition (OMBD) using a Knudsen cell under ultra high vacuum (UHV) 

conditions. Before deposition the SnPc was purified in UHV by degassing the evaporator 

for several hours at just under the evaporation temperature. A thick film (-300 A) of SnPc 

was sublimated (at -390 °C K-cell temperature) onto the Ge substrate held at room tem-
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perature with an evaporation rate (-0.3 nm/min) as monitored by a quartz thickness crystal 

monitor.

Once grown, the surface of the as grown film is exposed to the synchrotron radia

tion beam, which has a Gaussian width of - 200 pm and height of -50 pm which gives a 

footprint on the sample surface of 200 pm width and a length of -360 pm(50 pm/sin8“). 

The length of the footprint arises as the synchrotron radiation beam has an angle of 8° inci

dence onto the surface of the sample, where the manipulator is coaxial with the beam direc

tion (lying down).

The evolution of the core level spectra with exposure time to the radiation is shown 

in Fig. 23a for C Is and in Fig. 24a for N Is core levels. The spectra are shown in cali

brated binding energy to the Fermi level. Exposure to the X-ray photon energy of 525 eV 

well above the excitation energies for the C Is and N Is core levels have been used. The

283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 
Bind.Energy (eV)

283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 
Bind.Energy (eV)

Figure 23 (a) C Is core level from SnPc as afunction of exposure to a beam of 525eV photon energy 
with a monochromator resolution of O.leV, and a flux of 1.4xl0'^photons-sec'•mm'K (b) Change to the 
peak intensity with exposure time, (c) Comparison between undamaged and severely damaged SnPc C 
Is.
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flux at the 1511 for the photon energy used is approximately 2.8xl0‘^photons sec' per 

0.1%BW'per 100 where the typical beam current ranges at MAX-lab II from 200 

mA to 90 mA. The monochromator resolution used here is 0.1 eV. Thus, the flux is esti

mated at 1.4^10‘^ photons sec ‘ mm^.

Photoemission spectra were recorded with a nominal combined instrumental resolu

tion of 0.2 eV. In figures Fig 23b and Fig 24b the evolution of the C Is and N Is core lev

els XPS spectrum with increased time exposure is shown. The intensity of the spectra pre

sented exhibits a monotonic decrease, while a broadening of the features can also be ob

served. This becomes more obvious in Fig 23c and Fig 24c where direct comparisons be

tween an undamaged C Is (182 sec exposure) and N Is (193 sec exposure) and the final 

damaged ones (Cls 2206 sec and Nls 2262 sec exposure) are given. The spectra become 

less intense, broadened and featureless. Small shifts and new features also arise which will

397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404
Bind. Energy(eV)

396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 
Bind. Energy (eV)

Figure 24 (a) Nls core level from SnPc as function of exposure to beam; (b) Change to peak intensi
ty as evolution of the time; (c) Comparison between undamaged and severely damaged of SnPc Cls

BW is monochromator’s band width
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form part of the qualitative analysis with results from PbPc presented in the next section. It 

should he noted that the general trend of the damaged spectra for most of the MPcs pre

sented here are the same. Thus the approach to the analysis will be a general one and will 

include information extracted from the various MPc measurements.

Following the general description above, the integrated area of the SnPc C Is and N 

Is spectra with exposure time is presented in Fig. 25. The values related to the total inte

grated area under the curve, adjusted to the beam ring current as an indicator of the photon 

flux. The error bars come from the uncertainly on the ring current measurement. The inte-
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Figure 25 The progression of the integrated areas under Cls (blue) and Nls (red) spectra to the ra
diation exposure time. Both C Is and N Is spectra appear to face a loss of mass, probably due to scis
soring.

grated values presented are normalized to a value of 1 for the maximum intensity.

The C Is spectral area decreases with increasing exposure by approximately 

7.7±0.1%, indicative of mass loss. The same picture is seen for the N Is spectra for which 

the area is reduced by approximately 8.8±0.1 %. In this case the scenario of a MPc desorp

tion is unlikely. This is possibly due to a scissioning in the molecule, where some of the C 

and N atoms are removed while the rest of the molecule remains stable. The rate of C and 

N atom desorption appears to be different with C desorption happening faster.
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3.1.2 Lead phthalocyanine (PbPc) thick film beam damage studied by XPS core 
level.

The influence of beam damage on lead (II) phthalocyanine (PbPc) is reported here, 

as studied by core-level N Is, C Is, Pb 5d and VB PES and NEXAFS. A qualitative analy

sis of the beam damage effects on thick films of MPc follows.

The PbPc used was obtained commercially from Sensient Systec GMBH and 

evaporated onto a clean Ge (001), substrate in situ. The same procedures of cleaning and 

preparation of the Ge (001) substrate are used. A thick film of ~70 A of PbPc was prepared 

under similar evaporation conditions for the SnPc measurements.

High resolution XPS of undamaged C Is and N Is core levels spectra are presented 

in Fig. 26, including the best fit describing the different features and accounting for the dif

ferent chemical environments. The spectra were taken at MAX-lab, beamline 1511-1 with 

the Scienta R4000 electron analyser. The nominal combined instrumental resolution is 

0.08-0.1 eV. Spectra were fitted using mixed Lorentzian-Gaussian (pseudo Voigt: linear 

combination of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian profile) doublets, with the same width for each 

component (winspec v3.4 software was used ). This was chosen to best reproduce the life

time and instrumental broadening. This procedure was followed for the fitting of all core 

level XPS spectra. The doublet accounts for the significant shake-up present for MPcs.

Figure 26 C Is and N Is core levels spectra of undamaged PbPc at RT. Spectra accompanied with fitted 
peaks that best describing the different chemical environments (bonds). In case of the C Is there are 
benzene ring C (Cl) sp^+2pj, benzene ring C (C2) sp\ pyrrole C (C3) bonds with their individual n-n 
resonances.
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The N 1 s spectrum has been fitted with only one peak that accounts for both the aza 

(bridging) and inner nitrogens. The peak appears at 398.63 eV with a FWHM of 0.71 eV at 

room temperature. Using two peaks (inner & aza N) did not substantially improve the fit.

Extensive attention is given here to the C Is undamaged spectrum in an attempt to 

determine in detail the different environments through fitting to the XPS spectra. Compari

son with the fit to a damaged spectrum will help to reveal aspects of the damage process. 

Previously, high resolution XPS by Papageorgiou et al.,'^’ Evagelista et al.'^* and Downes 

et al.'*’’ at C Is have specified in these core level fitting peaks, benzene ring carbons, pyr

role carbons, their respective shake-up peaks and a fifth located in the valley between the 

benzene and pyrrole, accounting for the asymmetry of the main Cls peak. It has been pos

tulated as a photoelectron energy loss peak associated with excitation of C-H vibrations'^^.

A new approach is presented here based mainly on the interpretation of the best fit 

concerning the valley and asymmetry of the benzene peak. In Fig. 26 the Cls core level 

XPS spectmm of PbPc is shown where this is fitted with pseudo-voigt doublets for benzene 

ring carbon bonds and pyrrole carbon bonds where the doublet describes the individual 

shake up resonances (ti-ti* ). The fifth peak is considered unlikely to occur due to vibra

tional losses because a comparison between gas and solid phase of the CuPc C Is XPS 

spectra as presented by Evangelista et al.'^^ shows the same asymmetry on the main C Is 

peak. However, in this case different vibrational modes would be expected.

The new approach to fitting the benzene C Is component is based on the screening 

effect of the ir-conjugated 2pz atomic orbitals of the sp^ hybridisation as occurs on the ben

zene carbons on the MPe molecule. In the benzene ring of MPe, in all instances four out of 

six carbons participate in a Tc-conjugated (2pz) HOMO orbital which is not uniformly dis

tributed across the benzene ring, as determined by DFT calculations of different

a)
HOMO

b) lb,. c)

Figure 27 HOMO molecular orbitals as calculated by DFT calculations a) PbPc by Zang et al.'^’, b) 
ZnPc by Keizer et al.'"'® and (c) CuPc by Aristov et al''*'.
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shown in Fig. 27.

Thus, an alternative is that the four benzene carbons with significant HOMO den

sity of states (Cl) screen the C Is hole better than the two without high PDOS (C2) and as 

a result the C Is binding energy is expected to occur to lower binding energy in comparison 

to the other two (unscreened). As such, a fitting of PbPc C Is presented in Fig. 26 with two 

peaks on the benzene ring feature at binding energies of 284.55 eV and 284.79 eV with in

tegrated areas matching perfectly the stoichiometric ratio of 2:1. Furthermore, the accom

panying shake up peaks allow the pyrrole related peak (C3 at 285.87 eV) to have an inte

grated area that matches perfectly the stoichiometric ratio 1:3 to the benzene peaks 

(C1+C2), whereas this was only approximate in the previous fitting attempts.

Table 1 Fitting parameters of C Is and Nls core levels of pristine PbPc thick film.

Ebind (eV) FWHM % shake up Espii, (shake 
up) (eV)

Intergated
Area

Cl: benzene ring 284.57 0.66 6.6 1.88 394.8
C Is sp +2pi

C2: benzene ring 284.72 0.66 5.8 1.88 195.9
C Is sp^

C3: pyrrole C Is 285.92 0.66 16.3 1.90 197.3
N Is 398.63 0.71 3.7 1.81 223.4

The core-level and shake-up spectra of bulk-like HaPc has been theoretically well 

described by Brena et al.''*^"''*'*. In this work it was shown that shake-up satellites from both 

pyrrole and benzene carbons are necessary, where the benzene-like shakeup is close to the 

pyrrole main line. It should be noted that although this justifies the use of four components 

in the fit, the situation is a little more complex as on each of the inequivalent benzene-like 

carbons the shake-up spectrum has been calculated to be different. That is the energies and 

intensities of the shakeup satellites differ from one benzene like carbon to another and can 

involve not just HOMO-LUMO transitions, but also to the LUMO+1. In most instances of 

MPc C Is PES spectra it appears sufficient to express the shakeup fit feature at a fixed 

separation from the main line, for which doublets have been used here.
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The progression of the core level XPS spectrum at room temperature (RT) to pro

longed exposure to synchrotron radiation is presented in Fig. 28 for the same film of PbPc. 

A comparison of the XPS core levels spectra of C Is, N Is, Pb 5d and VB photoemission 

are given for different exposure time, radiation flux and energy of the incoming photons 

where the degradation of the spectrum could be considered beam damage. Here the black 

spectra represent undamaged PbPc, the red one represents exposure to synchrotron radia

tion for 10 min with energy of the photons at 525 eV and flux of approximately 2.8^]0‘^ 

photons sec ^ mm'^, the green represents 15 min total exposure, where the first 10 min is 

that of the red plus a 5 min exposure with 100 eV photons and flux approximately 1.4xl0‘^ 

photons sec ' . Finally, the blue curve relates to a 10 min exposure to the x-rays with

photon energy of 270 cV, just below the threshold of the C Is core binding energy excita

tion in a fresh spot with approximately flux 5.6>^I0‘^photons sec ' .

Looking at Fig. 28a and Fig. 28b where the progression of C Is and N Is of PbPc is 

shown (taken with excitation energy of 525 eV) and compared with the same core levels of 

the SnPc (Fig23 c and Fig24 c) it is obvious that a similar degradation process occurs. The

Figure 28 The effect on PbPc (~ 70 A thick fim) of exposure to X-rays radiation at RT. XPS of: a) C Is b) 
N Is c) VB and d) Pb 5d at different exposure time, radiation flux and energy of the incoming photons.
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C Is spectrum becomes featureless and broader and follows a reduction to the intensity 

which is the same for the N Is. The VB spectra taken with excitation energy of 100 eV fol

lows similar trend with a substantial broadening of the HOMO levels which is similar to 

that previously reported by Cabailh et al'^^ for both SnPc and PbPc. The Pb 5d core level 

taken with 100 eV excitation energy, follows a broadening probably due to various inter- 

molecular and intramolecular rearrangements. However, it doesn’t change the oxidation 
state as observed in the Sn 4d core level of SnPc'^^''”*^.

The changes of these spectra are irreversible. The 10 min exposure (red) spectra il

luminated with 525 eV photon energy, are almost identical to the spectra of 10 min expo

sure to 270 eV, just below the threshold of C Is excitation energy. This indicates that the 

damage is not a result of the creation of 1 s core holes, rather that it occurs from the amount 

of secondary electrons produced under this flux as previously reported Although the 

kinetic energy of the excited electrons is higher with higher excitation energy photons and 

the mean free path of these electrons are longer creating more ionisation events, there is no 

fundamental difference in the damage progress compared to the lower excitation energy.

A similar series of core level and VB photoemission was undertaken at low tem

peratures. The progression of the spectra at liquid nitrogen temperature (~79 K) with pro

longed exposure to synchrotron radiation is presented in Fig. 29 for the same thick film of 

PbPc. This time the comparison of the C Is, N Is, Pb 5d and VB photoemission spectra, at 

different exposure time of the same radiation flux is given. The black curves represent un

damaged spectra. The red represent exposure to synchrotron radiation for 5 min with pho

ton energy of 100 eV and flux of approximately 1.4 xlO'^photons sec ^ mm'^ and the green 

represent 10 min exposure with the same photon energy and flux on a fresh spot.

The core level and the VB spectra appear to exhibit a similar progression with ex

posure time to the synchrotron radiation as at RT spectra. However, the low temperature 

(~79 K) seems to slow down the damage progression of C Is and N Is as seen in Fig 29a 

and Fig. 29b. The degradation of the VB and Pb 5d spectra is observable even from the 

first 5 min exposure with mainly a broadening and reduction of intensity and in particular a 

broadening of HOMO for the VB and a shift to lower binding energy for the Pb 5d.
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The degradation in the observed spectra with exposure may be analysed by fitting 

the photoemission spectra. In doing so, we can make a first attempt at understanding this 

process which may be called beam damage.

The advantage of the T~79 K spectra is that it makes it easier to see that two differ

ent processes are taking place. The first one is best observed in the low exposure time (5 

min) spectra and mainly appears as a shift to the lower binding energy for all the core lev

els that have been measured. In fact a part of the film seems to have been modified, peaks 

labelled as B in Fig. 30 represent this modification, whereas the peaks that are labelled as A 

appear at the same positions and FWHM, as these obtained from the fit to the undamaged 

spectra. It should be noted that in fitting the spectra the same width and mixing ratio 

(Gaussian - Lorentzian) for A and B have been consistently applied for C Is, N Is and VB 

HOMO whereas a slight broadening on the Pb 5d has been applied (0.73-^0.93 eV). The C 

Is core level is fitted with the stoichiometric model that has been previously presented in 

Fig. 26. The shift to lower binding energy is in the range of 0.2-0.3 eV for the C Is and N

Figure 29 The effect of exposure of PbPc (~70 A thick fim) to X-ray radiation with a sample tempera
ture of 79 K. Photoemission spectra of a) C Is b) N Is c) VB and d) Pb 5d are given for different expo
sure time
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Is core levels whereas on Pb 5d and the VB HOMO level, it is in the range of 0.3-0.55 eV 

(Fitting parameters are included in Appendix I).

I T-'79 K S min x-rays exposure 
j at hv=100 eV photons

282 284 286 288 290 392 394 396 398 400 402 404 406

Energy (eV)
20 22 

Energy (eV)

Figure 30 Fitted spectra of a) C Is, b) N Is, c) VB HOMO and d) Pb 5d that have been exposed to hv = 
too eV photons for Smin at T 79 K. Fitted curves have been labelled with A and B, describing the still 
undamaged part of the film and the crystal damaged (or modified) part, respectively.

The fact that all the core levels and the HOMO VB shift in the same direction (to 

lower binding energy), one can conclude that an overall change applies to the electronic 

system. This most likely originates from a modification of the crystal structure. The differ

ence in the shift between the C Is, N Is and Pb 5d and the VB HOMO could be attributed 

to the better screening of these core levels. Crystal structure modifications, such as an in

crease of the d spacing and changes of the intermolecular distances upon exposure to syn

chrotron radiation have been reported before'^^’'^^’'"^^. Muller et al.'^’ showed experimen

tally that sample heating is unlikely to occur (AT<2K) under bending magnet synchrotron 

radiation source (10 photons's' mm' ) exposure. However, changes in the crystal struc

ture of small organic molecules are still present, occurring simply at a different rate at low 

temperatures.
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The source of the crystal modifications most probably relies on electrostatic rear

rangements. The extensive excitation process (direct and secondary processes) that keeps 

the molecule ionized for a substantial time in combination with the different mobilities of 

hole and electron intermolecular transport and also the creation of some radicals such as 

could well create an ionized and electrically polarized molecule. It should be noted that the 

hopping process which is one of the main processes of intermolecular transport of electrons 

in this type of organic molecular semiconductors is suppressed at low temperatures. Fur

thermore, the low temperature makes difficult the movement of radicals and also eliminates 

the thermal activation energy needed in a creation of a new bond'"^. In this manner it is be

lieved that the observed beam “damage” or degradation of spectra seen here is mainly at

tributable to a crystal structure changes.

The effect of electronic polarization on charge transfer parameters including 

changes on the VB HOMO have been extensively investigated and reported for several or

ganic molecules''^^''"'’. Different stacking of such organic molecules depending on overlap

ping of orbitals due to electronic polarization creates different intermolecular charge trans

fer properties and a substantial spitting of the VB HOMO. There is potentially co-facial 

polarised interference within colunmiar molecular arrays and face to edge polarised inter

ference between neighbouring stacks of molecules. The stronger electronic interaction be

tween co-facial dimers, the larger the splitting of the HOMO and a better charge transfer 

might be expected'^** This has prov'ed to be the case upon rotation of inter-columnar dimer 

triphenylene molecules around the stacking axis''***. Even in the case of face to edge inter

action which means that the dimer molecules are almost perpendicular to each other, a 

lowering in the energy of the HOMO have been observed in the case of ethylene based on 

the fact that the positive charge H of C-H bond interfere upon electronic polarization with 

the ;r-type HOMO of the face ethylene molecule"*’. Thus these observations are in good 

agreement with the observable changes in the HOMO of the damaged VB photoemission 

spectra (Fig. 30c), where broadenimg perhaps due to splitting or lowering of energy might 

occur due to closer intermolecular iinteraction.

It should be noted that growth of thin films of MPcs (and other organics) can result 

in quite different crystal structures for the film dependent upon substrate temperature, 

deposition rate, and the organic miolecules interaction with the substrate itself This is also
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the case for PbPc'^'. Two different crystal structures have been reported so far for PbPc, 

monoclinic*^ and triclinic*^(Fig. 26). The PbPc film under investigation here is believed to 

be a mixture between triclinic and monoclinic with the triclinic crystal structure to be the 

dominant one based on work by Cabailh'^^, where the angular dependence of the n* inten

sity peak as measured with NEXAFS suggest a mixture of molecular orientation due to 

different crystal structures. The films presented here have been prepared with exactly the 

same procedure and conditions as Cabailh'^^.

At this first step of radiation damage the cry’stal deformation of the film stmcture is 

expected, with expansion and contraction of interplanar spacing along with cross linking 

between neighbour columnar molecules across the b axis (Fig. 31a) for example. This is 

well supported by electron micrographs and optical diffraction patterns taken from copper 

hexadecachlorophthalocyanine (CuCli(,Pc) films upon electron beam radiation exposure by 

Murata et al'^^. In this work the predominant feature of the e-beam radiation exposure is 

the degradation of crystallinity, whereas damage to the individual molecular stmcture is

Figure 31 a) Illustration of the columnar stack across the a-axis for the triclinic crystal structure of 
PbPc films after lyechika et af. b) Illustration of columnar stack across the c axis for the monoclinic 
crystal structure of PbPc films after Ukei et al*’.

also seen but does not dominate. It is believed that molecule damage occurs mainly by Cl 

scissioning. Cross linking of molecules was also observed and it is believed to happened 

after some scissoring of C-Cl bonds or potentially with the chlorines of neighbouring 

molecules in specific molecular orientations, where the intermolecular distance is at a 

minimum. Furthermore, curving, coiling and helical stmcturing of MPc (CuPc, CoPc, 

NiPc, FePc, ZnPc and FieCuPc) nanoribbons and nanowires upon electron beam radiation 

exposure have been reported by Tong et al'^^. This has been observed by scanning electron
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microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM) investigations, supporting 

the idea that a crystal rearrangement occurs.

The crystal rearrangements with co-facial linking across the columnar stack and 

face to edge linking through neighbouring columns of molecules are expected to enhance 

the intermoleeular eharge transfer. As a result, a better screening across the crystal lattice is 

expected through enhancing or creation of a band like electronic structure. Better screening 

would have an effect on the core level binding energies shifting them towards lower values 

as is observed through the fitting as presented in Figure 30.

Molecular relaxation in a new energetically favourable optimised geometry can not 

be excluded. In fact it seems that the ratio of the two fitted peaks on the Pb 5d doesn’t quite 

follow the trend for those of C Is and N Is core levels. A new moleeular geometry on the 

Pb atom, perhaps new atomic distance to the bonded nitrogens could be possible after the 

whole moleeule gets excited and rearranged in a manner where more intermoleeular inter

ference occurs. This has already been the case for the two known different crystal structure 

monoclinic and triclinic where different distanees to Pb atom from the bonded nitrogens

have been observed78,79,87,88

After 10 min exposure at the same temperature (T~79 K) the degradation or damage 

becomes more obvious, especially at the C Is and N Is core levels. In Fig. 32 the fitted C 

Is, N Is, Pb 5d eore levels and VB HOMO spectra are presented. These fits are presented 

consistent with two mechanisms of damage: 1) The crystal degradation as discussed above 

and 2) molecular changes like breaking of bonds and scissioning that creates radicals with 

new atomic chemical environments. Following the first mechanism the Cls and Nls spee- 

tra have been fitted similar to the previous discussion at 5 min exposure with fitting curves 

labelled B which previously described the erystal modification. Fitting curves labelled B 

appeared to be the dominant feature, and they come almost on the same energy positions as 

the 5 min exposure ones. Fitting curves labelled A are in the same positions as those la

belled A after the 5 min exposure (Fig. 30). In this case they don’t match exactly the pris

tine molecular spectrum, rather a change which relates only to the breaking of the n- 

conjugated 2pz bonds, this implies that delocalization of the 7c-bonded electrons no longer
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occurs. In turn this leads to less well screened core holes and an increase in intensity of the 

peak labelled 2A as designated as C2 in the molecular spectrum (Fig. 26).

In these spectra a second damage process becomes observable which it is believed 

to be a scissioning of the molecular structure. This is described by the peak C on the C Is 

and the peaks C and D on the N Is spectrum. These peaks could arise from the remaining 

ligands of the MPc macromolecule or they could well be new chemical bondings from free 

radicals that have been created through the beam damage. For the N Is and VB HOMO 

spectra, the same width and mixing ratio between Lorentzian and Gaussian as before has 

been applied. For the C Is and Pb 5d a slight broadening was required, possible given the 

potential inhomogeneity of intermolecular interference or molecular relaxation caused from 

the surrounding environment. In the C Is fitting as presented in Fig. 32a the increase in 

intensity of the peak labelled as 2A, where 1A is decreased is of interest (Fitting parameters 

are included in Appendix I Tab.3). As explanation of the peak labelled 2A has already been 

given, an interpretation of the change on the ratio between peaks lA and 2A is that a sub-

T-79 K 10 min x-rays exposure 
at hv=100 eV

iJrf iJ^
392 394 396 398 400 402 404 406

Energy (eV) Energy (eV)

Figure 32 Fitted spectra of a) C Is, b) N Is, c) VB HOMO and d) Pb 5d photoemission spectra that 
have been exposed at hv=100 eV photons for 10 min at T~79 K. Fitting curves have been labelled with 
A and B describing the molecular modified part of the film and the crystal modified part, respectively. 
Peaks C and D describe molecular damage (or modification) through scissioning process.
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Figure 33 Left: demonstration of damage progression of C Is XPS spectra with the fitted peaks 
grouped as crystal modified (B) and unmodified (A) crystal structure in the case of 5 min exposure. 
Right: more extensive crystal (B) and molecular degradation (A and C) on the 10 min exposure with 
curve C describing a scissioning process (See Appendix I Tah.2).

stantial number of these n bondings have been broken, most likely through interaction with 

Tc orbitals of the neighbouring column of molecules.

The breaking of n-(2pz) conjugation between C atoms has reported before by Pak

homov et al.'^' and Ji et al.'^^ where MPcs (CluiCuPc and CuPc, respectively) have been 

damaged with ion irradiation and Cls XPS spectra appeared similar to the ones presented 

here, that is broadened and with a filling of the valley between benzene ring C peaks (C1 

and C2) and the pyrrole C peak (C3).

In Fig. 33 a better demonstration of the degradation of the C Is spectra is presented, 

where the fitted curves have been added and grouped together in terms of A and B proc

esses as has been described previously. The 10 min exposure C Is spectrum presented here 

also describes a molecular scissioning process.
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3.1.3 NEXAFS beam damage studies of thick PbPc film.

The effects of exposure to synchrotron radiation on the unoccupied partial density 

of states (PDOS) of thick PbPc films will be presented here as obtained through near edge 

x-ray absorption spectroscopy (NEXAFS) measurements.

The NEXAFS measurements took place on the same 1511-1 surface branch beam

line at MAX-lab II measuring the total electron yield by the drain current method, and in 

some instances the secondary electrons with the photoemission analyser. Instrumental reso

lution was 0.09-0.1 eV. The beam line, is an undulator beamline with linearly polarised 

synchrotron light.

Figure 34 shows the N K edge NEXAFS of the same PbPc thick films, taken at 

room temperature (RT). The “damage” spectra have been taken after exposure to the high 

flux with hv = 100 eV for 10 min. The NEXAFS spectra have been taken with two differ

ent orientations of the substrate to the linearly polarised light. In Fig. 34a the electrical field

396 397 398 399

Energy (eV)
400 401 396 397 398 399

Energy (eV)
400 401

Figure 34 N A” edge NEXAFS of PbPc thick film at RT with the polarization: a) normal to substrate 
and b) parallel to substrate of undamaged and damaged film. On graphs c) and d) the n orbital peak 
of these spectra presented in detail. The features labelled C and M shows observable changes that are 
discussed in the text.
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vector of the polarised light is perpendicular to the substrate and the undamaged spectrum 

shows a pronounced dominant Jt* orbital spectrum. This indicates that the light excites 

preferentially the out of the molecular plane k* orbitals and that the molecules are probably 

lying down, with a small inclination angle to the substrate. More detailed work on the 

NEXAFS of PbPc monolayer and thick films has been presented by Holland"^'. Fig. 34b 

shows the spectra when the electrical field vector is parallel to the substrate and this prefer

entially excites a* orbitals, which are seen above 405eV.

The main changes in both polarisations between undamaged and damaged spectra 

appeared to be a reduction of the 7t orbital peak and that the a shape resonances that be

comes featureless, but with no substantial reduction in intensity. This seems to exclude the 

possibility of a change in molecular tilt, as this would cause a reduction of the intensity of 

the 7t* peaks with a parallel increase in the intensity of the o* peaks, as has been described 

in section 2.4.

In Fig. 34c and 34d the ti* orbital of the N K edge is shown in finer detail for both 

polarisations of the light. Due to the fact that the tt* orbital is more isolated than the others 

and the lifetime width makes it sharp it becomes easier to identify shifts or changes. As can 

be seen there is a shoulder (labelled C) appearing on the damaged spectra which may indi

cate a new chemical environment probably due to molecular scissioning. There is also a 

substantial broadening of the main peak. Further analysis of this will be given for the fol

lowing low temperature spectra.

Another noticeable change is the reduction of the peak labelled M which lies at 

406.1 eV. In the literature there is a controversy about the origin of this peak. It is believed 

to be related to either a* resonance or a multi electron shake up exeitation, or both overlap- 

ping’®* '^"’ '^^ as has been reported by experimental and theoretical studied of pyridine'^'^’'^^ 

and experimental N2 gas phase spectra. In this instance it appears to be more pronounced 

in the undamaged spectrum with the polarised light parallel to molecular plane which ex

cites a’states preferentially. The suppression of this peak in the spectrum of the damaged 

film could possibly indicate the breaking of bonds (scissioning).

NEXAFS spectra at the N Ai-edge were also obtained at T ~ 79 K are shown in Fig. 

35a where again the film has been exposed for 10 min in high flux of hv = 100 eV photons 

to measure the effect of beam damage. The main change again is the reduction of 7t* orbi-
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tals. It should be noted that this time the total electron yield is measured by secondary elec

trons with the XPS analyser; that is electrons that have been created by the Auger process 

of the core hole filling upon de-excitation. The reason for this was that during the cooling 

process with open cycle liquid nitrogen cooling, the sample holder was shaking giving 

spikes and noise to the drain current measured. The spectra have been taken with the E vec

tor of the synchrotron light polarised perpendicular to the substrate.

A comparison between the undamaged spectrum at RT and at T ~ 79 K is shown in 

Fig. 35b. It appears that the low temperature spectrum comes with a slight enhancement of 

the a* resonances. Since the n* states do not appear to change it is postulated that the lower 

temperature deforms the molecular structure in a way that allows N atoms (inner or aza) to 

bend out of the molecular plane more. The deformation could be result by contraction of 

the crystal lattice due to low temperature which could cause enhanced repulsions or attrac

tions of atoms. One dimensional conductivity in the monoclinic fonn of PbPc at liquid he
lium temperatures have been reported by Ukei et al.'^^ for this reason.

*
n N K edge £ |

-----undamaged T=RT

b) J undamaged T-79 K

400 410 420 430
1 1 11 1 1 1 ■ 1 1 1

*
n N AT edge 
damaged
T-79K

A
Vg

C Jj ..............

d)

395 396 397 398 399

Energy (eV)
400 401 395 396 397 398 399

Energy (eV)
400 401

Figure 35 N AT edge NEXAFS of PbPc thick film at T~79 K with the polarization normal to substrate of 
a) undamaged and damaged film. On graph b) comparison between undamaged spectrum on the two 
different temperatures c) n* orbital peak of the undamaged spectrum at T~79 K fitted with three 
components A, F,and G d) the n orbital peak of the damaged spectra at T~79 K fitted with four com
ponents C, A, F and G.
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In Fig. 35c the n* peak of the undamaged spectrum is shown in detail. It has been 

fitted with three components, all with the same width and mixing ratio of pseudo-Voigt. 

The peak A describes the tt* unoccupied state. The NEXAFS n feature appears to have an 

asymmetry at higher photon energy, requiring peak F to provide a good fit. This asymmetry 

has been noticed before in the case of pyridine'and has been assigned through calcu

lations to in-plane intra-molecular vibrations'^^. The comparison between the undamaged 

NEXAFS spectrum at RT and at T~79 K seems to support this argument since the observed 

asymmetry reduces in the ease of the T~79K spectrum (Fig. 36). In the work on pyridine a 

weak peak, similar to the one labelled here with G, was been assigned as an N ls-^2 n 

transition, which although dipole forbidden obtains some intensity through vibronic cou- 

pling'^^. Although uncertain it is that this is the case here, this peak is required for a good 

fit.

Thus, in Fig. 35d the n peak of the damaged spectrum is shown in detail, and has 

been fitted with the same components A, F and G plus one more at the lower photon energy 

which is labelled C. All peaks have been fitted with the same width and mixing ratio. This 

time substantial broadening has been applied in comparison to the undamaged spectrum 

The peak C is postulated to arise from a completely new chemical environment and is the 

result of molecular scissioning. The peak G occurs at the same photon energy (shift: -0.001

Figure 36 N K edge NEXAFS of PbPc thick film with the polarization normal to substrate comparison 
between undamaged spectra on the two different temperatures (RT and T~79 K). The red circle points 
out that the low temperature spectrum has slightly less asymmetric peak. The asymmetry may arise 
from in plane intra molecular vibrations.
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eV) and appears to be slightly enhanced. The peaks A (shift: -0.005 eV) and F (shift: -0.03 

eV) also occur at almost identical photon energies as the undamaged ones but broadened. It 

is believed that on the broadening of peak A, a new modified part (peak) with small shift 

towards lower photon energy is hidden. Previously the first step of the damage has been 

assigned on intermolecular interaction which causes splitting to the HOMO of 0.55 eV, as 

has been shown after Fig. 30c at 5 min exposure to 100 eV photons. Comil et al*‘** reports 

that in these kind of interactions where overlapping of electronic wavefiinctions occurs, the 

splitting for the LUMO is expected to be half or even less than that observed for the 

HOMO. Taking this in to account the splitting for the LUMO here it should be 0.23 eV or 

less to lower photon energy. This could well be one of the reasons for the observed broad

ening of these peaks.
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3.1.3 Lead phthalocyanine (PbPc) thin film (1 ML) beam damage studied by XPS.

The effects of synchrotron radiation exposure of a thin film of PbPc deposited on a 

Ge (001) substrate will be presented here. A monolayer of PbPc was deposited in situ by 

vapour deposition on a clean and well reconstructed (2x1) Ge (001) substrate, at room tem

perature. XPS measurements took place at the 1511-1 beamline at MAXLAB II, using the 

same end station and electron analyser as in the case of the thick film.

The XPS core levels spectra of C Is, N Is, Pb 5d and VB photoemission from an 

undamaged film, are compared with a film exposed for the 10 min to X-rays of 100 eV 

photon energy as shown in Fig. 37. The nominal combined instrumental resolution used for 

the XPS measurements is 0.1 eV. In the case of the Pb 5d core level, a polynomial back

ground subtraction has been applied in order to remove the signal that is attributable to the 

Ge substrate.

The C Is spectrum (Fig. 37a) after exposure to the beam appears to be shifted to

wards lower binding energy with a loss of intensity on the pyrrole C peak. Both N Is spec

tra (Fig. 37b) are very noisy and it is difficult to discern observable differences. For the va

lence band (Fig. 37c) there are observable changes especially on the HOMO and HOMO-1 

states, similar to the thick film with a shoulder arising between these two levels. A reduc

tion in intensity of the more tightly bound states (4-8 eV) is also observable. A clean Ge 

VB photoemission spectrum is presented here for comparison with the substrate back

ground. The Pb 5d core level photoemission spectrum (Fig. 37d) shows an increased inten

sity on the higher binding energy side upon exposure. Further interpretation of the beam 

damage in the IML PbPc film will be based on consideration of this core level.

In the top row of Fig. 38 the undamaged and damaged Pb 5d photoemission spectra 

are shown fitted with two pseudo-Voigt doublets. The doublet accounts for the spin orbit 

5d3/2 and 5d5/2 spitting of the orbitals. The spectra must be fitted with two such doublets 

which account for the different way that this non-planar molecule is facing the substrate 

(the so-called shuttlecock up and down orientation), in agreement with what has been pre

viously reported for this system by Cabaith et al'^^ '”.

The spitting between the two doublets in the undamaged spectrum is found to be

0.75 eV in close agreement with the 0.8 eV been reported by Cabaith et al 136,157 The ratio
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Figure 37 The effect on a PbPc 1 ML film to 10 min (hv=100 eV) X-rays radiation exposure at RT: a) C 
Is b) N Is c) VB and d) Pb Sd. Black - undamaged, green - 10 min exposure, blue - clean Ge.

between the integrated areas of the two doublets for the undamaged spectrum is 1.7 with 

the peak labelled D having Pb facing down.

After exposure the ratio of the two peaks D and U changes to 1.2. This perhaps in

dicates a substantial flipping from the face-down molecules to facing-up. It needs to be 

mentioned that further broadening had to be applied on the peaks which could account for 

various inhomogeneous small chemical shifts due to vibronic, molecular distortion and 

scissioning processes.

In the middle row of Fig. 38 the undamaged and the damaged spectra of the C Is 

core level are presented; again fitted with two sets of pseudo-Voigt peaks labelled D and U. 

The same procedure for each of these two C Is has been applied as reported earlier for the 

pristine thick film (section 3.1.2). In brief, the peak labelled 1 (Cl) is assigned to the ben

zene ring carbons that have n(2/>^)-conjugation (double bond), peak labelled 2 (C2) is as

signed to the benzene ring carbons without 7i(2/72)-conjugation (double bond) and peak la

belled 3 (C3) is assigned to the pyrrole carbons (fitting parameters are shown in Appendix I 

Tab.4&5).
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Speaking for the undamaged spectrum it appears that the shuttlecock shape of the 

PbPc when the Pb facing down forbids a chemical interaction and substantial charge trans

fer between carbons and Ge substrate. This can be concluded from the fitted peaks (la

belled D) which maintain the same stoichoimetric ratio as the thick pristine one and essen

tially the same binding energies.
On the other hand there is an interaction when the Pb atom is facing up. As can be 

seen from the fitting of the Cls peaks labelled U there is almost an inversion in the ratio

Undamaged Damaged

394 396 398 400 402 404 406 394 396 398 400 402 404 406 
Energy (eV) Energy (eV)

Figure 38 PbPc IML fitted graphs of undamaged and damaged spectra of Pb5d, Cls and Nls core lev
els. Peaks labelled D represent molecules with the Pb facing down and U Pb facing up. Peak C de
scribes a scissioning (damage) of molecular structure. Inset compares undamaged and damage Nls 
core level which has been smoothed with a 2 point averaged smoothing. Fitting parameters are in
cluded in appendix I.
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between lU and 2U, compared to the ID and 2D. That may indicate that less benzene ring 

carbons maintain the double bond due to possible sp^ bonding formation to the Ge sub

strate. Recent unpublished work with STM imaging shows that the PbPc has a preferential 

orientation to the Ge substrate with two out of the four isoindolines sitting closer to the up 

dimers across the row of the Ge substrate’An extensive interaction of two out of four 

benzene rings perhaps could explain the inversion of the ratio between lU and 2U.

For the damaged C Is spectrum there is an overall increase of the intensity for the 

set of peaks labelled U in coincidence with that observed from damaged Pb 5d core level 

which further supports the flipping of some molecules from down to up. In both undam

aged and damaged spectra the ratio of integrated areas between the two fitted sets of peaks 

(D and U) follows the ratio of the fitted peaks D and U for the Pb 5d (1.7 undamaged to 1.2 

damaged. See appendix 1 Tab.4&5). Broadening of the peaks is also necessary which may 

arise from inhomogeneity in molecular distortion and scissioning processes. A very impor

tant observation is that the pyrrole to benzene ring integrated fitted areas for both set of 

peaks does not maintain the stoichoimetric ratio of 1:3 as for the undamaged spectrum, but 

increases. This may indicate that some of the pyrrole carbons have gone, perhaps due to 

scissioning process. A siminar indication is coming from the fitting of the severely dam

aged thick film, presented previously (Fig. 32), where the benzene ring C peaks and pyrrole 

C peaks do not maintain the stoichoimetric ratio 3:1, either. Furthermore, this is in agree

ment the C Is spectra of SnPc discussed in section 3.1.1 where the integrated areas of C Is 

have been reduced upon radiation damage (Fig. 25). This would result from the breaking of 

the bond between the pyrrole carbon and the bridging N. The breaking of the bond with the 

bridging N upon UV radiation exposure of a MPc has been reported by Slota et al.’^^ based 

on FT-IR and optical absorption measurements of several MPc in solution, including PbPc.

Lastly the bottom row of Fig. 38 shows the undamaged and the damaged spectra for 

the Nls core level in a similar fashion. Both spectra have been smoothed with adjacent av

eraging of two points either side of each point. A direct comparison of the two is presented 

in the inset in the middle of the row. From this, a broadening on the higher binding energy 

side can be observed in the damaged spectrum. This could be as a result of the scissioning 

process. This appears as the peak C on the fitted damaged spectrum where the peaks D and 

U follow the trend as has been described before for Pb 5d and C Is core levels.
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3.2 Planar phthalocyanine beam damage effects
3.2.1 Magnesium phthalocyanine (MgPc) thick film beam damage studied by XPS 
core level and NEXAFS spectroscopies.

The influence of beam damage on magnesium phthalocyanine (MgPc) is reported 

here, studied by N Is, C Is and VB PES and NEXAFS. This gives a comparison to the 

non-planar phthalocyanines discussed above.

A thick film of ~ 100 A prepared by sublimation onto a clean and well reconstructed 

substrate of Ge (001) in the same fashion as above for PbPc. XPS and NEXAFS measure

ments were conducted at the same beamline with the same experimental parameters as for 

the PbPc data. NEXAFS was measured via the drain current.

The progression of damage at room temperature to the X-rays radiation is presented 

in Fig. 39 for the thick film of MgPc. This involves the comparison of the XPS spectra of C 

Is, N Is, VB and HOMO. Different exposure time, radiation flux and energy of the incom

ing photons have been applied for the C Is and N 1 s core level spectra in comparison to the 

VB and VB HOMO photoemission spectra. The black coloured spectrum represents an un

damaged spectrum. In the case of C 1 s and N 1 s core levels, the red one represents expo

sure to synchrotron radiation for 2235 sec (~37 min) with photon energy of 525eV and flux 
of approximately 2.8>^10‘^photons'sec’ mm''. The green spectrum represents a longer ex

posure to the same synchrotron radiation for 3510 sec (~1 hour). In the case of the VB and 

HOMO the magenta coloured spectrum represents 1032 sec (~17 min) exposure with 130 

eV photons and flux approximately of 1.3^10'^photons-sec’-mm'', which is the around 

the maximum flux that this beamline could achieve.

A meaningful comparison of C 1 s and N 1 s red spectra with those from of SnPc that 

are shown in Fig. 23c and Fig. 24c is possible since in both cases the same exposure time, 

flux and energy of photons have been used. It is clear that although the changes in these 

core levels follow the same trend (broadening, disappearing of the valleys), this time it is 

much less and even after almost one hour exposure (green colour spectrum), the spectrum 

looks closer to the undamaged than SnPe.
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Figure 39 The effect of MgPc’s (~100 A thick fim) x-rays radiation exposure at RT to the core levels: a) 
C Is b) N Is c) VB and d) VB HOMO photoemission spectra. Different: exposure time, radiation flux 
and energy of the incoming photons have been applied for the C Is and N Is core! level to the VB and 
VB HOMO.

The VB and HOMO spectra are comparable with those of PbPc shown in Fig. 28c 

and Fig. 32c as they have been exposed to a similar radiation dose, although with a differ

ent time scale. As an aside it should be noted that the highest flux of the undulator is at 

hv=100 eV photon energy where slightly less flux occurs for the hv=130 eV photon en

ergy. The damage follows the same trend (broadening of the HOMO and a shoulder be

tween HOMO and HOMO-1) as in the case of PbPc but to a lesser degree.
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3.2.2 NEXAFS beam damage studies of thick MgPc film.

Similar to the XPS spectra, N K edge NEXAFS spectra of a severely damaged 

MgPc thick film is compared with an undamaged one shown in the Fig. 40. It is evident 

that much longer exposure is needed to be applied in order to see the same degree of ob

servable changes as in the case of PbPc as presented in Fig. 34.

The features labelled C and M describe a molecular scissioning process which is 

believed to be the same as in the case of PbPc with the main effect being a loss of pyrrole 

carbons and the breaking of the bond to the bridging nitrogen as discussed in section 3.1. 

Also a slight enhancement of the o* resonance region can be observed which is probably 

most likely to do with a changed tilt of the molecule in the crystal.

The fact that the planar MgPc is more robust than the non planar PbPc has also been 

observed by Slota et al'^^. This work suggests that the strength of the C-N bonds coupling 

the four benzopyrole (isoindoline) rings of the Pc macrocycle depends on the degree of po

larization of the ;r-electronic cloud inside the macrocycle by the complexed metal anion 

and is related to the metal electronegativity (e.n.). If one considers that durability of the 

phthalocyanine macrocycle is determined by the distribution of the ;r-electrons engaged in 

the bonding system and the fact that Pb (e.n: 2.33) has almost double the eleertonegativity 

of Mg (e.n: 1.31), this could easily favour a reduced electronic density across these C-N 

bonds which reduces further upon the photo-excitation at these atomic sites.

Figure 40 N /T edge NEXAFS of MgPc thick film at RT with the polarization parallel to substrate of 
undamaged and damaged film. On graph b) the n orbital peak of these spectra presented in detail. The 
C and M features show observable changes.
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3.2.3 Magnesioum phthalocyanine (MgPc) thin film beam damage studied by XPS.

To continue the comparison with the non planar phthalocyanines, the effects of ex

posure to the synehrotron radiation of a thin film of the planar MgPe on Ge (001) substrate 

are presented here. Approximately ~1 ‘AML of MgPe was deposited in situ by vapour depo

sition on a clean and well reconstructed (2x1) Ge (001) substrate at room temperature. XPS 

measurements took place again at the 1511-1 beamline at MAX-lab II, using the same end 

station and electron analyser as in the case of the thiek film.

The eomparison of the XPS of the undamaged spectra of C Is, N Is, Mg 2p and 

VB, compared with 23 min (red) and 100 min (green) exposure to 525 eV X-ray beam 

(flux: 2.8><10'^photons sec' mm'^) is shown in Fig. 36. The nominal eombined instrumen

tal resolution used for the XPS measurements is 0.1 eV. In the case of the Mg 2p core 

level, a polynomial background subtraction has been applied in order to extract the signal 

to that which is attributed to the substrate. All spectra are presented with intensity normal

ised to a maximum of 1.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Energy (eV)

48 50 52
Energy (eV)

54

Figure 41 The effect on ~VA ML MgPc of 525 eV X-rays radiation at RT. XPS of a) Cls b) Nls c) VB 
and d) Mg2p are given. Black; undamaged film. Red; 23 min exposure. Green; 100 min exposure. Blue; 
clean Ge VB spectrum.
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Little change is observed in the core level spectra (C Is, N Is and Mg 2p) even after 

~l‘/2 hours exposure. In the VB spectrum the only observable difference is seen at the 

HOMO-1 level of the interface which seems to have been suppressed. The fact that the core 

levels are unaffected most likely indicates that the molecular structure remains intact (no 

scissioning). This enhances the argument that planar MgPc has a robust molecular struc

ture. Perhaps this screening could be enhanced by the substrate interaction by distributing 

more electron charge across the molecule from the substrate.
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3.3 Summary

Synchrotron radiation induced damaged to the organic semiconductor family of 

metal phthalocyanines solid films has been under investigation through photoemission and 

NEXAFS spectroscopies. A comparison between non-planar and planar phthalocyanines 

has been given, with discussions of the influence of temperature, and the difference be

tween the damage effects of bulk in comparison to ML films.

Two major damage processes have been identified: a) Degradation or alteration of 

the crystal structure of the films and b) molecular damage (scissioning).

At low temperature these two processes occur at a lower rate as demonstrated by 

liquid nitrogen temperature XPS studies of a thick film of PbPc.

Comparison of non-planar (PbPc) and planar (MgPc) phthalocyanines under the 

same exposure time, energy and flux shows that the planar MgPc is more robust to damage 

than the non-planar PbPc.

Similarly, between thin films (~1 ML) of non-planar PbPc and planar MgPc, as in

vestigated through core level and VB photoemission spectroscopy, the MgPc remains intact 

after significantly greater radation exposure in comparison to PbPc.

In the case of the PbPc ML film, prolonged exposure seems to alter the orientation 

of the non-planar molecule with respect to the substrate. The molecule is sitting flat with 

the Pb atom facing towards the substrate and away from the substrate in ratio 1:7. Synchro

tron radiation seems to flip a substantial number of molecules and alters the ratio to 1:2.
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4. Electronic structure of Organic Semiconductors

The electronic structure of phthalocyanine organic semiconductors is the second 

theme of investigation in this thesis. These investigations have proceeded by synchrotron 

radiation based x-ray spectroscopic measurements of thick (bulk-like) and thin phthalocya

nine fdms. The results presented here are primarily XPS, NEXAFS and XES measurements 

taken at beamline XIB from the National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National 

Laboratory, USA). XIB is an undulator beamline with a flux in the energy range of the C 

and N X-edge of ~4J^l0'‘^phs/sec/mm^/0.1%BW/400 mA. The monochromator in use at 

XIB has a number of gratings of which the 300 mm"' and 600 mm’’ grating were used as 

flux or resolution necessitated at the C and N X-edges. More details of beamline XIB are

available in the literature 158

Figure 42 Schematic overview of beamline XIA and XIB at National Synchrotron Light Source. The 
XIB is shown at the top of the diagram.

The XIB beamline end station is a UHV chamber equipped with a grazing- 

incidence spherical concave grating X-ray emission spectrometer (Gammadata 300)’^^ and 

a Scienta 100 mm hemispherical electron analyzer. The first has been used to record the 

XES and RXES spectra, while the second has been used to record core level and valence 

band photoemission spectra.

The XES300 Gammadata spectrometer is equipped with three different gratings as 

shown in Fig. 43. C X-edge speetra have been obtained using the 2"*’ grating of 400 1/mm, 

R=5000 mm and in U' order, typically with a 10 pm spectrometer entrance slit, which gives
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-0.3 eV resolution. N and O A^-edge spectra have been obtained using the P’ grating of 

1200 1/mm, R=5000 mm and in the order typically with a 10 or 13 pm entrance slit, giv

ing resolutions of 0.2-0.3 eV and 0.4-0.5 eV, respectively. NEXAFS spectra were also re

corded at X1B via the electron drain current.

The use of these different spectroscopies is an attempt at a comprehensive investi

gation the electronic structure of these solid organic films. This includes different chemical 

environments (core level XPS), total and partial density of occupied states (VB XPS and 

XES respectively) and density of unoccupied states (NEXAFS). A comparison between 

different probing methods and theoretical calculated electronic densities of states is used to 

strengthen the conclusions.
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a) b)
Figure 43 a) Sketch of the Gammadata XES spectrometer, h) Schematic of the spectrometers gratings 
and the microchannel plate 2D detectror.
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4.1 XPS, NEXAFS, and RXES measurements of the electronic 

structure of metal phthalocyanines

4.1.1 Tin phthalocyanine (SnPc) solid film studied by XPS, RXES and NEXAFS.

The first phthalocyanine to be considered is tin (II) phthalocyanine (SnPc). All 

RXES spectra were obtained using a Nordgren-type grazing incidence x-ray emission spec

trometer positioned in the horizontal plane at 90° to the beam'^^. NEXAFS spectra were 

obtained at C and N K edges with monochromator resolution of 0.11 eV for both edges and 

were obtained in total electron yield (TEY) by the current drain method. RXES spectra of 

the excited C and N K edges were obtained with nominal combined monochromator and x- 

rays emission spectrometer instrumental resolutions of 0.5-0.8 eV and 0.45 eV, respec

tively. Valence band XPS were taken from a thin (~10 ML) film grown on a Ag (111) sub

strate at the 1511-1 surface branch beamline at MAX-lab using a Scienta R4000 electron 

analyzer with an estimated total instrumental resolution of 0.08 eV. For the RXES spectra, 

a SnPc film of -1000 A thickness was deposited by sublimating from a Knudsen cell at <1 

XIO'^ Torr onto the native oxide of a Si (100) substrate held at room temperature. The 

deposition rate was of the order of 5 A/minute. The substrate had been degassed for 6 hours 

at 200 °C in the chamber which had a base pressure of 5X10'^ Torr. The thickness was es

timated by a quartz crystal monitor placed in front of the substrate. As RXES measure

ments require long accumulation times, sample exposure was limited to avoid beam dam

age by vertically translating the sample every 300 ms by 100 pm steps.

The electronic structure of thin layers of SnPc deposited on various GaAs and Ge 

substrates has previously been studied by both VB-XPS and NEXAFS''^^’'^^. NEXAFS, in 

addition to providing information on the orientation of the molecule on the substrate, also 

probes the partial density of states (PDOS) of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (or 

LUMO band) while VBXPS (or UPS) measures the total density of states of the highest 

occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO band). A complementary technique allowing the 

measurement of the occupied partial density of states on a site- and symmetry-specific ba-
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a)
Figure 44 a) Illustration of the columnar stack across the c axis for the triclinic crystal structure of 
SnPc films after Kubiak et al.’” b) The projection of concave and convex type arrangement.

sis is that of resonant soft X-ray emission spectroscopy (RXES) which is applied to tin

phthalocyanine here.

The non-planar SnPc has a shuttlecock shape and forms a triclinic crystal struc

ture^®. Individual molecules stack along the a-axis, alternating convex and concave sides 

with all stacks identical (Fig. 44). NEXAFS of thin films of SnPc on Ge and GaAs have 

shown SnPc molecular planes lying close to parallel to the substrate'"*^.

In Fig.45 NEXAFS spectra of SnPc films on Si, measured at 20° and 70° angles of 

incidence at both the C and N X-edges, similarly indicate flat lying molecules. In-planar 

phthalocyanines such as CuPc and ZnPc investigated by NEXAFS, it appears that a transi

tion from lying-down to standing-up configuration occurs after only a few monolayers, 

whereas in unreactive substrates (passivated Si or HOPG), only the standing-up structure 
persists in subsequent growth'®'”'®^.

It needs to be noted here that NEXAFS is strictly being a measure of the average 

azimuthal angular dependence of unoccupied states of molecular arrangements relative to 

the polarized light. This is particularly important for the bulk like films where arrange

ments of the molecules following single crystal structures, e.g of P the form ends up with 

neighbour molecules almost orthogonal. In the case of polycrystallinity there is also the 

possibility of different orientation, relative to substrate, of the stacking axis of these mole

cules in different parts of the film.

XES spectra for angular extremes (limited due to experimental geometry^) at either 

the C or N X-edge have been recorded with different excitation energies from threshold 

upwards. These XES spectra represent a measure of the 2p PDOS of the selected element.

^ Direct optical pathway of the emitted x-rays to the spectrometer is needed in order to get a decent count rate. 
These extremes may be considered to be grazing incidence onto the surface or a grazing exit from the surface.
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where in the case of the C AT-edge, a difference in \s binding energy between the pyrrole C 

site and the ring or aromatic C sites can be exploited near threshold at 285.5 eV (A) and 

286.3 eV (B) as shown in Fig. 45.This provides almost separate measurement of their re

spective local C2p PDOS^'. We also discuss here the angular dependence of the observed 

SXE spectra measured on resonance and above threshold at both C and N Af-edges as 

shown in the left side panels of Fig. 45.

It is seen clearly that the near-normal incidence (70°) spectra shows significantly 

greater spectral weight at ~282 eV as well as increased weight at ~284 eV in comparison to 

the grazing incidence spectra. The RXES angular dependence arises as the SnPc molecular 

planes within the bulk film lie at slight angles to the substrate (see Fig. 45 right top panel) 

and even if randomly oriented, low angles of incidence onto the surface will have the elec-

380 405 N K edge NEXAFS
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Figure 45 Right side panels: SnPc NEXAFS at N (top) and C (bottom) K edges respectively; at 20° and 
70° incidence of beam to substrate. Left side panels: C K and N K SXE spectra at the same angles taken 
for various resonant energies and in non-resonant mode. Top right panel: Diagram illustrating angu
lar dependence of RXES arising from the various C sites for a single SnPc molecule.
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trical field vector E predominantly parallel to ti* orbitals. Due to the 90° scattering geome

try, emission then occurs only from occupied in-plane (o-like) orbitals"^. Angles of inci

dence near to normal to the molecular plane result in emission in a 90° scattering geometry, 

from both occupied in-plane (o) and out-of-plane (tc) orbitals. As a result we can obtain 

spatial information of the C and N LPDOS components (states) from the varying chemical 

sites. Similarly, the N A^-edge RXES spectra (F) show increased spectral weight for the 70° 

angles at ~396.5 eV corresponding to the HOMO levels.

At most of the C and N Ip emission spectra there is a distinct peak always at the 

higher emission energy side. This is the resonant elastic X-ray scattering (or Rayleigh scat

tering) peak and is the participator decay of the excitation where the filling of the core hole 

occurs from the same excited electron. That means simply that the emitted-photon energy 

co' is the same as that of the incident-photon energy co (See equation 11).

A full explanation of the observed spectra is supported by comparison to DFT cal

culations of both the C 2p and N 2p PDOS, and further a comparison to the calculated XES 

spectra which can be emitted from occupied molecular orbitals (a states) in the plane 

(strictly the plane defined by the 4 inner Ns) and those occupied molecular orbitals perpen

dicular to the plane of the molecule or 7t states.

The StoBe package has been used for these calculations'^^. This package is based 

on the DeMon DFT code'^^, but with a specific implementation for inner-shell spectro

scopies. The StoBe calculation was a calculation of a relaxed SnPc molecule in C,^v symme

try where the x-ray emission spectra were calculated as a property of the ground state. The 

calculation employed the double zeta valence polarisable (DZVP) and A1 orbital basis set. 

In each case presented here the total XES per molecular site is strictly the sum of all possi

ble core molecular orbitals and is thus representative of the non-resonant, non-symmetry 

selective XES arising from that atomic site. These calculations have been carried out in 

TCD by Dr. C. McGuinness.

Figure 46a depicts the total occupied and unoccupied density of states of SnPc by 

the StoBe DFT package. Together with the total DOS the 2p PDOS on each of the N and C 

atomic sites within the molecule are presented, where the spectra have been resolved into 

the orbital components projected along the z-axis, perpendicular to the molecular plane, (n- 

states) and those within the xy plane, which correspond to the molecular plane (o-states).
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However, it should be noted that the non-planar shuttlecock shape of the SnPc distorts the 

isoindoline arms, and consequently the orbitals related to these, away from the xy plane, 

therefore such a global orbital basis cannot be exact in describing the local bonding.

Figure 46b presents the calculated X-ray emission spectra arising from a Is core 

hole on each of the C and N atomic sites within the SnPc molecule. In the case of the car

bon sites there are three different sites for the benzene ring named link (C2), elbow (C3), 

outer (C4) and one site for the pyrrole carbons (Cl) as shown in sketch at Fig. 46. In the 

case of N there are two different sites named aza or bridging nitrogens (N1) and inner ni-
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Figure 46 Top left: Sketch illustrating the various atomic C and N sites for a single SnPc molecule. Bot
tom left (a): At the top the total occupied and unoccupied DOS of SnPc. Subsequent panels: Each sub
sequent panel shows the 2p PDOS of the atomic sites where we progress from the outermost carbon site 
(C4) to the innermost (pyrrole) carbon site (Cl) and the two nitrogen sites, the meso-bridging or aza 
nitrogen (Nl) and the inner nitrogen (N2). Each PDOS is shown broken into the 2p projection (p^) per
pendicular to the molecular plane (xy plane) defined by the four inner Ns and the sum of the projec
tions (Px+Pv) within that plane. The zero in energy is chosen to be exactly between the HOMO and 
LUMO. Right panel (b): Shown for each C and N atomic site in SnPc are the calculated XES spectra 
derived from the 2p PDOS for two differing measurement geometries, measuring the emission from a 
SnPc molecule face-on (0°) or edge-on (90"). The energy scale is the calculated transition energy.
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trogens (N2). The calculation of the XES spectra has been done in the ground state ap

proximation as this is most appropriate for these spectra‘s*. The calculated transition ener

gies are in practice rigidly shifted to match the experimental spectra. The calculated XES 

spectra are broken down into two components corresponding to the measurement of the 

XES spectrum of a single molecule face-on (0°) and edge-on (90°). The 0° XES spectrum 

is the sum of all polarisations propagating perpendicular to the plane of the molecule, and 

effectively sums over the x and y projections within that plane or from the occupied o- 

states only. The 90° XES spectra are calculated as the average of the sum of all polarisa

tions along the differing directions from the centre within the plane of the molecule and can 

thus be thought of as the sum of the x, y projection and the z projection, or equally, the sum 

of the occupied o and n states.

In conjunction with the DFT calculations of SnPc, the PDOS for the C occupied 

and unoccupied states (Fig. 46a) show a well defined spatial orientation in and out of 

plane molecular orbitals (MO) with the LUMO, LUMO+1, LUMO+2 dominated by out of 

plane MO. It appears that the LUMO is distributed mainly between pyrrole C and both N 

sites. The HOMO and HOMO-1 appear to have a prominent out of plane character largely 

being located on the C sites and N sites respectively. In particular the angular distribution 

of the 2p components of the MOs attributed to the different C sites (chemical environ

ments) is presented in the lower panels of Figure 46a. It appears that the differing benzene

like or ring carbons contribute slightly differently to the total density of states of the occu

pied HOMO levels, though there are some clear differences in the region between -4-5 eV 

and again between -6-8 eV particularly as a result of the H bonding on the outermost car

bons (C3 and C4). It should be noted that all these ring carbons, as in all non-halogenated 

phthalocyanines, have very similar C Is binding energies as evidenced by core level XPS. 

Whereas, they have a distinctly separated binding energy from the pyrrole-like carbon site 

(Cl)^. As a result, in the calculated XES spectra the calculated transition energies from the 

occupied MOs to the Is hole span the same emission energy range. When one then exam

ines the calculated XES spectra, shown in Figure 46b, originating from these ring carbons 

there is a very striking effect as regards the geometrical dependence to be seen.

Shown in Figure 47 are the valence band XPS spectra of SnPc, the NEXAFS spec

tra of SnPc at the C and N K edges, the resonant XES (RXES) and non-resonant XES
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(NRXES) spectra at the C and N K edges, and also the comparison with the calculated XES 

spectra from the differing atomic sites. For presentation purposes the three benzene carbon 

calculated XES sites have been summed together. The energy scale is presented relative to 

the Fermi edge. This is achieved by subtracting the experimental XES spectra emission en

ergy from the experimental U binding energy for each atomic core site (benzene ring C: 

284.62 eV, pyrrole C: 286.03 eV and nitrogen N: 398.82 eV) as extrapolated by fitting of 

the XPS spectra (see section 3.1.1). Similarly, subtraction of the calculated XES spectra 

from the calculated \s binding energy for each atomic site has been applied.

The three (benzene ring carbons) exhibit a strong angular dependence for the 

HOMO-2 levels with strong weight at the 90° calculated X-ray emission which coincides 

well with the measured XES emission spectra at 70° (Fig. 47). The elbow carbon (C3) has a 

small contribution to the XES for 90° to the HOMO-1 level, which helps enhance the 

HOMO-1 level as it appears in the NRXES in Fig. 45 and 47. The deeper VB levels of the 

outer carbons (C4) differ substantially from the other two (C2 and C3) producing a strong 

angular dependence which is also observable in the XES spectra. The pyrrole carbon PDOS 

appears to have contribution at HOMO and HOMO-1 levels, with the Ti-like HOMO con

tributing mainly in the 90° emission or edge-on emission.

The N PDOS DFT calculations follow a similar behaviour where LUMO, LUMO+1 

and LUMO+2 have mainly, an out of plane n orbital distribution for the inner N and the 

aza N. The HOMO has an out of plane orbital distribution (n-state) and it is mainly found 

located on the inner N, whereas the HOMO-1 gets contributions from both N sites, with 

aza and inner N having contributions in both angles. There is a shift at the inner N calcu

lated X-ray emission (Fig. 47) and projected PDOS (Fig. 46a) of the HOMO-1 between the 

two extreme emission angles (0° and 90°) normal to the plane of the molecule and perpen

dicular to the plane, which is reproduced well in the measured XES N X-edge spectra at the 

experimental extreme angles of 20° and 70°. The N X-edge RXES spectra (F) (Fig. 47) 

show increased spectral weight for the 70° angles at ~396.5 eV corresponding to the 

HOMO levels and is in coincidence with that calculated at 90°.
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Figure 47 Right: The SnPc NEXAFS at the C (upper panel) and the N (lower panel) K edges respective
ly. The NEXAFS are measured at 20° and 70° incidence of beam to substrate. Left: Shown at the top is 
a valence band XPS of a 10 ML film of SnPc on Ag(lll). Below this C A-edge RXES and NRXES spec
tra are shown here in comparison to the calculated XES spectra arising from the C-C bonded or ben
zene like Cs and the C-N bonded or pyrrole like C. In the bottom of this panel N k-edge RXES and 
NRXES spectra are shown here in comparison to the calculated XES spectra arising from the inner N 
or aza (meso-bridging) N respectively. In each case the XES spectra are measured at the same angles as 
the NEXAFS.
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Figure 48 Non-resonant x-ray emission spectra (NRXES) of SnPc. The first spectrum (Orange) has 
been taken by translating the sample in front of the beam and is considered as undamaged. The other 
spectra have been taken in a fresh spot with sample kept stationary in the beam with total X-rays expo
sure of 66 min (Green) and a total estimated x-rays exposure of ~108 min (Blue).

RXES spectra and above threshold XES spectra can be considered as one-step or 

two-step processes respectively with a relaxation of selection rules for the latter'Con

sider the N X-edge non-resonant XES spectra (G): in these, at both angles, a much greater 

spectral weight from 396 eV and to higher emission energy is observed which arises almost 

exclusively from the out of plane inner N sites, where this is suppressed in the RXES spec

trum (F) due to symmetry considerations. In both C and N RXES spectra it seems that 

symmetry selection suppresses emission from the HOMO which is distinctive only in the 

non-resonant emission.

In Figure 48 a non-resonant C X-edge x-ray emission spectrum (NRXES) of SnPc, 

thus measuring the C 2p PDOS, is shown in comparison with spectra that are considered as 

damaged. The first spectrum (orange) has been taken by translating the sample in from of 

the beam every 350 msec and is considered undamaged. At this time the sample is ap

proximately moved by 100 pm which is twice the EWHM of the beam spot. Typically ac

quisition time for a XES spectrum is 1-2 hours depending on the count rate. The second 

spectrum (green) has been taken in a previously unexposed spot, but with the sample kept 

stationary in the beam with a total X-ray exposure of 66 min during acquisition. The final 

spectrum (blue) has been taken in a pre-exposed spot, again with the sample kept station

ary, now with a total estimated X-ray exposure of -108 min. All spectra were obtained with
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the same spectrometer slit. Also they have been normalised with their intensities between 0 

and 1. The flux is approximately 2.4x 10^^photons sec'^ mm'^.

There are observable changes in the HOMO region (labelled as a on the graph) 

which is seen as an enhancement in spectral weight and a slight shift towards higher emis

sion energy. This coincides with the discussion in section 3.1.2 of the damaged VB-XPS 

spectrum of MPcs. There, it was speculated as arising from an excitonic splitting of HOMO 

states due to increased interference of neighbouring molecules. There are also changes ob

servable in the HOMO-2 region (labelled as b on the graph) noted previously (Fig. 45) as 

being highly sensitive to the emission geometry and to the deeper VB level (labelled as c 

on the graph). These changes are a strong indication that upon radiation exposure the local 

crystal structure of the SnPc film is deformed and has as a result changed the geometrical 

orientation of the molecule to substrate and hence to the polarisation of the beam light. 

The peak appearing at 294eV in the orange spectrum is the resonant elastic X-ray scattering 

(or Rayleigh scattering) peak and is the participator decay of the excitation where the fill

ing of the core hole occurs from the same excited electron as described previously.

It is more difficult to say conclusively whether the resultant emission spectra re

flects undamaged molecules in a more disordered or modified crystalline structure or 

whether it reflects an increasing proportion of damaged molecules in the same crystalline 

arrangement, but evidence suggests the former.

It should be noted that there is a tendency for the beam damaged spectra from a va

riety of differing organic aromatic based molecules to become broadly similar to each other 

with a blending and broadening of features and loss of apparent structure^*. Thus a combi

nation of the two, i.e. a proportion of damaged molecules in an increasingly damaged or 

disordered structure is likely.
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4.1.2 Lead phthaiocyanine (PbPc) solid film studied by XPS, RXES and NEXAFS

The same experimental set up as the one used in the case of the measurement of the 

electronic structure of SnPc has been used for RXES and NEXAFS spectra measurements 

on PbPc. Instrumental resolutions for NEXAFS C and N K edges is an estimated 0.11 eV, 

and the RXES spectra of the excited C and N K edges were obtained with nominal com

bined instrumental resolutions of 0.53 eV and 0.45-1.85 eV, respectively. The presented 

valence band XPS were taken from a ~20 ML film grown on a Ge (001) substrate (as de

scribed in 3.1.2) at the 1511-1 surface branch beamline at MAX-lab using a Scienta R4000 

electron analyzer with an estimated total instrumental resolution of 0.08 eV. For the RXES 

spectra, a PbPc thick film of unknown thickness (due to faulty quartz crystal monitor), was 

deposited by sublimating from a Knudsen cell at < 1x10"’ Torr onto the native oxide of a 

Si(lOO) substrate held at room temperature. The substrate had been degassed for 2 hours at 

330 °C in the chamber which had a base pressure of 5X10'^ Torr. The sample was trans

lated during acquisition to avoid beam damage as described in the previous section.

Two different crystal structures have been reported so far for PbPc films, mono- 

clinic*^ and triclinic** (Fig. 26). There is extensive literature related to the growing of PbPc 

films on several substrates describing orientation of the molecule and crystal structure that 

is best summarised by Kadish et al.*^, and references within. There is a variation in the 

crystal structure formed based on the temperature of the substrate, sublimation rates and 

annealing of the films. However, no clear boundaries are reported on the exact phase pro

duced. The PbPc film under investigation here is believed to be a mixture between triclinic 

and monoclinic with the triclinic crystal structure as the dominant phase as concluded by 

Cabailh et al.'*^ where angular dependence diagrams of the n* intensity peak measured with 

NEXAFS indicate a mixture of molecular orientation due to the different crystal structures. 

It should be noted that the current films investigated here are prepared in exactly the same 

procedure and conditions as Cabailh et al’*^. Further the fact that the films as created are 

coloured dark blue and not green-dark green confirms this argument according to Collins et 

al'™. This is based on XRD studies of differently prepared PbPc films, where films col

oured blue have crystallites of the triclinic form and traces of monoclinic form.
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The electronic structure of thin layers of PbPc deposited on various Ge substrates 

has previously been studied by both valence band photoemission spectroscopy (VB-XPS) 

and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) with the NEXAFS of these thin 

films showing that the molecular planes lie close to parallel to the substrate Holland"'* 

and Cabailh'^^ examined the angular dependence of the n peak as observed by NEXAFS to 

study the orientation of the molecule. These works have shown that monolayer films and 

films of several layers of PbPc have the molecules inclined with an average angle tilt of 21° 

and 45° to the substrate, respectively. The angular dependence of the NEXAFS of the PbPc 

on Ge(OOl) is broadly similar to that observed for the data from the films presented here 

deposited on Si and its native oxide.
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Figure 49 Right side panels: PbPc NEXAFS at N (top) and C (bottom) K edges respectively. 
Measurements taken at 20° and 70° incidence of beam to substrate are shown. Left side panels: C K and 
N K XES spectra at the same angles at various resonant excitation energies and in non- resonant mode. 
Top right panel: Diagram illustrating the angular dependence of RXES arising from the various C 
sites for a single PbPc molecule.
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For the thick film, the crystal structure obtained is believed to be the same as the 

films presented here, where the same conditions of growth have been applied, albeit on a 

differing substrate.

In Fig. 49 NEXAFS spectra of PbPc films on Si and its native oxide, measured at 

20° and 70° angles of incidence at both the C and N X-edges, show a similar angular de

pendence to SnPc. XES spectra for these angular extremes (limited due to geometry) at ei

ther the C or N X-edge have been recorded with different excitation energies from thresh

old upwards, with the angular dependence of the observed XES spectra progressing in a 

similar fashion to the case of SnPc.

The near-normal incidence (70°) spectrum clearly shows significantly greater spec

tral weight at ~282 eV as well as increased weight at -284 eV in comparison to the grazing 

incidence spectrum. Significant difference is also seen for the deeper VB level at ~276 eV 

between the two angles near threshold (A) relating to excitation primarily arising from 

benzene C core holes. The same emission geometry with the small angles to the substrate, 

as for the case of the SnPc, gives emission (see Fig. 49 right top panel) only from occupied 

in-plane (a-like) orbitals’’^. Angles of incidence near normal to the molecular plane (a* 

absorption) result in emission (edge-on) from both occupied in-plane (a) and out-of-plane 

(tt) orbitals giving infonnation on the spatial distribution of the C and N LPDOS compo

nents (states). Furthermore, there is a distinctive difference in the HOMO and HOMO-1 

levels between the two emission angles and between the various different resonant spectra. 

It appears that the HOMO-1 levels appear in the 70° incidence of light which indicates the 

presence of emission from out-of-plane states, even in the resonant spectra B. The HOMO 

level is slightly suppressed in the resonant spectra A and B but it starts to gain spectral 

weight from C, D and E respectively. Similarly, the N X-edge RXES spectra (F) show in

creased spectral weight for the 70° angles at -397 eV corresponding to the HOMO-2 levels.

DFT calculations of both the C 2p and N 2p PDOS and calculated XES spectra 

from use of the StoBe package are presented here in order to fully understand and explain 

the observed experimental spectra.
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Figure 50a depicts the total occupied and unoccupied density of states of PbPc. The 

total occupied destiny of states is in very good agreement with the one presented by Papa- 

georgiou et al . Together with the total DOS we present the 2p partial density of states 

(PDOS) on each of the N and C atomic sites within the molecule, where we have resolved 

into the orbital components perpendicular to the molecular plane (n-states) projected along 

the z-axis and those within the molecular plane (o-states), or in the x-y pane. Note that 

similarly to the SnPc, the PbPc calculation is for a single molecule in the C4V symmetry
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Figure 50 Left panel (a): At the top the total occupied and unoccupied DOS of PbPc. Subsequent pan
els: Second from the top is the contribution of Pb 6p states on the occupied and unoccupied PDOS. 
Each subsequent panel shows the 2p PDOS of the atomic sites where we progress from the outermost 
carbon site (C4) to tbe innermost (pyrrole) carbon site (Cl) and the two nitrogen sites, the meso- 
bridging or aza nitrogen (Nl) and the inner nitrogen (N2). Each PDOS as presented is broken into the 
2p projection (pd perpendicular to the molecular plane (xy plane) deflned by the four inner Ns and the 
sum of the projections {p^+p2) within that plane. The zero in energy is chosen to be exactly between the 
yOMO and LUMO. Right panel (b): Shown for each C and N atomic site in PbPc are the calculated 
XES spectra derived from the 2p PDOS for two differing measurement geometries, measuring the 
emission from a PbPc molecule face-on or edge-on. The energy scale is the calculated transition energy. 
Inset: Sketch illustrating the various atomic C and N sites for a single PbPc molecule.
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with optimized coordinates.

Figure 50b presents the calculated x-ray emission spectra arising from a ]s core 

hole on each of the C and N atomic sites within the PbPc molecule. The calculation of the 

XES spectra has been done in the ground state approximation as this is most appropriate 

for these spectra'^*. The calculated XES spectra are broken down into two components cor

responding to the measurement of the XES spectrum of a single molecule face-on (a-only) 

or edge-on (o+tt), as have been described previously for SnPc.

In conjunction with the DFT calculations of PbPc, the PDOS for the C occupied an 

unoccupied states (Fig. 50a) show a well defined spatial orientation of in- and out-plane 

molecular orbitals (MO) with the LUMO, LUMO+1, LUMO+2 dominated by out of plane 

MO. It appears that LUMO is distributed mainly between pyrrole C and both N sites with 

marginal contribution of the benzene carbons. Substantial though is the contribution of the 

6p Pb states on the LUMO+1. This calculated PDOS on the first unoccupied levels seems 

to be in agreement with previous DFT calculations by Zhang et The HOMO and 

HOMO-1 appear to have a prominent out-of-plane character. The HOMO largely is sited 

on the C-sites in agreement with the case of Zhang et and Papageorgiou et al'^^.

HOMO-1 is sited mainly to the benzene ring Cs and to both N (N1& N2) in agreement 

with Papageorgiou et o/'^^{benzene ring Cs, N-sites and Pb-sites (65, 6/?)}, where in the 

case of Zhang et al it is sited on the N-sites and Pb 6s sites. In particular the angular distri

bution of the 2p components of the MOs attributed to the different C sites (chemical envi

ronments) is presented in the lower panels of Figure 50a. It appears that the differing ben- 

zene-like or ring carbons contribute slightly differently to the total density of states of the 

occupied HOMO levels as in the case of SnPc, although they have very similar C Is bind

ing energies (in the limits of the XES resolution range), as evidenced by core level XPS, as 

distinct from the pyrrole-like carbon site (Cl). The calculated XES spectra have similar 

calculated transition energies from the occupied MOs to the I5 hole, spanning the same 

emission energy range as for the SnPc calculations.

When one then examines the calculated XES spectra, shown in Figure 50b, origi

nating from these ring carbons there is a very striking effect as regards the geometrical de

pendence to be seen, more so than for SnPc (Fig. 46). It needs to be noted here that the 

PbPc is similar to the SnPc with C4V molecular symmetry (non-planar Pc), but with the
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metal ion projecting further out of plane than is the case for the SnPc, i.e the distrortion of 

the phthalocyanine back bone is greater.

Shown in Figure 51 are the valence band XPS spectra of PbPc, the NEXAFS spec

tra of PbPc at the C and N K edges, the resonant XES (RXES) and non-resonant XES 

(NRXES) spectra at the C and N K edges, and also the comparison with the calculated XES 

spectra from the differing atomic sites, in similar fashion to SnPc, where spectra are ad

justed to a common binding energy scale.

The three of them (benzene carbons) prossess a strong angular dependence at 

HOMO-2 levels with a strong weight at 90° in the calculated X-ray emission which coin

cides well with the XES emission spectra at 70° (Fig. 43), similarly to the case of SnPc. 

The contribution of the pyrrole C at HOMO and HOMO-1 at 90° emission seen in the cal

culated XES seems to be well reproduced by the NRXES C spectrum. Also the HOMO-1 

level gets a slight contribution from the outer C3, which helps in the enhancement of the 

HOMO-1 level as it appears on the NRXES on the Fig. 49 and 51.

The deeper VB levels of the outer carbon (C4) differ substantially from the other 

two producing a strong angular dependence which is also observable in the XES spectra.

Following the graphs at the lower panels of Fig. 51 it is easy to see the contribution 

from both N-sites in the calculated emission spectra to the HOMO-1 mostly at 90° (edge- 

on) for inner N, where this is observable in the 70“ NRXES experimental spectrum of N as 

an enhancement of the elbow (of the main peak) on the lower energy side.

This could possibly be due to the fact that the two different N-sites (aza-inner) tran

sitions to their respective 1^ core holes with different binding energies, occur at differing 

transition energies, hence cause a shift between them where the convolution of the two 

gives a broader spectrum. This shift is easily seen in Fig. 50 between the inner (N2) and 

aza (Nl) calculated emission spectra and this is also the reason that the NRXES N X-edge 

spectrum get more spectral weight (-398 eV) at 70°, since the 90° calculated emission 

spectrum from the inner N also see an increase in spectral weight. There is no contribution 

by the HOMO from the N-sites in the calculated spectra and this is reproduced on both N 

X-edge RXES and NRXES as presented inFig. 51.
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Figure 51 Right: The PbPc NEXAFS at the C (upper panel) and the N (lower panel) K edges respective
ly; the NEXAFS are measured at 20° and 70° incidence of beam to substrate. Left top: Shown at the top 
is a valence band XPS of a thin (20ML) film of PbPc on Ge(OOl). Left upper: C X-edge RXES and 
NRXES spectra are shown here in comparison to the calculated XES spectra arising from the C-C 
bonded or benzene like Cs and the C-N bonded or pyrrole like C. Left lower: N k-edge RXES and 
NRXES spectra are shown here in comparison to the calculated XES spectra arising from the inner N 
or aza (meso-brldging) N respectively. In each case the XES spectra are measured at the same angles in 
resonant and non- resonant mode as the NEXAFS.
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In RXES spectra symmetry selection rules may suppress emission from the HOMO 

which can then be distinguished only in the non resonant emission. A detailed discussion of 

symmetry selection rules in the cases of RIXS/RXES is given by Agren and Gelmukha- 

nov"^. In the RXES C A^-edge spectra the HOMO, mainly situated on the pyrrole C (and 

partly on the benzene ring Cs), is starting to have increased spectra weight on going from 

the C to E spectra (as presented on the Fig. 49). This occurs as the pyrrole core hole is ex

cited and activation of the transition element at this site.
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4.1,3 Zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) solid film studied by XPS, RXES and NEXAFS 
spectroscopies.

The same experimental set up as the one used in the case of the SnPc and PbPc has 

been used for RXES and NEXAFS spectra measurements on ZnPc. ZnPc, unlike the previ

ous cases, is a planar molecule with the Zn in plane with the four surrounding nitrogens 

and has D4h symmetry. Instrumental resolutions for NEXAFS C and N K edges are kept at 

0.11 eV, where the RXES spectra of the excited C and N K edges were obtained with 

nominal combined instrumental resolutions of 0.53 eV and 0.45 eV respectively. For the 

RXES spectra, a ZnPc thick film of ~200 nm thickness, as measured by quartz crystal 

microbalance, was deposited by sublimating from a Knudsen cell at <1x10'^ Torr onto the 

native oxide of a Si (100) substrate held at room temperature. The substrate had been de

gassed for several hours at ~300 °C in the chamber which had a base pressure of 5x10'^ 

Torr. Translation of the sample by 100 pm steps every 300 ms has been used to obtain a 

fresh unexposed surface, avoiding beam damage. No core level XPS measurements have 

been taken for this phthalocyanine^ For the analysis purposes a VB XPS spectrum and 

core level XPS spectra have been taken from Zhang et .

The planar ZnPc is monoclinic and appears as the P-crystalline form where the an-

b)
Figure 52 a) Illustration of the columnar stack across the c axis for the monoclinic crystal structure of 
ZnPc films after Scheidet al'^^ with the herringbone arrangement of the following stacks, b) A three 
dimensional filled body model of ZnPc monolayer on HOPG by Naitoh et al“‘‘: molecules stand up 
relative to substrate.

' At the time of measurement, the end station used at XIB was different, without the Scienta SESIOO.
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gle between the neighbouring stacks is almost orthogonal creating a herringbone ar

rangement'’^ (Fig. 52a). STM images on HOPG show that the molecule stands up on non

interacting substate at 1 ML coverage, and a P crystalline form develops after a few layers 

"" (Fig 52b).

The electronic structure of thin layers of ZnPc deposited on Si and ZnS substrates 

has previously been studied byvalence band photoemission spectroscopy (VBXPS), photo

emission spectroscopy (XPS) and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure 

(NEXAFS)*” '’^. NEXAFS of these films show that the molecular planes are inclined at a 

big angle to the substrate on non-interacting substrates (Si02'^^, HOPG'^"').

In Fig. 53 NEXAFS spectra of ZnPc films on Si and its native oxide, measured at

385 390 395
Emission Energy (eV)

Figure 53 Top panels: ZnPc NEXAFS at N (left) and C (right) K edges respectively; at 20“ and 70“ 
incidence of beam to substrate. Bottom panels: C K and N K SXE spectra at the same angles at various 
resonant excitation energies and non- resonant mode. In the C A-edge spectra near resonance, the 
elastically scattered peak is truncated.
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20° and 70° angles of incidence at both the C and N AT-edges, show an angular dependence 

that supports an inclined angle to substrate and the herringbone arrangement of the P - 

polymorph where the almost orthogonal neighbour columns do not allow for a significant 

angular variation to be measured from the spectra of a thick film. XES spectra at the same 

angles at either the C or N AT-edge have been recorded with different excitation energies, 

both resonant and non resonant. The angular dependence of the observed XES spectra, 

progresses in almost the opposite fashion from that observed in both SnPc and PbPc.

This time the grazing incidence (20°) spectrum is the one that shows greater spec

tral weight at ~282 eV as well as increased weight at ~284 eV. The emission geometry this 

time for ZnPc is different due to the inclined angle between neighbouring columns of the P 

- polymorph crystal structure, and as a result for any given angle to the substrate, emission 

occurs (see Fig. 55 right top panel) from both occupied in-plane (c-like) and out of plane 

n orbitals. It would appear that the grazing angles of incidence to the substrate result in 

slightly more emission from the out of molecular plane n orbitals. The HOMO levels ap

pear suppressed in the resonant spectra (B), similarly to SnPc, perhaps due to selection 

rules. Similarly, the N X-edge XES spectra show increased spectral weight on the non

resonant spectra (G) at ~397 eV corresponding to the HOMO-1 levels.

In a similar fashion with the previous phthaloeyanines, DFT calculations of both the 

C 2p and N 2p PDOS and calculated XES spectra based on the StoBe package are going to 

be presented here in order to fully understand and explain the observed experimental spec

tra.

Figure 54a depicts the total occupied and unoccupied density of states of ZnPc. To

gether with the total DOS we present the 2p partial density of states (PDOS) on each of the 

N and C atomic sites within the molecule, where we have resolved the orbital components 

perpendicular to the molecular plane {n states along z-axis) and those within the molecular 

plane (a states within the x-y plane).

Figure 54b presents the calculated x-ray emission spectra arising from a Is core 

hole on each of the C and N atomic sites within the ZnPc molecule. The calculation of the 

XES spectra has been done in the ground state approximation as this is most appropriate 

for these spectra'^*. The calculated XES spectra are broken down into two components cor

responding to the measurement of the XES spectrum of a single molecule face-on (o emis-
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Figure 54 Left panel (a); At the top the total occupied and unoccupied DOS of ZnPc. Subsequent pan
els: Second from the top is the contribution of Zn 3d states on the occupied and unoccupied PDOS. 
Each subsequent panel shows the 2p PDOS of the atomic sites where we progress from the outermost 
carbon site (C4) to the innermost (pyrrole) carbon site (Cl) and the two nitrogen sites, the meso- 
bridging or aza nitrogen (Nl) and the inner nitrogen (N2). Each PDOS as presented is broken into the 
2p projection (pi) perpendicular to the molecular plane (aj plane) defined by the four inner Ns and the 
sum of the projections (Px+Py) within that plane. The zero in energy is chosen to be exactly between the 
□ □□□GDpnnnnMO. Right panel (b): Shown for each C and N atomic site in ZnPc are the 
XES spectra derived from the 2p PDOS for two differing measurement geometries, measuring the 
emission from a ZnPc molecule face-on or edge-on. The energy scale is the calculated transition energy. 
Inset; Sketch illustrating the various atomic C and N sites for a single ZnPc molecule.

sion) or edge-on (o+7t emission), as have been described previously on SnPc. The total cal

culated XES spectra also presented here is the sum of the two different emission compo

nents and might prove more useful in the case of ZnPc since the emission in any measured 

angle combine both in plane and out of plane states, much more so than for the previous 

instances.

It appears that the main characteristic of the calculated DOS is similar to the previ

ous phthalocyanines, describing a delocalised distribution of charge across the macromole

cule. The ZnPc PDOS for the C occupied and unoccupied states (Fig. 54a) shows a well
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defined spatial orientation, in and out of plane molecular orbitals (MO) with the LUMO, 

LUMO+1, LUMO+2 dominated by out of plane MO. It appears that LUMO is distributed 

mainly between pyrrole C and both N sites with small contribution from benzene ring car

bons. The HOMO appears to have a prominent out of plane character largely being sited on 

the pyrrole (Cl) and with less contribution from outer benzenes (C3, C4) C-sites. The 

HOMO-1 appears to gain significant contribution from inner N (N2) sites with in plane 2p 

MO and also from the Zn 3d states which is in good agreement with previous DFT calcula

tions by Liao et al^^. The Zn 3d states have a substantial contribution also to the deeper VB 

levels on the 5.5-8 eV range.

It should be remarked that the planar phthalocyanine ZnPc shows in the calculations 

substantially narrower features for both a and 7t states, than the distorted non-planar SnPc and 

PbPc shown previously, particularly for the higher HOMO levels. This may in part be due to 

a mixing of the px, py and pz bases, which may no longer be locally orthogonal to the bond 

directions in the isoindoline arms, bent as they are from the center of the macromolecule.

As a result of the planar structure of the ZnPc molecule, crystal structures no longer 

favour the stacking of the molecules side by side, where molecules in the neighbouring 

stacks are nearly parallel. Instead we have an orthogonal herringbone stacking arrangement.

Shown in Figure 55 are the valence band XPS spectra of ZnPc, the NEXAFS spec

tra of ZnPc at the C and N K edges, the resonant XES (RXES) and non-resonant XES 

(NRXES) spectra at the C and N K edges, and also the comparison with the calculated XES 

spectra from the differing atomic sites. For presentation purposes the three benzene carbon 

sites calculated XES have been summed. The energy scale is presented relative to the 

Fermi edge, on a common binding energy scale, in similar fashion to SnPc. Experimental 

binding energies for each atomic site have been taken from Zhang et al where benzene 

ring sets at C: 285.07 eV, pyrrole C: 286.43 eV and nitrogen N; 398.6 eV.

Benzene carbons produce a strong angular dependence at HOMO-2 levels with a 

strong spectral weight at 90° (edge-on) from the X-ray emission calculated in similar way 

to the previous phthalocyanines, due to an out-of-plane n MO. Here due to different mo

lecular stacking, (see right top panel Fig. 55) this n MO can be probed for both emission 

angles of the NRXES spectra with slightly more weight on the NRXES emission spectra at 

20° (Fig. 55).
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Figure 55 Right: The ZnPc NEXAFS at the C (upper panel) and the N (lower panel) K edges respec
tively; the NEXAFS are measured at 20° and 70° incidence of beam to substrate. Left top: Shown at the 
top is a valence band XPS of a thin (23 ML) film of ZnPc on ZnS'^'. Left upper: C A-edge RXES and 
NRXES spectra are shown here in comparison to the calculated XES spectra arising from the C-C 
bonded or benzene like Cs and the C-N bonded or pyrrole like C. Left lower: N X-edge RXES and 
NRXES spectra are shown here in comparison to the calculated XES spectra arising from the inner N 
or aza (meso-bridging) N respectively. In each case the XES spectra are measured at the same angles in 
resonant and non-resonant mode as the NEXAFS. Top right panel: Sketch illustrating angular de
pendence of RXES arising from the various C and N sites for ZnPc herringbone crystal structure.
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The elbow (C3) benzene carbon has a small contribution at 90° (edge-on) to the 

HOMO-1 level, which helps enhance the emission from the HOMO-1 level, as it appears in 

the NRXES in the Fig. 53 and 55.

The deeper VB levels of the outer carbons differ substantially from the other two, 

as they exhibit a strong angular dependence which is also observable on the XES spectra. 

The pyrrole carbons PDOS contribute to both at HOMO and HOMO-1 levels, with the n- 

like HOMO mainly contributing to the 90° (edge-on) emission spectrum.

The N PDOS (DFT calculations) follows a similar behaviour with LUMO, 

LUMO+1 and LUMO+2 having mainly out of plane n orbital distribution from both inner 

N and the aza N. There is no N contribution at the HOMO level. HOMO-1 gets contribu

tions from the inner N (N2), where it contributes to in-plane o orbitals. There is a shift for 

the inner N calculated X-ray emission (Fig. 55) and projected PDOS (Fig. 54a) of the 

HOMO-1 between the two extreme emission angles (0° and 90° face and edge-on ), normal 

to the plane of the molecule and perpendicular to the plane, which is reproduced quite well 

in the NRXES N AT-edge spectra at the experimental extreme angles of 20° and 70°. The N 

X-edge RXES spectra (D) (Fig. 55) seems to coincide more with the aza calculated XES 

spectrum, possibly indicating a preferential filling of the aza core hole. This core hole 

should be at a smaller binding energy than the inner N.

RXES spectra and above threshold XES spectra can be considered as one-step or 

two-step processes respectively with a relaxation of selection rules for the latter"^’'^^. In 

both C and N RXES spectra it seems that symmetry selection suppresses the HOMO and 

HOMO-1 which is distinctive only in the non resonant emission. It needs to be noted here 

that the high symmetry point group D4h for the planar ZnPc gives symmetry distict states 

tt/u and ICg for HOMO and LUMO, respectively according to Liao et al^^. The transitions 

to (or from) these states dictated by the dipole selection rules. This simply means that tran

sition of a core hole to the unfilled LUMO MO that has g (gerade) symmetry can occur 

only from an u (ungerade) symmetry core hole and thus filling of the core hole can occur 

only from occupied MOs of g symmetry. This in the case of ZnPc means that in the reso

nant excitation to the LUMO (2eg) the optical transition from the HOMO state (a/„) to the 

core hole is forbitten and the HOMO signal appears suppressed in the spectra.
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4.1.4 Zinc hexadecafluorophthalocyanine (Fi6ZnPc) solid film studied by XPS, RXES 
and NEXAFS spectroscopies.

The same experimental set up as the one used in the case of the previous phthalo- 

cyanines has been used for RXES and NEXAFS spectra measurements on Fi6ZnPc. In

strumental resolutions for NEXAFS C and N K edges kept on 0.11 eV, where in the RXES 

spectra of the excited C and N K edges were obtained with nominal instrumental resolu

tions of 0.7-2 eV and 0.9-1.8 eV respectively. We also obtained valence band x-ray photo

emission spectrum taken from the same sample using the Scienta SESlOO hemispherical 

electron analyzer of the end station at X1B with an estimated total instrumental resolution 

of 0.3 eV, and C Is, N Is core levels XPS spectra with total instmmental resolution of 0.3 

eV and 0.5 eV, respectively. A Fi6ZnPc thick film of ~200 nm thickness measured by 

quartz crystal microbalance, was deposited by sublimating from a Knudsen cell at <8X1 O'* 

Torr onto a Ge (001) substrate held at ~100 °C. This was previously obsered to improve the 

crystallinity of the film'^"'. The substrate had been sputtered with argon and annealed at 

550 °C for approximately 1/2 hour and afterwards cooled down slowly to retrieve 2x1 re- 

eonstruction at base pressure of 3X10'^ Torr. LEED pattern shows that the surface recon

struction wasn’t fully successful. As XES measurements require long accumulation times, 

sample exposure was limited to avoid beam damage by vertically translating the sample 

every 300 ms to obtain a fresh unexposed surface. This time XES measurements have been 

taken with only one incidence angle (45°) of the beam, and henee polarisation, to substrate.

To the best of our knowledge there is no known crystal structure published for the 

Fi6ZnPe. Bao et al'^^ based on XRD measurements, proposed an a-form with lattice planes 

similar to that of the a-CuPc but in an expanded unit eell for the Fi6CuPc. They also eon- 

cluded that the F^jCuPe molecules are standing, and are essentially perpendieular to the 

Si02 surfaee where they had been deposited. Sehlettwein et seems to support this 

stacking arrangement (standing molecules to substrate) for Fi6ZnPe thick films grown on a 

glass substrate, based on conduetivity measurements. He also proposed a model of lattice 

parameters and crystal structure based on preliminary XRD measurements. This has been 

combined with moleeular dynamies geometry optimisation and a molecular arrangement 

that best explained the optical absorption spectra (band splitting) that were obtained due to 

dipole transition moments arising from intermoleeular interaction. According to this, an in-
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plane rather than a dense paeking square lattiee, is formed with an intermolecular distance 

of 1.32 nm (Fig. 56a). The molecules in the next layer are shifted by half a lattice constant 

in the two direetions of the square lattiee. Such an arrangement would lead to a position of 

the central metal of the adjacent layer right on top of the free space in the centre of the 

square as is often observed in erystalline Pc thin films, which have axial ligands'^^ (Fig. 

56b).

K-PcZn

a)
Figure 56 a) Space-fliling model of F;isPcZn as concluded from XRD and LV-vis analysis by Schlett- 
wein et al'^‘* b) Left: A cross sectional view of the stacking of Pcs in the first 6 equivalent monolayers of 
an epitaxial deposit and a close-up view of the stacking of two back-to-back Pcs in adjacent bilayers. 
Right: A top view of the close-up of the stacking of two back-to-back Pcs in adjacent bilayers. Sketch 
referring to CIGaPe and ClAlPc stacking as presented by Chau et al'^*, which is believed to be similar 
for F/«ZnPc as outlined in the text.

An investigation by Kawabe et al'^’ based on NEXAFS and ARUPS measurements 

of FieZnPc monolayer on GeS (001) shows that molecules take nearly flat-lying but 

slightly tilted orientation which is estimated as 12±2.5° to substrate.

Further, the molecular orientations of Fi6ZnPc vacuum-deposited films (~10 ML) 

on Au and Mg substrates studied by Ikame et al*^** using NEXAFS spectroscopy, show that 

the molecular planes of FieZnPc deposited on Au and Mg substrates were found to be 

nearly parallel (-35°) and vertical (-80°) to the substrate surface, respectively. In the same 

work thicker films on both substrates appeared to lose the perfect orientation and an in

clined molecular angle of 55“ to substrate has been estimated.

In Fig. 57 NEXAFS spectra of FieZnPc films on Ge, measured at 45° angle of inci

dence at both the C and N X-edges, show a similar angular dependence to that presented by 

Ikame et al'^* for thicker films (estimates an incline angle of 55“) where the preferential 

orientation of the thin films is lost. XES spectra at the same incidence angle of the beam at 

either the C or N X-edge have been recorded with different excitation energies from
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Figure 57 Right side panels: F^ZnEc NEXAFS at N (top) and C (bottom) K edges respectively; at 45° 
incidence of beam to substrate. Left side panels: C K and N K XES spectra at the same angles in 
various resonant excitation energies and non- resonant mode.

threshold upwards, going from resonant mode as depicted from NEXAFS spectra to non 

resonant excitation.

The substitution of hydrogen by fluorine on the benzene ring carbon atoms has, as a 

result, altered substantially the C I5 core-level XPS as presented in Fig. 58a. The highly 

electronegative fluorine upon the formation of the C-F bond, works to withdraw electronic 

charge from the macromolecule. As a result, a decrease in screening is responsible for all 

the core levels being shifted to higher binding energies, with the most substantial shift for 

the fluorine substituted benzene carbons (-1.8 eV), to the less extent at pyrrole carbons 

(-0.5 eV) and nitrogens (-0.4 eV) compare to ones for the un-substituted ZnPe'^’.

This alteration in the span of binding energies for the C Is could be one of the rea

sons for the dramatic difference observed between Fi6ZnPc and ZnPc XES spectra, result

ing in a broadening of the XES spectrum, due to a larger range of valence band to C 1^
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Figure 58 a) Cls core level spectrum of F16ZnPc at RT, where the different chemical environments 
labelled as C-C the link carbons (C2), C-N the pyrrole carbons (Cl) and C-F the fluorinated benzene 
carbons (C3, C4). The shake up features are denoted as n-n. b) Nls core level of F16ZnPc with the 
accompanied n-n* resonances.

core-level transitions possible. Additional sharp features are clearly observed in FieZnPc 

which are absent for ZnPc.

Further information ean be gleaned with resonant x-ray emission spectroscopy 

(RXES). There is a stark difference between the two first resonant speetra relative (A and 

B) to threshold, where only the C-C (C2) and C-N (Cl) core holes maybe created, respec

tively, to speetra C and D where the C-F (C3 and C4) core holes are created and participate 

in the de-exeitation, due to the transition matrix element of their Cls core holes with the 

VB DOS.

In the case of the N XES spectra there is a no shift of the main peak between the 

resonant (H) and non-resonant XES (G) speetra (Fig. 57 & Fig. 60) although there is dif

ference in the binding energy between the inner (N2) and aza (Nl) nitrogen (-0.35 eV) as 

estimated from the DFT caleulation that follows. Also, for the resonant spectrum (H) the 

elastic peak appears broad and with a highly asymmetrie shape. It is speculated that this 

asymmetry might be caused from losses by intra-molecular excitonie transitions due to 

atomic vibrations as described in the case of ethylene and benzene by Hennies et al'^^’*^*^.
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Figure 59 Left panel (a): At the top the total occupied and unoccupied DOS of Fi6ZnPc. Subsequent 
panels: Second from the top is the contribution of Zn 3d states on the occupied and unoccupied PDOS. 
Each subsequent panel shows the 2p PDOS of the atomic sites where we progress from the outermost 
carbon site {C4) to the innermost (pyrrole) carbon site (Cl) and the two nitrogen sites, the meso- 
bridging or aza nitrogen (Nl) and the inner nitrogen (N2). Each PDOS as presented is broken into the 
2p projection (p^) perpendicular to the molecular plane (j:y plane) defined by the four inner Ns and the 
sum of the projections (p,+Pv) within that plane. The zero in energy is chosen to be exactly between the 
HOMO and LUMO. Right panel (b): Shown for each C and N atomic site in Fi^ZnPc are the calculated 
XES spectra derived from the 2p PDOS for two differing measurement geometries, measuring the emis
sion from a F^ZnPe molecule face-on or edge-on. The total emission from each atomic site is presented 
in green colour. The energy scale is the calculated transition energy. Inset: Sketch illustrating the vari
ous atomic C and N sites for a single FisZnPc molecule.

In a similar fashion with the previous phthalocyanines, DFT calculations of both the 

C 2p and N 2p PDOS and calculated XES spectra based on the StoBe package are pre

sented here in Fig. 59.

Figure 59a depicts the total occupied and unoccupied density of states of FieZnPc. 

Together with the total DOS we present the 2p partial density of states (PDOS) on each of 

the N and C atomic sites within the molecule, where we have resolved the PDOS into the
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orbital components perpendicular to the molecular plane (n-states) and those within the 

molecular plane (o-states).

Figure 59b presents the calculated x-ray emission spectra arising from a Is core 

hole on each of the C and N atomic sites within the Fi6ZnPc molecule. The calculated XES 

spectra are broken down into two components corresponding to the measurement of the 

XES spectrum of a single molecule face-on (a-states) or edge-on (o+tt states), as has been 

described previously for SnPc. The total calculated XES spectra is also presented here 

which is the sum of the two different emission components and is more useful, as in the 

case of ZnPc, due to the 45° incident angle of the beam on the substrate and the 90° scatter

ing geometry of the emission. As a result the measured spectra are a combination of emis

sion from both in plane and out of plane states.

There is a delocalised distribution of charge across the macromolecule here too. It 

appears that LUMO is distributed across all the C and N sites, similarly to the case of ZnPc 

(see Fig. 54a). The LUMO+1 appears distributed between the outer benzene carbon (C4), 

the benzene carbon (C2) and the aza N (N1), whereas in ZnPc it is located at both N sites, 

pyrrole carbon (Cl) and benzene carbon (C2). The HOMO appears to have a prominent out 

of plane n character as expected, largely being sited on the pyrrole (Cl) site and with a 

lesser contribution from the outer benzene C-sites (C3, C4), similarly to ZnPc. The 

HOMO-1 appears to have a significant contribution from both N sites with in plane 2p o 

MO, whereas in ZnPc only the inner N (N2) appears to contribute, and also from the Zn 

states as in ZnPc. The Zn states have substantial contribution to the deeper VB levels on 

the 6-8 eV range.

Shown in Figure 60 are the valence band XPS spectra of Fi6ZnPc, the NEXAFS 

spectra of FifjZnPc at the C and N K edges, the resonant XES (RXES) and non-resonant 

XES (NRXES) spectra at the C and N K edges, and also the comparison with the calculated 

XES spectra from the differing atomic sites. For our presentation purposes the total emis

sion (summation of both emission angles) calculated for each site has been used. The en

ergy scale is presented relative to the Fermi edge, on a common binding energy scale as 

before.
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Figure 60 Right: The Fi6ZnPc NEXAFS at the C (upper panel) and the N (lower panel) K edges respec
tively; the NEXAFS are measured at 45° incidence of beam to substrate. Left top: Shown at the top is a 
valence band XPS of Fi^ZnPc thick (~200 nm) film on Ge (001). Left upper: C X-edge RXES and 
NRXES spectra are shown here in comparison to the calculated XES spectra arising from the C-C 
bonded or benzene like Cs and the C-N bonded or pyrrole like C. Left lower: N X-edge RXES and 
NRXES spectra are shown here in comparison to the calculated XES spectra arising from the inner N 
or aza (meso-bridging) N respectively. In each case the XES spectra are measured at the same angle in 
rxRecNum>70</RccNumxIVIDL><REFERENCE_TYPE>0</REFTop right panel: Sketch
cyanine macromolecule labelled with each different chemical atomic site under investigation.
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At the resonant XES spectrum A in Figure 60, the excited core electron in the 

LUMO and the excited energy is enough to create core holes only on the link benzene car

bons (C2) as can be concluded from the XPS spectra (Fig. 58). Fitting of the XPS spectra 

results binding energy for the link benzene C Is (C-C or C2); 284.71 eV, pyrrole C Is (C-N 

or Cl): 285.87 eV, benzene outer and elbow C Is (C-F or C4 and C3): 286.82 eV and N Is: 

399.05 eV. Comparing the fingerprint of this spectrum A with the various site-specific cal

culated XES spectra, the best match is with the spectrum from the elbow benzene carbon 

(C3). It should be expected that the link benzene carbon (C2) calculated emission spectrum 

would be the most suitable choice however.

It is speculated that the transition matrix element for refilling this core hole includes 

a contribution of VB electrons from both neighbour carbons (C2-C3). This transition al

though forbidden seems to get weight through an unknown mechanism, but with a possible 

candidate a vibronic coupling of the neighbour atoms. It needs to be noted that the HOMO- 

1 is greatly despersed along all the benzene Cs (C2-C3-C4). Similarly, on the second reso

nant spectra B where the excitation energy is enough to create pyrrole carbon (Cl) core 

holes and the LUMO+1 still delocalised mainly between the C4-C2 benzene carbons, the 

summation of the benzene ring carbons (C2-C3-C4) calculated XES spectrum gave the best 

match with the contribution of the link carbon (C2) revealed.

In the resonant XES spectra C the picture change dramatically. This time the exci

tation energy is enough to create the fluorinated benzene carbons (C3, C4) core holes and 

the LUMO+2 is still delocalised on all the carbon sites. The broad span of the core binding 

energies and the multiplicity of transitions to the different core holes, causing relaxation of 

selection rules and all the possible transitions are revealed. This spectrum looks similar to 

the non-resonant (F). The spectrum resembles the total calculated carbon emission spec

trum.

In the case of N the resonant XES spectrum (H) to the LUMO is in good agreement 

with the calculated XES spectrum for the inner nitrogen (N2). The binding energy of the 

inner nitrogen found to be -0.35 eV smaller that the inner nitrogen from the DFT calcula

tion and thus for this resonant excitation it is believed that the energy is sufficient to create 

only a core hole on this site. The next resonant XES speetra (J) to the LUMO+1 has exci

tation energy to create core holes on both sites but the LUMO+1 is mainly distributed only
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to the aza (Nl) nitrogens (Fig. 59a). Thus it should be the case that this emission spectrum 

gets more weight due to aza (Nl) core holes although a smaller contribution from the inner 

(N2) should be expected as well. The broadening of the main peak, on or near the Fermi 

level of the experimental spectrum, could be explained from the difference in the binding 

energy of the N-sites (see Fig. 59b) and thus the higher transition energy for emission from 

the HOMO to the inner (N2) Is core hole. The non-resonant N XES spectrum (G) is in 

good agreement with the sum of the calculated XES spectra from both N sites.

Finally the HOMO is reproduced quite well by the calculated XES spectrum fol

lowing the same distribution as the DFT PDOS shown in Fig. 59a and the VB spectrum 

presented at the Fig. 60.
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4.2 Summary
In summary we have measured the electronic structure of planar and non-planar 

closed shell metal phthalocyanines ZnPc, SnPc and PbPc, as well the fluorinated counter

part of ZnPc, Fi6ZnPc.

The non-planar SnPc and PbPc thick films have a molecular arrangement with a 

shallow inclination to the substrate compared to the planar ZnPc as concluded from 

NEXAFS spectra taken with a highly polarised light source.

Calculated PDOS and calculated XES show that the HOMO level of the non-planar 

phthalocyanines (SnPc and PbPc) is located across all the phthalocyanine ligand (C, N at

oms) whereas in the case of the planar phthalocyanines (ZnPc, Fi6ZnPc), it is still on the 

phthalocyanine ligand but is located mostly on the C atoms. This is in good agreement and 

has been confirmed from the XES experimental spectra. Also the calculated PDOS shows 

that the LUMO is dispersed across all of the macromolecule in the phthalocynines under 

examination.

It should be remarked that the planar phthalocyanine ZnPc shows in the calculations 

substantially narrower features for both a and 7i-states than the distorted non-planar SnPc 

and PbPc shown previously, particularly for the higher HOMO levels. This may in part be 

due to a mixing of the px, py and pz bases which are no longer be locally orthogonal to the 

bond directions in the isoindoline arms, bent as they are from the centre of the macromole

cule.

Angular resolved XES spectra are in relatively good agreement with calculated 

XES at face-on (0°) and edge-on (90°) single molecule emission. This is the first time that 

experimentally a spatial distribution of PDOS states of these systems has been revealed. 

Thus the SnPc, PbPc and ZnPc have 7i-states (out-of-plane of the molecule) on HOMO lev

els with a strong angular dependence of the HOMO-2 in particular.

Selection rules seem to be dominant in the resonant emission spectra and seem to 

affect the optical transitions such that the signal of the HOMO level gets suppressed in the 

resonant spectra. This appears to be the case on the ZnPc and FigZnPc where inversion 

symmetry is present in the molecule.

ZnPc and FieZnPc appear to have very similar NEXAFS and XES on the N K-edge 

but the picture is different for the C K.-edge where the highly electronegative fluorine ap-
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pears to withdraw substantial charge from the C atoms, affecting all the XPS, NEXAFS 

and XES spectra as a result of changed binding energies.
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5. Electronic and Optical Properties of Magnesium Phthalocya- 
nine (MgPc) Solid Films Studied by Soft X-Ray Excited Optical 

Luminescence (XEOL) and X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopies 

(XAS).
In addition to the two principal themes investigating beam damage and electronic 

structure in phthalocyanine organic molecular semiconductors, a relatively new synchro

tron based spectroscopy, x-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL), is applied here to the 

organic semiconductor MgPc. This is an attempt to focus on trying to locate chromophore 

sites across the macromolecule, which are critical for OLED optical transitions.

The electronic and optical properties of MgPc were investigated using XEOL and 

XAS measurements at the MPW6.1 Phoenix beamline station at the Daresbury Synchrotron 

Radiation Source (UK). MPW6.1 ("PHOENIX") is based on a multi-pole wiggler insertion 

device, providing about 10 times the flux output, as compared with traditional bending 

magnets at Daresbury. The energy range covered is from 40-400 eV (nominally), but there 

is significant flux available to 500 eV. This is achieved at good resolution across the whole 

energy range. Typical applications are photo-electron analysis, optical absorption and fluo

rescence emission detection. More details of beamline MPW6.1 can be obtained in the lit

erature 181

MPW6

Figure 61 The MPW6.1 Phoenix beamline station layout is shown below in a schematic representa
tion'll
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For the purpose of this investigation the MoLES apparatus'*^ and the ARUPSIO 

UHV end station have been used. This allowed the in-situ study of epitaxial thick films 

(~900 nm) of MgPc grown on clean GaAs(OOl) in a growth chamber attached to the 

ARUPSIO end station which had a base pressure of ~lxlO'* mbar. It should be noted that 

all x-ray absorption, optical and photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were obtained 

in situ in vacuum in the ARUPSIO endstation, where the base pressure was -9x10'"' mbar, 

after sample transfer from the growth chamber.

The GaAs(OOl) surface, with substrate dimensions of 7x7 mm, was prepared by 

sputtering and annealing and checked for contamination by photoemission and FEED until 

a clean well-prepared surface was available'*^. The Knudsen cell used to evaporate the 

MgPc was thoroughly outgassed for several hours prior to deposition at a temperature just 

below the deposition temperature of ~360 °C, during which the pressure in the growth 

chamber was -IxlO"’ mbar. The rate of deposition was monitored before, during and after 

by a quartz crystal thickness monitor where after the initial 5 monolayers were created a 

deposition rate of ~2 nm/min was used to create a film with a thickness of ~900 nm. Sub

sequently ex-situ measurements of the thickness by spectroscopic ellipsometry were carried 

out confirming a thickness of ~906±62 nm. The first and later stages of growth were con

firmed by comparison of valence band photoemission of MgPc and x-ray absorption spec

tra.

X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra at the C and N K edges of 

MgPc presented here were recorded in total electron yield (TEY) and by photolumines

cence yield (PLY), with estimated monochromator resolutions of 0.17 eV at 280 eV and 

0.24 eV at 400 eV. The TEY was recorded by the drain current method, while PLY was 

obtained in a total optical yield (zero order) mode, integrating over the optical response of 

the photomultipliers and then also at a selected wavelength or emission band. The lumines

cence was recorded at 90° to the incoming x-rays which had a grazing angle of incidence to 

the substrate surface of ~30° to facilitate the collection of the luminescence of the films by 

the attached MoLES apparatus. Apart from some of the collecting optics consisting of a 

lens within the UHV chamber, this was situated outside the vacuum but attached to the 

chamber.
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For the OD-XAS and XEOL measurements Hamamatsu R2949 and R758P pho

tomultiplier tubes have been used with optical ranges of 185-900 nm and 160-930 nm re

spectively. Optical emission spectra were recorded using the low and medium energy grat

ings of a Jobin-Yvon optical spectrograph that is installed on MoLES with a nominal opti

cal resolution ~6 nm and a spectral range spanning the visible/NIR between 400-930 nm. 

Samples were cooled down to liquid N2 temperatures with an open cycle cryostat.

Optical properties of metal phthalocyanines, among them the luminescence, are 

strongly related to the valence band electronic configuration and the excitation de

excitation process between highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and lowest unoc

cupied molecular orbitals (LUMO). There is quite extensive literature on the determination 

of the optical electronic transitions of these materials based on optical absorption and mag

netic circular dichroism (MCD) spectroscopy mainly in the monomeric form of vapor 

phase and in solutions using various solvents ' ’ . Traditional methods for increasing

spectral resolution by measuring data from crystals or thin films at cryogenic temperatures 

fail because strong intermolecular interactions result in exciton coupling. The spectra of 

solid-state species as in thin films are extremely broad and very poorly resolved compared 

with data recorded from solutions'^®.

Interpretation of these spectra has been aided by theoretical analysis from calcu

lated electronic configurations. Early calculations made use of semi empirical methods 

which are of questionable accuracy. The simple model of Gouterman and co-workers'®'"'®^ 

has been widely used and provides a reasonable description of the experimental spectra of 

main group porphyrin and phthalocyanine complexes. The model employs a four-orbital 

linear combination of atomic orbitals LCAO-MO (Hiickel) in a theoretical treatment that 

includes a 16-atom, 18-;r-electron cyclin polyene model to take into account the structure 

of the porphyrin ring'®'*. The main optical transitions of this model are usually referred to as 

the Q and B (Soret) transitions respectively. Recently, density functional theory (DFT) me

thods were used by Liao et al. in a systematic study of a series of first row transition-metal 

phthalocyanines (M-Pc) that included MgPc . This calculation of their electronic structure 

has resolved doubts on the determination of some M-Pc ground states, and has resulted in 

accurate calculations of their band gaps. Liao and Scheiner found differing molecular point 

group symmetries in the neutral and radical forms (D^/,, respectively), which can result
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in the better determination of optical transitions and spectra for the free molecule. The rap

id introduction of these materials as thin layers in OLEDs, among many other applications, 

brought the need for further investigation of the optical transitions in the crystalline form. 

Works of Hollebone'^^ and Sharp'^^ gave the first absorption and MCD spectra of CH2PC, 

CoPc, NiPc, CuPc and H2PC in crystal form and band shape analysis based on Davydov 

splitting in both the Q and B bands have given rise to good agreement with these observed 

spectra.

A recently developed synchrotron based spectroscopy, X-ray Excited Optical Lu

minescence (XEOL)’^’, is employed here in order to explore the optical transitions in films 

of MgPc and assign them to luminescence centers. Furthermore, through Optically De

tected X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (OD-XAS), it is possible to relate luminescence to 

particular core sites, though this remains a challenge in such delocalized electronic system.

XAS involves the absorption of an X-ray photon to excited or ionized states result

ing in emission of photoelectrons. Auger electrons and further secondary electrons; typi

cally detected by total electron yield (TEY) methods. The decay of these core-hole excited 

states may, through interactions of the Auger or secondary electrons with the valence 

states, result in energy being transferred to luminescent centres or chromophores through 

inelastic or shake-up processes. Thus, this can result in creation of holes in valence band 

and electrons in conduction band for example in semiconductors, or in the occupied and 

unoccupied molecular orbital (MO) of organic molecular semiconductors. In OD-XAS the 

radiative recombination of these holes and electrons is measured. In XEOL the spectral dis

tribution of these photons is measured and both can be a probe of the core electronic struc

ture that is related to luminescence.

5.1 XEOL of MgPc
X-ray excited optical luminescence spectra of MgPc have been taken at several ex

citation energies below and above thresholds of C and N K edges. Luminescence is ob

tained in the visible/NIR range (400-930 nm) at ~100K and results in one significant broad 

optical emission at 860 nm which is most prominent for excitations below C K edge thre

shold (280 eV). This is ascribed to the Q-band in MgPc, normally the strongest emission 

feature (Fig. 62). Above the C K edge threshold the emission is substantially suppressed.
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Figure 62 X-ray excited optical luminescence of MgPc at different excitation energies below and above 
threshold at C X-edge and below threshold at A'-edge. Luminescence appears to be suppressed above 
the threshold excitation energies.

At the N K edge a broad, weak signal has been obtained in the same range around 860 nm 

at excitation energies below threshold but similarly the optical emission is further sup

pressed at excitations above threshold. This suppression of intensity relates to the lumines

cent yield from these core levels as well as the attenuation length for the incoming x-rays 

within the film and is discussed later. Previous optical absorption measurements of MgPc 

in solution place the Q band transition from the HOMO aiu to the degenerate (in D4h point 

symmetry) 2eg LUMO^^ at ~670 nm (fluorescence at 683 nm'^*) whereas the B, N, L, S 

bands mainly lie below 400 nm’^*'. This substantial difference between solution (monomer) 

and crystal (polymeric) form have been previously reported in measurements on CH2PC, 

CoPc, NiPc, CuPc, H2Pc’^^’'^^ and have been attributed to Davydov splitting in both the Q 

and the B (Soret) bands'^^. Davydov splitting arises from molecular exciton coupling 

which occurs due to the excited state resonance interaction in loosely bound molecular sys

tems.
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Recent photoluminescence measurements from vacuum-deposited MgPc films have 

shown the Q-band to peak at -1.45 eV or 855 nm at room temperature consistent with our 

own observations'^^. The observed emission was ascribed to the two Davydov components 

of the first singlet exciton band corresponding to the Q absorption band. Thus the lumines

cence from the Q band is measured in our XEOL spectra. When the transition dipole ap

pears on the molecule upon excitation, the resonance interaction arises due to transition di

poles in translationally equivalent or inequivalent molecules^"''. The molecular point group 

symmetry, e.g. D41,, is lowered from consideration of the unit cell, the space group symme

try, and the positioning of the neighbouring molecules in the cell. Furthermore, intermole- 

cular cohesive forces in the crystal may result in distortion of the molecule from the planar 

free-space foirn, with a consequent reduction in the molecular point group symmetry, all of 

which has an effect on the dipole moments of the molecule ' . This has long been estab

lished as having a significant effect on the optical spectra from organic molecular crys-
tals204,205

Mizuguchi et aP"^ proposes a distorted molecule in the MgPc crystal with the Mg 

atom projected out of the plane of the four central nitrogen atoms by about 0.45 A, forming 

a pyramidal structure which has been confirmed by Janczak et aP^. The molecular symme

try is Q in contrast to D^h usually assumed for MgPc in the free space; the excited state of 

the metal phthalocyanine is doubly degenerate so the molecular distortion upon crystalliza

tion can remove the degeneracy to cause band splitting. Mizuguchi calculated that in the 

optimized geometry (D^h) there is a degenerate absorption band at 711 nm whereas for the 

C/ there are two bands at 712.9 nm and 699.5 nm; however, the splitting is too small to ob

serve two distinguishable broad absorption bands in experiment. Moreover, he predicts an 

interplanar spacing along the 6-axis of 3.19 A which is considerably smaller compared with 

that of the other planar phthalocyanines. The distance between the Mg atom and the nitro

gen atom in the upper layer is quite small and amounts to 2.70 A. It is suggested that the 

Mg atom is in a position to accept an electron lone pair of the nitrogen atom from the upper 

molecule to form a five-coordinate complex in the solid state. As a result strong exciton 

coupling with spectra displacement and energy shifts may be expected. Calculations and 

absorption reflection suggested that the two bands should be around 625 nm and 829 nm. 
Similar measurements presented in Janczak et al^*" are in agreement showing two broad
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bands with the lower energy one more intense. We only observed an emission peak at 860 

nm (Figure 62), which could be attributed to the calculated 829 nm band taking into ac

count the Stokes shift (i.e singlet to triplet). The photoluminescence spectra of Wojdyla et 

al'®^ are in agreement with these measurements with a similarly large Stokes shift. A possi

ble reason for not observing the first band is due to that fast vibronic modes may cause this 

excited state relax radiationlessly and then decay through the lower energy transition^®^.

5.2 OD-XAS ofMgPc

X-ray Absorption Near edge Structure (XANES) were recorded in total electron 

yield (TEY) mode and photoluminescence yield (PLY) at both C and N A^-edges. These 

were measured at liquid N2 temperatures.

Figure 63 The top panel shows the x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of MgPc C A-edge in TEY and zero- 
order PLY mode. The bottom panel shows the XAS spectra at the N A-edge in TEY and in zero order 
PLY mode. In both cases PLY spectra show inversion or a negative edge jump as compared to the 
TEY.

In Figure 63 the C and N K edge XAS spectra in TEY and zero order PLY are 

shown. The zero order PLY at both edges is inverted with respect to the TEY specifically
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showing a decrease in luminescence upon reaching the Is^ k* transition, but clearly re

flects many of the same spectral features in both instances. This anticorrelation between the 

PLY and TEY is a well known phenomenon in optical luminescence yield spectra^*’^ and 

has been thoroughly analysed by Emura et al . Essentially, the negative edge jump 

seen in the PLY spectrum arises due to competition between different excitation- 

luminescence channels, each having different luminescence yields. In x-ray absorption be

low both the C and N K shell thresholds, all the shallow core levels of C, N and Mg are ex

cited and will participate in producing e-h pairs. Upon reaching the C K shell threshold the 

Is transition is turned on and the absorption cross section of C increases abruptly, particu

larly at the 71* resonance. As all elements and all accessible levels are competing for pho

tons, if the luminescence yield for the C Is excitation is less than from the shallower levels, 

then a reduction in the total luminescence PLY can be expected for a thick film. This is 

unlike the case of photoemission which underlies the electron yield method where the elec

tron escape depth is limited and the absorption channels do not compete. (Thinner films 

may still exhibit positive edge jumps because there is no longer the additional absorption 

from shallower levels deeper in the film.) This lower luminescence yield at the K edge may 

arise through a less effective coupling of the 1 s core-hole excited state to the luminescence 

chromosphere.

The Is-Tt* resonance of MgPc at the C K edge shows two prominent features which 

we denote as A and B, where the first is a shoulder of the main second peak as seen in 

TEY. These may be attributed to the Is to tt* transitions of nonequivalent benzene (C-C) 

and pyrrole carbons (C-N) in the MgPc molecule where the aromatic carbons are less 

tightly bound with a lower C 1 s binding energy^®*. On that basis it might be expected that 

the ratio A:B is the same ratio as C-C:C-N but this is not the case as the projected C 2p par

tial density of states on the pyrrole C site may be higher while the feature B may also con

sist of the ring C Is to LUMO+1 transitions. Pyridine exhibits a similar anomalous ratio in 

the XAS spectrumwhere this is explained through inclusion of vibrational excitations 

leading to asymmetric line shapes with a tail on the high energy sides for each 1 s-tt* exci

tation and this is also applicable to phthalocyanine systems^'®. It should be noted that in the 

zero-order PLY this observed ratio is reversed from that observed in TEY wherein the A 

peak (C-C) is more efficient at reducing the luminescence than the B peak (C-N). Possibly,
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the pyrrole site (C-N) Is-tt* excited state couples more effectively to luminescence due to a 

faster transition of the electron to the chromosphore in comparison to the decay rate of the 

core hole than is the case for Is-n* excitation on the aromatic C site (C-C). The pyrrole C 

is bonded with the bridging Nbg where one of the chromosphore sites (n^Tt* )“ ’ ’“ of

the Q band is located and the proximity with this neighbouring site may enhance the coupl

ing of the luminescence from this particular core level excitation in contrast to the C-C 

sites.

Another noticeable point is the loss of features in PLY after excitation around 

288.5 eV, where the transition from C Is to cr* quasi bound states starts and the electron 

can tunnel out into the continuum. Luminescence resulting from the C Is hole is further 

suppressed^because the participator Auger electrons are no longer involved in the decay 

of the core hole and the accompanied secondary processes leading to recombination of 

hole-electrons on the luminescence centers are absent. At the N K edge, the PLY shows the 

same inversion of the TEY with a monotonic increase of signal towards high energies con

sistent with observed increase of the luminescent quantum yield with higher excitation en

ergies^'’’.

The inset in Figure 64 is the x-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL), which is 

seen as a band centered at 860 nm, obtained with excitation energy just below the C K thre

shold. It is this band at 860 nm that is attributed to the Q band transition. Wavelength spe

cific photoluminescence yield (PLY) spectra were obtained at the C and N K edges with 

the optical spectrometer centered on this band which is the strongest of the emission bands. 

Note that the zero-order PLY spectra include higher energy optical transitions such as the B 

(Soret) bands, which lie within the range of spectral response of the phomotomultiplier 

tubes as noted above. Thus the zero-order PLY spectra include emission from the Q and B, 

and N, L and S bands. Note that the optical emission can be confirmed as being from the 

organic film and not from the substrate from consideration of the attenuation lengths of the 

x-rays in the organic film, the ratios of the observed intensity of the XEOL before and after 

the C and N K edges respectively (not shown), as well as the reversal of the ratio of fea

tures A and B in the OD-XAS at the C K edge.
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Figure 64 The top panel shows x-ray absorption spectra (XAS) of MgPc C A-edge at zero-order PLY 
and wavelength specific (860 nm) PLY. The bottom panel shows the N /f-edge at zero-order PLY and 
wavelength specific (860 nm) PLY. A positive jump on the partial PLY (860 nm) of N A-edge is attri
buted to a site (bridging nitrogen Nb^) and state (n—►«*) selective luminescence channel. Inset shows the 
x-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL) spectrum of MgPc excited at 280 eV, below the C A-edge 
absorption threshold.

Shown in Figure 64 are wavelength-specific PLY spectra obtained at 860 nm for 

both the C K and N edges. The wavelength-specific PLY spectrum from the C K edge 

shows a negative edge jump at the threshold as the zero order PLY does but with no distin

guishable features. This lack of features is indicative that there is more than one emission 

center and that the Q-band is not C K edge site related. On the other hand interesting results 

emerge from the 860 nm wavelength partial PLY spectrum at the N K edge where a signifi

cant increase in luminescence is observed as the N Is-a* range begins. Clearly, a site- 

specific and state specific excitation channel that couples to the Q-band luminescence has 

been opened in this instance. This could be related to a o-like molecular orbital derived 

from the 2p lone pair of the bridging nitrogen The n-^7i* optical transition,
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previously assigned to Nbg sites has a significant vibronic coupling with the n^n* optical 

transition from which the optical emission of the Q-band is derived ’ ’ . This should

mean that the Q band contains a substantial contribution of this (n^Ti*) band which is lo

calized on the lone pair of Nbg. The difference in wavelength between these two optical 

transitions was ~70 nm (or -0.2 eV) ’ ’ which is halved in ClAlPc where an electro

negative axial ligand is present.^”^ As Mizuguchi points out, the Mg atom in the MgPc 

crystal structure effectively becomes five-fold coordinated, and this may be relevant to our 

case where this intermolecular Mg-Nbg. interaction appears.

5.3 Summary
Thus XEOL can be used in the case of phthalocyanines as a probe, not simply of 

the molecular origin of the luminescence, but also of the intermolecular interactions in or

ganic crystalline solids which may influence these.

Several other phthalocyanines or other porphyrin based materials could be investi

gated in similar studies
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6. XPS, NEXAFS, RXES and XEOL measurements on metal 
chelates, revealing the electronic structure.

The electronic structure of metal chelate organic semiconductors is the theme of in

vestigation in this chapter. These investigations have proceeded by synchrotron radiation 

based x-ray spectroscopic measurements of thick (bulk-like) and thin films. The results 

presented here are mainly XPS, NEXAFS, XES and XEOL measurements that took place 

in National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA).

The same experimental set up as the one used in the case of the phthalocyanines has 

been used for RXES and NEXAFS spectra measurements on Zinc(II) bis(8- 

hydroxyquinoline) Znq2 and Aluminium [tris-(8, hydroxyquinoline)] Alq3.

Znq2: Instrumental resolutions for NEXAFS C, N and O K edges is kept at 0.15 

eV, where in the RXES spectra of the excited C, N and O K edges were obtained with 

nominal instrumental resolutions of 0.7-2 eV(resonant vs non-resonant), 0.95-1.8 

eV(resonant vs non-resonant) and 0.82-1.9 eV (resonant vs non-resonant), respectively. We 

also obtained valence band x-ray photoemission spectrum taken from the same sample us

ing the Scienta SESlOO hemispherical electron analyzer of the end station at Xlb with an 

estimated total instrumental resolution of 0.3 eV, and C Is, N Is and O Is core levels XPS 

spectra with total instrumental resolution of -0.8 eV, respectively. A Znq2 thick film of 

-500 nm thickness measured by quartz crystal microbalance, was deposited by sublimating 

from a Knudsen cell at <1XI0'^ Torr onto the native oxide of a Si (001) substrate. The sub

strate had been degassed for several hours at -300 °C in the chamber which had a base 

pressure of 5X10'^ Torr.

Alq3: The energy resolution for XES spectra presented here was approximately 0.4 

eV near the C X-edge, and 0.6 eV near the N and O X-edges. The energy resolution for 

XAS is approximately 0.2 eV at the carbon and nitrogen X-edges, and 0.3 eV at the oxygen 

X-edge. Thin films of Alq3 were grown in situ on native oxide covered Si (001) substrates 

which ultrasonically cleaned in acetone before introduction into the vacuum. Once in vac

uum, the substrates were heated to 800 °C for 2 min. The thickness of deposited films used 

in RXES was approximately 100 nm estimated by quartz crystal microbalance.
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Figure 65 a) Structure of the two isomers: (i) facial and (ii) meridianal. LI, L2, and L3 denote the three 
ligands. Color code: nitrogen (blue), oxygen (red), aluminum (purple), carbon (dark gray), hydrogen 
(light gray)^“. b) Crystal structure of Alq3^'^ Arrows indicate the direction of the reciprocal lattice 
basis vectors.

As XES measurements require long accumulation times, sample exposure was lim

ited to avoid beam damage by vertically translating the sample a distance of 100 pm every 

300 ms to obtain a fresh unexposed surface. All XES measurements have been taken with 

an incidence angle (45°) of the beam at the substrate.

Alq3 is a tris-chelate organometallic complex in which the metal atom (Al) has a 

distorted octahedral coordination. It can exist in either of the two geometrical isomers, the 

“meridianal” (Cl symmetry) isomer or the “facial” (C3 symmetry) isomer, which differ in 

the relative position of the oxygens and nitrogens of the metal coordination shell^'^. Both 

geometrical isomers are chiral and thus correspond to two different optical isomers.

Alq3 thin films are amorphous and their morphology is quite complex. Recent ex

perimental studies have provided evidence of the presence of different phases^'*. There are 

three different crystal phases, two of them contain only the meridianal isomer, with differ

ent relative orientations, and the third is not well identified^'*.

The meridianal isomer is the more energetically favourable form, and it will be es

pecially dominant in films produced by evaporation onto a substrate, such as those in this 
study^'^.

The XPS, NEXAFS and XES measurements of Alq3 have been taken in collabora

tion with the Boston University group of Kevin Smith and they will be presented and ana- 

lysed elsewhere ’ . Here they are going to be used only in a comparison to the Znq2

data.
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Figure 66 a) (Znq2)jr supramolecular structures formed by thermodynamically favourable oligomeriza
tion reactions leading to the tetramer formation^^^ (Colour code: nitrogen (blue), oxygen (red) Zinc 
(cyan), carbon (dark gray)) . b) (Znq2)4 unit cell with Zn atoms (black), O atoms (light gray), N atoms 
(dark gray), and C atoms (w'hite). Important symmetry inversion centres are indicated w-ith small, 
empty black circles'*’’.

It appears that the crystal films of Znq2 occur in dehydrated and anhydrous form. 

Molecular modeling studies of anhydrous Znq2 predict distorted planar or distorted tetra

hedral geometries depending on the theoretical method used^^'. The crystal structure of 

Znq2 dihydrate has been reported and shows that the 8-hydroxyquinoline ligands were pla- 
nar222,223 contrast, Kai ct al.^^"* shows that anhydrous Znq2 crystals grown from the va

pour phase have a tetrameric structure (Znq2)4 with two distinct Zn^^ ion centres with six- 

and five-coordinate geometry, respectively.

The suggestion that Znq2 existed as a tetramer in solid films was also raised by 

Hopkins et aP^^, who suggested that “oligomeric” purity must be taken in to account. 

Sapochak et through a combination of theoretical modeling of oligomerization ener

getics leading to supramolecular structures and experimental size-exclusion chromatogra

phy studies, investigated the stability and purity of Znq2. The existence of the tetrameric 

phase in Znq2 purified by temperature gradient sublimation is demonstrated by using pow

der X-ray diffraction. Theoretical calculations of the total energies of the (Znq2)„ series {n 

= 1,2,4) show that the tetramer is energetically preferred over both the monomer and the 

dimer. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) supports the existence of this phase as the 

sole phase present in both single crystals and amorphous, vacuum-deposited thin films"^^.

The X-ray diffraction pattern for Znq2 films prepared in situ at high vacuum tem

perature by sublimation show good correspondence to the calculated pattern for the 

tetramer (Znq2)4 suggesting a single crystalline phase for this material"'^. Films used for this
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study have been prepared with similar conditions, where Znq2 has been sublimated from a 

well degassed Knudsen cell at <1x10''' Torr.

Unlike mer-A\qi, which lacks symmetry, (Znq2)4 has a more highly symmetrical 

stmcture belonging to space group PI. In the triclinic crystal structure (Znq2)4 molecules 

are arranged so that one inversion centre is located at the tetramer centre and two on either 

end of the tetrameric unit between terminal, bridging 8-hydroxyquinoline ligands of 

neighboring (Znq2)4 molecules (see Figure 66b). The former results in inversion symmetry 

for the (Znq2)4 molecule (point group 1), and the latter arises from the parallel arrangement 

of the bridging, terminal ligands on adjacent tetrameric units, resulting in a close intermo- 

lecular n-n interaction with a distance of 3.37

6.1 XPS of(Znq2)4
To the best of our knowledge there are no published data presenting the electronic 

stmcture of (Znq2)4 by XPS, NEXAFS and XES spectroscopy.

i) (ZnQ2)4 Cls
C-H A hv=530eV

M C-O = 286.65 eV 
d 1 C-N = 286.64 eV 
|a 1 C-H = 285.73 eV 
' \ 1 C-C = 284.57 eV

C-O ;
/ 1 11:2:6:1 ratio

C-C ^
\/m—
/AW

... 1 ^ i ....... 1 ^ . llllllllinillllllnill

280 282 284 286 288 290 292 294 
Energy (eV)

396 398 400 402
Energy (eV)

404 526 528 530 532 534 536 538 540 
Energy (eV)

Figure 67 i) Cls core level spectrum of tetrameric form of Znq2 |(Znq2)4] fitted with pseudo-Voigt 
peaks by keeping the stoichiometric ratio 1:2:5:1, where the different chemicai environments labelled 
as C-C a bridged carbon connected to only other carbons (pink colour); C-N inner carbons attached to 
nitrogen (blue colour); C-O inner carbon attached to the oxygen (orange colour) and C-H outer car
bons that bonds to both carbon and hydrogen (green colour). The shakes up features are denoted as n- 
TT*. ii) Nls core level of (Znq2)4 with the accompanied n-n* resonances, iii) Ols core level spectrum of 
(Znq2)4 fitted with two pseudo-Voigt peaks describing the two different bondings of O to the Zn. These 
are the two outer O of the tetramer that are bonded only to one Zn (labelled Zn2 & Zn2' see Fig. 68) 
and six O that there are bonded to two Zn (2Zn) (labelled Znl & Znl' see Fig. 68).
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Figure 67 displays the C 1^, N 1^ and 01^ eore-level speetra with exeitation ener

gies 530, 530 and 710 eV, respeetively. The energies are chosen to enhance x-ray absorp

tion and maximise the energy resolution, by picking the lowest possible excitation energies 

that also have sufficient flux to minimize the monocromator slits and as such maximise the 

instrumental resolution. The experimental data are plotted as dotted curves. To derive de

tailed information, we analyse each spectrum, fitting it and display the results as solid 

curves in Fig. 67. Each component is represented with a pseudo Voigt doublet function 

with adjustable line position, intensity, Gaussian width and lifetime width, and the back

ground function with a Shirley form. The doublet accounts for the shake up features in a 

constant and independent manner for each atomic site by varying a shift from the main 

peak that best fit the data.

The C l5 core levels comprise four main components accompanied by their own 

shake-up satellite structures. All the peaks have been fitted with the same fitting parameters 

(width, mixing ratio Gaussian-Lorenzian). The overall width is 1.65 eV where the natural 

lifetime width T/, is 239 meV full width at half maximum (FWHM) as extrapoled from the 
fitting. This magnitude is larger than that estimated for Alq3^^^ but is similar to that of 

graphite, 178-210 me

According to the best fit, binding energies of the four components are 284.57 eV, 

285.73 eV, 286.64 eV and 286.65 eV which are in good correspondence with values for 

Clj of Alq3^^^. These four components originate from four bonding environments for car

bon in the structure of the 8-quinolinol ligand: A bridged carbon connected to only other

Figure 68 i) Pyridyl/phenolato ring overlap is shown for (left) intermolecular interactions of bridging, 
terminal ligands and (right) intramolecular interactions between bridging, terminal ligands and central 
Iigands46. Also colouring have been added marking the carbons of different chemical environment, ii) 
Structures showing the coordination geometry and atomic labelling about the Zn ions in the tetramer 
for Znq2. The full 8-quinolinolate ligands are not shown for clarity”*.
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carbons called the C-C bond (coloured pink in Fig. 67i), an outer carbon that bonds to both 

carbon and hydrogen called the C-H bond (coloured green in Fig. 67i), an inner carbon at

tached to nitrogen called C-N bond (coloured blue in Fig. 67i) and an inner carbon attach to 

oxygen called the C-O bond (coloured orange in Fig. 67i). The area ratio for the C-C, C- 

H, C-N and C-O components is roughly 1:5:2:1, in agreement with their numbers in an 8- 

quinolinol ligand. It needs to be noted here that on the fitted areas for each site the individ

ual shake up area also included.

The N lx, core-level XPS spectrum, has been fitted with only one main component 

with overall width of 1.9 eV at 399.49 eV, which does not necessarily reflect only one 

bonding configuration of these atoms. An attempt to fit it with two equal area peaks involv

ing nitrogens that bonded with the inner zincs (labelled Znl & Znl’ at Fig. 68ii) and outer 

zincs (labelled Zn2 & Zn2’ at Fig. 68ii) which are in different atomic coordination spe

cially on bonding with O, did not improve significantly the and the energy difference 

was only 0.5 eV which is less than the instrumental resolution of 0.8 eV and thus could not 

be resolved and confirmed.

The O lx core level spectrum of (Znq2)4 have been fitted with two pseudo-Voigt 

peaks describing the two different bondings of O to the Zn. There are the two outer O of 

the tetramer that are bonded only to one Zn (labelled Zn2 & Zn2') and six O that there are 

bonded to two Zn (labelled Znl & Zn2'). The area ratio of the two fitted curves is in good 

agreement with this atomic stoichiometric ratio (including shake up area). Both curves 

have been fitted with the same width of 1.83 eV and Gaussian-Laurenzian mixing ratio of 

0.82 (dominant Gaussian). The binding energy for the inner oxygens bonded with two 

zincs [Olx (2Zn)] is 532.26 eV and for the outer oxygens of the tetramer bonded with one 

zinc [Olx (Zn)] is 531.28 eV.

In all three cases (Clx, Nix, Olx) the FWHM broadening of the spectra is signifi

cant larger than the instrumental resolution and expected core hole lifetime broadening 

most likely due to inhomogeneous broadening cause by the formation of the tetramer and 

the various intramolecular and intermolecular interactions as shown in Fig. 66 & Fig. 68. 

Tabulated fitting parameters for these spectra are shown in Appendix III, Table 6.
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6.2 XES of(Znq2)4
In Figure 69 NEXAFS spectra of (Znq2)4 films on native oxide covered Si, meas

ured at a 45° angle of incidence of the beam to the substrate at both the C and N X-edges 

are presented. In the case of the C AT-edge peaks A and B may be attributed to the Is n* 

transitions of nonequivalent phenyl ring C-C, C-H and C-N, C-O carbons in the (Znq2)4 

molecule where the C-C and C-H carbons are less tightly bound with a lower C Is binding 

energy as shown from the XPS spectra. XES spectra at the same incidence angle of the 

beam at either the C or N X-edge have been recorded with different excitation energies 

from threshold upwards, going from resonant mode as depicted from NEXAFS spectra to 

non resonant excitation and are in the lower panel of Fig. 69.

In Figure 69a the spectra A, B and C considered as resonant emission and are com-

Figure 69 a) Top panel: (Znq2)4 NEXAFS at C X edge at 45° incidence of beam to substrate. Bottom 
side panels: C K edge XES spectra at the same angles at various resonant energies and non- resonant 
energy, b) Top panel: (Znq2)4 NEXAFS at N X edge at 45° incidence of beam to substrate. Bottom side 
panels: N K edge XES spectra at the same angles in various resonant sites and non- resonant excitation 
energy. Elastic peaks on both C and N edges appear broadened, in some cases asymmetrically, and 
have been fitted with two peaks.
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ing with the same overall shape but with some distinct differences. The resonant emission 

spectrum A excited with 285.16 eV is only capable of creating core holes on the C-C car

bons, an atomic site that does not seem to have contributions from the LUMO and HOMO 

levels, according to the ab initio Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations by Sapochak et al"*^. The 

filling of this core hole {2p —>l5) most likely does not include HOMO states which may 

suppressed by stricter RXES selection rules, based on the fact that the tetrameric form of 

Znq2 has an inversion centre (highly symmetric) where only g—transitions are allowed. 

Spectrum B excited at 286.26 eV involves emission transitions from the C-H atomic sites. 

There is only an enhancement of the same features as those which appeared in spectrum A. 

The broadening is most likely attributed to the span in binding energies of the core holes. 

In spectmm C, excited at 289.07 eV, from this point on all core holes from the different 

carbon sites are involved and the HOMO level is observable due to transitions from the 

sites with the highest Is core level binding energies, the C-N and C-0 sites. The fact that 

the main shape of the spectrum (C) looks similar to the earlier two (A & B) pronounce a 

completely delocalised system to HOMO and LUMO levels as the Sapochak et al"*^ calcu

lations are shown. In the non resonant spectrum E, the HOMO-1 and HOMO levels are 

more clearly observed and the overall spectrum has been broadened due to the span of the 

different binding energies of core holes and the multiplicity of transitions available to them. 

The elastic peaks of the three resonant spectra appear over broadened compared to the 

natural lifetime width combined with the instrumental broadening and these have been fit

ted with two peaks. For the first two spectra it is not clear if the second smaller peak (ap

pearing as inelastic loss) is associated with the HOMO level hidden partly underneath the 

elastic peak, but this is definitely not the case in the third spectrum (C). More about these 

inelastic losses will follow in conjunction with the N XES spectra.

In Figure 69b the N AT-edge RXES spectra A and B are considered as resonant x-ray 

emission spectra. The resonant emission spectrum A is excited with energy of 399.07 eV, 

and appears with relatively sharp features, but no observable HOMO levels. The elastic 

peak appears broader, beyond the natural life time combined with instrumental resolution 

broadening. Further it is asymmetric and has been fitted with two peaks. It is speculated 

that this asymmetry might been caused from losses by intra-molecular excitonic transitions 

due to atomic vibrations as described in the case of ethylene and benzene by Hennies et
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ai 179.180^ something that is more susceptible to happen in a 3D super-molecule like the 

(Znq2)4 specially on the pyridyl/phenolato ring.

The second resonant emission spectrum B excited at 402.34 eV appeared with the 

same features broadened this time and with observable HOMO levels. It is not clear if the 

broadening on the second spectra has to do with the speculation of the slightly different 

binding energies between outer and inner nitrogen of the tetramer. In that case the first 

emission spectrum A creates a core hole only on the outer nitrogens where part of the 

HOMO is allocated (Sapochak et al'*^ ) and in the second spectrum core holes from both 

(outer, inner) nitrogens are created and the multiplicity of transitions from the VB states 

creates broadening.

In Figure 70 O Ai-edge NEXAFS spectrum of (Znq2)4 films on native oxide cov-

Energy (eV)
Figure 70 Top panel: (Znq2)4 NEXAFS at O A edge at 45“ incidence of beam to substrate. Bottom 
panels: C K edge XES spectra at the same angle at various resonant excitation energies and non
resonant excitation energy.
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ered Si, measured at 45° angle of incidenee in conjunction with XES spectra at the same 

incidence angle of the beam have been recorded with different excitation energies from 

threshold upwards, going from resonant mode as depicted from NEXAFS spectra to non 

resonant excitation.

Spectra B and C of the XES panel in Fig. 70 are considered to be resonant x-ray 

emission spectra. Spectrum A excited at 529.28 eV is just at the absorption threshold but, 

as can be seen, a weak signal due to the O 2p-ls emission is observable. This weak signal 

is largely due to a small proportion of second order light in the beamline eontributing to 

both creation of Is core holes and Zn 2p core holes, hence the significant Zn 3d-2p emis

sion spectra seen in this speetrum recorded by the x-ray emission spectrometer in second 

order. Thus, the 02p component of the XES observed here should be considered to be 

NRXES, excited as it is by photons of 1058 eV energy. Dominant features of this spectrum 

are a set of doublet peaks at ~505 eV and ~516 eV. These peaks are a second order light 

signal belonging to Zn 2pyi and Zn 2p\a state transitions Up emission lines) with

E-E^ (eV)

Figure 71 Valence band XPS spectrum taken with excitation energy of hv=250 eV superimposed with 
the C, N and O K edges non resonant XES spectra of the (Znq2)4. Energies have been scaled relative to 
the Fermi edge. Inset on the left hand side shows the valence band spectrum including the Zn3d peak. 
Inset on the top right side shows in magniflcation the HOMO levels from the VB and XES spectra.
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emission energies at 1011.7 eV and 1034.7 eV, respectively^^^. Resonant emission spec

trum B excited with 531.85 eV at the n state appears with a relative sharp main emission 

feature where the HOMO only weakly appears as a shoulder on the high emission energy 

side. Although the excitation energy appears to be smaller than the binding core hole en

ergy for outer oxygens (532.26 eV) it is believed that core holes are likely to have been 

created at both oxygen sites due to the uncertainty in the energy imposed by the combined 

instrumental resolution of 0.8 eV. Resonant emission spectrum C appears with the same 

features which are slightly broadened and is similar to the non-resonant emission spectrum 

F.

In Figure 71 valence band spectrum taken with hv=250 eV excitation energy is 

shown in a direct comparison with the non resonant C, N and O K edges XES spectra. All 

the energies are presented relative to the Fermi level. The valence band spectrum is domi

nated by the Zn 3d peak at ~10 eV (inset on the right side of Fig. 71) which obscures a 

large part of the other valence band states. The valence band XPS spectrum appears to be 

insensitive to the detail of the HOMO levels, although the combined instrumental resolu

tion is ~0.3 eV, as compared to the XES spectra which exhibit more distinct features. This 

coincides well with the character of the HOMO levels on the pyridyl/phenolato ring as cal-

(Znq2)4 (Znq2)4

Alqa

a)

Alqs

b)
Figure 72 a) Orbital density plots of the HOMO for (Znq2)4 on the top and mer-Alq3 on bottom panel, 
b) Orbital density plots of the LUMO for (Znq2)4 on the top and and mer-Mq3 on bottom panel. Rep
resentation based on ab initio Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations by Sapochak et aP*.
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Figure 73 Left panels shows comparison between mer-A\q3 and (Znq2)4 C iT-edge NEXAFS and C K- 
cdge jc-ray emission spectra at resonant (bottom) and non resonant mode (top), respectively. Right 
panels in the same fashion show the comparison on O A-edge NEXAFS and O A-edge x-ray emission 
spectra.

culated by Sapochak et al"*^ based on ab initio Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations (Fig. 72). 

Possibly the high excitation energy, of the specific valence band XPS spectrum contributes 

to this.

In Figures 73 and 74 the comparison between mer-Alq3 and (Znq2)4 solid films by 

near edge x-ray absorption spectroscopy (NEXAFS) and x-ray emission spectroscopy 

(XES) is presented. In particular in Fig. 73 the C and O K edge NEXAFS and resonant 

(Fig. 73 bottom panel) and non resonant (Fig.73 top panel) C and O X-edges XES of the 

two metal chelates are compared directly.

Looking at the NEXAFS spectra of these two atomic sites it is clear that the overall 

shapes are very similar, as should be expected since both chelates are based on the same 

pyridyl/phenolato ring. In the case of the O K edge of the (Znq2)4, features appear much
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Figure 74 a) Comparison between /wer-Alq3 and (Znq2) N A-edge NEXAFS and A-edge jc-ray emis
sion spectra at resonant (bottom) and non resonant mode (top), respectively b) Calculated orbital en
ergy level diagram for mer-A\q3 and the (Znq2)/t oligomer series as presented by Sapochak et al‘“.

broadened in comparison to the mer-A\q3 because of the multiplicity of states created in 

the tetrameric form (see Fig. 74b). This is a result of the increase in the number of atoms 

and unoccupied non-degenerate electronic states, which is consistent with a tetrameric 

structure for Znq2.

Also the TV* resonance describing the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) 

at these sites for the (Znq2)4 is at a higher energy as compared to that of the mer-A\qi and 

corresponds well with the calculated orbital energy level diagram based on Hartree-Fock 

eigenvalues presented by Sapochak et al"*^ for the two molecules (Fig. 74b).

The fact that the ratio between n* and a* states is very similar can most likely be at

tributed to the three dimensional structure of these molecules in conjunction with the

amorphous crystal structure as has been reported previously',46,218
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The C K edge XES spectra both resonant and non-resonant are looking almost iden

tical for the two metal chelates, with slightly less features in the case of the (Znq2)4. The O 

K edge XES spectra follows the same trend with a similar overall shape but with broadened 

features in the case of (Znq2)4. It should be noted that the instrumental broadening is higher 

in the case of the Znq2 spectra thatn for the Alq3 spectra and thus it is not clear whether the 

broadening is due to the multiplicity of states (tetramer) as has been described before or 

because of the instrumental resolution, though the N spectra indicate the former.

In Figure 74a the N K edge NEXAFS and resonant (Fig. 74a bottom panel) and non 

resonant (Fig. 74a top panel) N K edge XES of the two metal chelates are directly com

pared. NEXAFS spectra look identical following the same ratio between n and a* states as 

previously noticed for C and O K edges. The LUMO appeared to be almost at the same en

ergy. The N K edge resonant XES spectra of the two metal chelates appears with a notice

able difference at HOMO-2 level where the main peak on the spectrum of (Znq2)4 comes at 

a higher energy and is in good correspondence with the calculated orbital energy level dia

gram by Sapochak et al"*^ presented on Fig. 74b. The non resonant N K edge XES spectra 

is in good agreement with the (Znq2)4, just being slightly broadened and with less distinct 

HOMO and HOMO-1 levels. Also in this case the (Znq2)4 has been taken with worse reso

lution.

The HOMO and LUMO levels as extrapolated from the C, O, N X-edge XES and 

NEXAFS spectra (shown at appendix IV) reveal a much smaller band gap for the Alq3 and 

(Znq2)4 than the presented calculated orbital energy level diagram by Sapochak et al"*^ on 

Fig. 74. The failure of Hartee-Fock eigenvalues to calculate accurate energy levels for the 

band gap in combination with excitonic states might contribute on this mismatch.
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6.3 XEOL of(Znq2)4

A first attempt to explore the optieal luminescence of (Znq2)4 films by x-ray excited opti

cal luminescence (XEOL) spectroscopy was attempted.

Measurements took place on the XIB beam line end station with an experimental 

set up used for the first time at this end station (Fig. 75). A focusing lens (a UV grade col

limator) was connected to a fibre cable ( UV grade 400 pm fibre ) and mounted to a re

tractable z stage manipulator inserted in the main chamber in close proximity to the sample 

to maximise the luminescent light collection. Optical light through the fibre optic was 

measured with an optical detector USB2000, which is supplied with Sony ILX511B linear 

silicon CCD array detector. It is configured with a 600 mm"' grating, blazed for 400 nm, 

and a 25 pm entrance slit which can deliver 1.3 nm (FWHM) resolution. The detector has 

useful sensitivity range of 200 - 850 nm.

One can attempt to connect specific core sites to luminescence centres using XEOL. 

Exciting at site specific core levels we get the corresponding optical luminescence in a 

similar fashion as presented before in the case of MgPc films. Luminescence is obtained in 

the visible/NIR range (250-850 nm) at room temperature (RT) and results in one significant 

broad optical emission at 546 nm which is most prominent for excitations below the C K 

edge threshold (280 eV). This emission feature has been reported before, and is red shifted 

relative to Znq2 in solution^^*'^^^, and in agrees with other thin film photoluminescence in- 

vestigations ’ . Above the C K edge threshold the emission is substantially suppressed

(310 eV). This suppression of intensity relates to the luminescent yield from this core level
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Figure 76 An attempt to connect specific core sites to luminescence centres using XEOL. Exciting at 
site specific core levels we get the optical luminescence correspondence. From the bottom to the top, 
spectra excited before the C K edge absorption threshold, above the C absorption threshold, above the 
N K edge threshold above the O K edge absorption threshold are presented. Measurements took place 
at room temperature, thus the optical signal most likely originates from excitonic states related to the 
chromophore and the crystal structure.

as well as the attenuation length for the incoming x-rays within the film and has been ex

tensively discussed at the MgPc case (see at chapter 5.1). At the N and O K edge a similar 

XEOL signal has been obtained in same range, with peak around 546 nm at excitation 

energies above threshold at 405 eV and 560 eV, respectively (Fig. 76). The fact that we 

still get substantial emission above threshold for these two core levels means that the lumi

nescence (quantum) yield of these two are relative higher than the C K edge ( r]cis< ^Inis, 

rjois) and could be indicative that the chromophore is not on the C-sites but may arise solely 

from optical transitions on N and O atomic sites. It is difficult to make a direct comparison 

of the intensities of the emission peaks, since between different excitation energies a differ

ent focal position for the optical lens was required.

The fact that measurements took place at room temperature could possibly involve 

conformational changes due to strong exciton phonon coupling which may cause the ex

cited state to relax radiationlessly and decay through the lowest energy transition^*’^’^^"^. Ex

citonic states and electron traps below the LUMO are common in such films, as has been
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shown for other chelates^^'^. The bridging and terminal ligands not only exhibit in

tramolecular K-TT Stacking interactions with center ligands of the tetrameric unit, but also 

involve strong intermolecular tt-tv stacking as described by Sapochak et al^^ . The inter- 

and intra-molecular ti-tt interactions result in an extended network of overlapping phe- 

nolato and pyridyl moieties, which create a band like electronic structure (Fig74b) and 

thereby could lower LUMO level energy and give a narrower band gap than in Alq3. Ex

tended intermolecular orbitals could not be excluded and could be responsible for a red- 

shifted or blue-shifted spectra displacement caused by exciton coupling effects*'’^.

These are possible reasons for the broad PL red shifted spectrum relative to the one 

obtained from Znq2 molecules in solution. Also there is no sign of atomic core site related 

chromophore states since at room temperature luminance effects due to the crystal structure 

as appear dominant.

6.4 Summary
In conclusion, the electronic structure of Znq2 thin films, as measured by NEXAFS, 

RXES, XPS and XEOL was compared to measurements of Alq3. Evidence was found to 

support the conclusion that a tetrameric form of these films was studied with differences 

observed in particular in the O and N X-edge XES spectra.
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7. Conclusions 

7.1 Conclusions
At the outset I indicated that there were two themes of study. These were investiga

tions of phththalocyanines materials specifically looking at beam damage in OMS MPcs 

and the electronic structure of MPcs.

Synchrotron radiation induced damaged to the organic semiconductor family of 

metal phthalocyanines solid films has been under investigation through photoemission and 

NEXAFS spectroscopies. Themes of investigation included comparison between non- 

planar and planar phthalocyanines, temperature dependence and thick versus thin films.

Two major damage processes have been indentified: a) Degradation or alteration of 

the crystal structure of the films and b) molecular damage, that is scissioning of bonds, ob

served mainly though XPS and NEXAFS studies of thick PbPc films.

Temperature seems to slow down these two processes, as has been proved to be the 

case at liquid nitrogen temperature with XPS studies on PbPc thick film.

Comparison between non-planar (PbPc) and planar (MgPc) metal phthalocyanines 

under the same time of exposure and the same energy and flux, shows that the planar MgPc 

is more robust compared to the non-planar PbPc.

Similar to this is the comparison between thin films (~1 ML) of non-planar PbPc 

and planar MgPc, investigated through core level and VB photoemission spectroscopy, 

where MgPc appeared to be intact even after prolonged exposure to synchrotron radiation.

In the case of PbPc thin films, prolonged exposure seems to alter the way the non 

planar molecule faces the substrate. The molecule is sitting flat with the Pb atom facing the 

substrate (facing down) and the Pb atom facing away of the substrate (facing up) in a ratio 

1:7. Synchrotron radiation seems to flip substantial numbers of molecules and alter this ra

tio to 1:2.

The electronic structure of planar and non-planar closed shell metal phthalocya

nines ZnPc, SnPc and PbPc, as well the fluorinated counterpart of ZnPc FieZnPc, was in

vestigated in the second theme of this thesis, where NEXAFS, XES and VBXPS meas

urements were used.
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The non-planar SnPc and PbPc thick films have a molecular arrangement with a 

shallow inclination to the substrate compared to the planar ZnPc as concluded from 

NEXAFS spectra taken with the highly polarised light source.

Calculated PDOS and calculated XES shows that the HOMO level of the non- 

planar phthalocyanines (SnPc & PbPc) is located across all the phthalocyanine ligand (C, N 

atoms) whereas in the case of the planar phthalocyanines (ZnPc, Fi^ZnPc), though it is still 

on the phthalocyanine ligand, it is located mostly on the C atoms. This is shown to be in 

good agreement with observations such as the XES experimental spectra at the C and N K 

edges. Further the calculated PDOS shows that the LUMO is dispersed across the whole 

macromolecule in the phthalocyanines under examination.

This appears to be the case with the ZnPc where inversion symmetry is present in 

the molecule.

ZnPc and Fi^ZnPc appear to have very similar NEXAFS and XES on the N X-edge, 

but the picture is different for the C X-dege where the highly electronegative fluorine ap

pears to withdraw substantial charge from the C atoms that affect the XPS, NEXAFS and 

XES spectra signficantly.

In addition x-ray excited optical luminescence and optically detected x-ray absorp

tion spectroscopy, two relatively new synchrotron based spectroscopies, were used on 

(MgPc) and Zinc(Il) bis(8-hydroxyquinoline) (Znqa) molecular films. The scope was to 

reveal luminescence chromophore centres in the atomic sites of these optically active mo

lecular semiconductors. Results from MgPc indicate that a non-bonding nitrogen state is 

actively involved on the main optical luminescence band of this molecule. Furthermore, the 

intermolecular interference appears to play a large role in this kind of transition on such 

solid films. Thus XEOL and OD-XAS can be used in the case of phthalocyanines as a 

probe, not simply of the molecular origin of the luminescence, but also of the intermolecu

lar interactions in organic crystalline solids which may influence these.

Lastly, the electronic structure of Znq2 thin films, as measured by NEXAFS, 

RXES, XPS and XEOL was compared to measurements of Alq3. Evidence was found to 

support the conclusion that a tetrameric form of these films was studied. The tetrameric 

form of Znq2, with the multiplicity of states but also the extensive intamolecular and in-
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termolecular interference of n-n quiline bonds, has a lower band gap compared to the Alq3 

and this seems to be supported by the direct comparison of the XES spectra.

7.2 Intentions

It had been hoped that a third theme would have been possible through my investi

gations, which would have been investigations of the electronic structure of thin films of 

MPcs through XES and their correspondence with XPS. However experiments to this end 

were frustrated by equipment problems over several years at MAXlab 1511-1 where it was 

intended that these investigations take place.

7.3 Future work

Advances in spectrometers have already allowed acquisition of XES spectra in sec

onds where hours were necessary before“^^'^^^’. This has the advantage of minimising the 

radiation exposure of such organic films and giving much better signal to noise spectra, 

especially on very thin films. Thus extended investigation on thin films of the same mo

lecular semiconductors could be worthwhile where accurate determination of the electronic 

structure across an interface is crucial for the performance of several devices based on 

these materials.

Since XES is a photon-in/photon-out spectroscopy, organic thin films under bias 

can be easily measured, providing an alternative and perhaps more accurate method of in

vestigating electrical parameters governing charge transport across semiconductor inter

faces (valence band offset, interface dipole, bandbending). Electron affinity and ionisation 

potential relative to the anode and cathode contacts could be explored through this method 

and accurate values for the energy barriers mismatch between semiconductor-conductor 

interfaces, extracted.

In metal chelates, such as Znq2, the asymmetry in elastic peaks can be studied fur

ther with higher resolution RIXS. Already, such high resolution RIXS is being applied to 

small molecules ’ . An extensive high resolution RIXS could retrieve more information

about the geometry of such 3D macromolecules and also the vibrationally activated optical 

transitions.
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Appendix I

Tabulate fitting parameters for the C Is, N Is, Pb 5d and VB phtoemission spectra 

for the 5min synchrotron radiation exposure of the thick PbPc film (Fig. 30).

Table 2 Fitting parameters of C Is and Nls, Pb 5d and VB photoemission spectra of 5 min synchro
tron radiation exposure of PbPc thick film (Fig. 30).

Ebind (eV) FWHM % shake up Espiu (shake 
up) (eV)

Integrated
Area

lA: benzene ring 284.58 0.66 8.0 1.87 240.3
C Is sp +2pj

2A: benzene ring 284.81 0.66 8.0 1.87 118.3
C Is sp

3A: pyrrole C Is 285.93 0.66 16 1.91 122.1
IB: benzene ring 284.37 0.66 8.0 1.87 115.3

CIs sp +2p2

2B: benzene ring 284.64 0.66 12 1.87 56.2
C Is sp^

3B: pyrrole C Is 285.52 0.66 11.9 1.91 52.8
A: N Is 398.66 0.69 3.9 1.72 145.5
B: N Is 398.37 0.69 4.3 1.72 67.0

A: VB HOMO 1.60 0.74 - - 193.1
B: VB HOMO 1.05 0.74 - - 109.9
A: Pb 5d 5/2 19.7 0.93 - - 7651.7
B: Pb 5d 5/2 19.94 0.93 - - 1272.8
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Tabulate fitting parameters for the C Is, N Is, Pb 5d and VB phtoemission spectra 

for the lOmin synchrotron radiation exposure of the thick PbPc film (Fig. 32).

Table 3 Fitting parameters of C Is and Nls, Pb 5d and VB photoemission spectra of 10 min synchro
tron radiation exposure of PbPc thick film (Fig. 32).

Ebind (eV) FWHM % shake up Espiit (shake 
up) (eV)

Integrated
Area

lA: benzene ring 284.57 0.68 20.3 1.76 117.8
C Is sp^+2pi

2A: benzene ring 285.1 0.68 23.3 1.87 137.4
C Is sp^

3A: pyrrole C Is 285.93 0.68 10.0 1.93 48.3
IB: benzene ring 284.35 0.68 7.6 1.76 167.1

CIs sp +2pi
2B: benzene ring 284.73 0.68 21.6 1.77 95.6

C Is sp
3B: pyrrole C Is 285.57 0.68 23.0 1.83 80.7

C: C Is 283.88 0.68 13.0 1.76 45.8
A: N Is 398.65 0.69 3.0 1.90 61.0
B: N Is 398.23 0.69 5.8 1.90 91.9
C: N Is 397.71 0.69 11.5 1.90 34.0
D: N Is 399.25 0.69 13.6 1.90 11.2

A: VB HOMO 1.60 0.74 - - 74.1
B: VB HOMO 1.06 0.74 - - 66.9
A: Pb 5d 5/2 19.94 0.98 - - 1139.3
B: Pb 5d 5/2 19.65 0.98 - - 8233.7
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Tabulate fitting parameters for the C Is, N Is and Pb 5d photoemission spectra for 

IML pristine thin film of PbPc (Fig. 38).

Table 4 Fitting parameters of C Is and Nls and Pb 5d photoemission speetra for 1 ML pristine thin

Ebind FWHM % shake Esplit Integrated Ratio D/U
(eV) up (shake 

up) (eV)
Area

ID: benzene 284.54 0.79 10.6 1.87 5.4
ring C Is
sp^+2px

2D: benzene 284.98 0.79 10.6 1.87 2.7 10.6
ring C Is sp^ 
3D: pyrrole 285.85 0.79 10.6 1.87 2.5

C Is 1.7lU: benzene 283.95 0.79 10.6 1.87 1.7
ring C Is 
sp^+2p2

2U: benzene 284.32 0.79 10.6 1.87 2.9 6.1
ring C Is sp^ 
3U: pyrrole 285.22 0.79 10.6 1.87 1.5

C Is
D: N Is 398.58 0.93 7.9 2.3 5.0
U: N Is 398.11 0.93 7.9 2.3 2.9

D: Pb 5d 5/2 19.8 0.98 - - 420.1 1.75U: Pb 5d 5/2 20.55 0.98 - - 239.6
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Tabulate fitting parameters for the C Is, N Is and Pb 5d photoemission spectra for 

IML beam damaged thin film of PbPc (Fig. 38).

Table 5 Fitting parameters of C Is and Nls and Pb 5d pbotoemission spectra for IML beam damaged

Ebind

(eV)
FWHM % shake 

up
Esplit

(shake 
up) (eV)

Integrated
Area

Ratio D/U

ID: benzene 284.44 0.84 9.2 2.14 4.5
ring C Is

2D: benzene 284.78 0.84 9.2 2.14 2.6 8.9
ring C Is sp^
3D: pyrrole 285.83 0.84 9.2 2.14 1.8

Cls 1 17lU: benzene 283.84 0.84 9.2 2.14 2.1
ring C Is
sp^+2p.

2U: benzene 284.14 0.84 9.2 2.14 3.6 7.6
ifeWC 1$ V
3U: pyrrole 285.20 0.84 9.2 2.14 1.85

C Is
D: N Is 398.55 0.89 5.8 1.9 3.3
U: N Is 398.10 0.89 5.8 1.9 2.6
C:Nls 399.07 0.89 5.8 1.9 1.3 J

D: Pb 5d 5/2 19.84 1.06 - - 414.4
U: Pb 5d 5/2 20.53 1.06 - - 327.0 l.ZO
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Appendix II

Notes on calibration of energy scales

The energy scale of the C /f-edge emission spectra was calibrated with order Ni 

La / Lp metal emission, while the N K-edge emission spectra were calibrated with 2"‘* order 

Co La / Lp emission, and the O AT-edge spectra with 2"*^ order Zn La / Lp"^^. These are clean 

reference samples that kept constantly under vaccum on the neck of the sample holder, at 

XIB endstation.

XAS spectra were normalized to current from a reference Au coated mesh. Also in 

XAS measurements at MAXLAB II at 1511-1, background correction to the absorption 

cross section of the Ge substrate needed to be applied. This happened by recording the 

background signal from a clean Ge substrate with the same beam incidence angle as the 

one used for the MPcs films measurements. Then subtraction of this reference spectrum 

after scaling to a pre-threshold point of the main spectrum is applied.

C K edge photon energy has been calibrated to an absorption dip in the Au coated 

mesh due to accumulation of amorphous carbon on it. The energy scale of the N and O K 
edges XAS measurements was calibrated using known absorption features of rutile Ti02^^^. 

The calibration methods for XES and XAS at XIB, are consistent with each other, and con

firmed by the agreement between the XES elastic peaks and the positions of chosen excita

tion energies on the XAS spectra

Calibration of the XPS binding energies measurements took place in MAXLAB II 

151 l-I end station based on the the measurement of XPS background signal obtained at the 

same time from well know Ge 3d states or by using a reference clean Au foil sample meas

uring the well known Au 4f states. In XPS measurements that took place at XIB Au foil 

that was held attached to the measured sample has been used measuring the Au 4f states.
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Appendix III

Tabulate fitting parameters for the C Is, N Is and 01s photoemission spectra for 

(Znq2)4 film (Fig. 67).

Table 6 Fitting parameters of C Is and Nls and Ols photoemission spectra for a (Znq2)4 film (Fig.

Ebind (eV) FWHM % shake up Espu, (shake 
up) (eV)

Integrated
Area

C-C:
Pyridyl/phenolato 

ring C Is

284.57 1.65 21.6 5.20 38.2

C-H:
Pyridyl/phenolato 

ring C Is

285.73 1.65 6.5 5.20 163.1

C-N:
Pyridyl/phenolato 

ring C Is

286.64 1.65 12.9 5.20 70.3

C-O:
Pyridyl/phenolato 

ring C Is

286.65 1.65 4.2 5.20 32.7

N Is:
Pyridyl/phenolato 

ring N Is

399.49 1.62 4.73 48.4

O Is (2Zn): 
Pyridyl/phenolato 

ring O Is

532.26 1.83 3.9 6.55 29.1

O Is (Zn): 
Pyridyl/phenolato 

ring O Is

531.28 1.83 8.2 6.55 10.34
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Appendix IV

Tabulate HOMO and LUMO levels for Alq3 and (Znq2)4 as have been extrapolated from 

the C Is, N Is and 01s XES and NEXAFS spectra at figures 73 and 74.

Table 7 HOMO and LUMO levels of Alq3 and (Znq2)4 as extrapolated from C, N and O K-edge 
XES and NEXAFS spectra.

A-edge HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) Band gap (eV)

C 282.42 284.74 2.32

Alq3 N 396.98 398.92 1.94

0 529.30 531.84 2.54

C 283.49 285.16 1.67

(Znq2)4 N 396.11 398.76 2.65

O 528.78 532.72 3.94
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